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Feature: Much ado about eighteen marks Secondary

Much ado about
eighteen marks
How and why ‘doing’ Shakespeare should be
active and fun for Year Nine

By Richard Spencer

‘Shakespeare was a pragmatist
and so must the twenty first
century English teacher be.’

Much Ado About Nothing at Shakespeare’s Globe (2004)
Featuring (left to right) Joy Richardson, Lucy Campbell, 
Mariah Gale, Yolanda Vazquez. © John Tramper.
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Feature: Much ado about eighteen marks

Every day we should be furious that our government trusts
us so little that it would rather see poorly qualified Gap year
students assess our pupils than ourselves.”

Last night I dreamed of a Tempest. Washed up 
on a rocky and inhospitable beach were a few
bedraggled survivors of the good ship
‘Standards’. Captain Adonis was nowhere to be
found, and all that was left was for the few, we
happy few, we band of assessment focussed
brothers (and sisters) to search for what we had
set out so many years ago to find…

Indulge me for a moment. A few years ago I fell
in love with teaching English. It liberated me,
fired my creative mind and gave me daily, almost
instant gratification and reward. It still does. I
was brought up by and around teachers who still
love the profession and occasionally offer me
wise advice on the cyclical nature of pedagogical
trends and fashions. Cowards flinch and traitors
sneer; we’ll make our aims and objectives clear.

But for every member of Tony’s army of ‘those
who can’ there is a harsh reality to face. As
English teachers in particular, we face a level of
scrutiny and statistical accountability never
before known and totally at odds with many of
our instincts. Like it or not, and I certainly don’t,
our effectiveness as teachers is often judged by
the KS3 test results of the pupils we teach. I am
a member of the cohort that sat the boycotted
SAT test of 1993. I remember nothing about it,
have no recollection of what level I achieved, and
am pretty sure that, had I under-performed, my
self esteem and literacy levels would somehow,
eventually, have recovered. 

The debate should rage and the government must
listen until the opinions of the real experts, and
not the likes of Chris Woodhead, are accepted as
policy. The tests do not work. They are divisive,
inappropriate, poorly devised, badly marked and,
by late August, inconsequential to the students.
Every day we should be furious that our
government trusts us so little that it would rather
see poorly qualified Gap year students assess our
pupils than ourselves. It seems to me that the
case for a KS3 portfolio along the lines of the
GCSE coursework folder is persuasive in
educative, administrative and financial terms.

However, to butcher Bill Clinton, ‘It’s the
classroom, stupid’, and whatever we think of the
tests they are as much of a reality as the thirty or
so splendid fourteen-year-olds who plonk
themselves before us every week. To ignore them
and hope they’ll go away is churlish and does our
pupils and ourselves a disservice. Shakespeare
was a pragmatist and so must the twenty first
century English teacher be.

Make no mistake, if Shakespeare were alive today
he would be teaching Drama. He was a man of
the stage and would have balked at the writing
triplets. I’ve yet to find a version of ‘The
Complete Works’ which you can nimbly hold
whilst rehearsing the murder of Julius Caesar. So
we must be clear with our students that the hefty
tome that we have just slapped smartly onto the
desk in front of them exists firstly and lastly as a
blueprint for performance. The activities and
resources used must extend beyond annotation
of key scenes and endless practice questions if
we are to avoid turning young people off
Shakespeare for life at the age of fourteen.
Literary and cultural conservatives would like to
think of the class as congregation, Shakespeare
as the holy text. As a modern teacher working
with students who are experts in multi-modal
media and entertainment on demand, I’d prefer
to think of the classroom as a laboratory of
thought with Shakespeare as provocateur in
chief.

There has been a great deal of press coverage
lately on the importance of experiencing
Shakespeare in performance. Any teacher who
has sat through a poor regional touring
production of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and chewed 
the inside of their mouths with the same mixture
of fatigue and frustration as I have will know 
that there are quality and accessibility issues to
be considered in this debate. A great live
performance is priceless; watching a poor
production can be disastrous. What is undeniable
is that finding ways of breathing life into the 
‘key’ scenes through innovative and exciting
classroom activities is always going to help
young people find the magic and the poetry that
we want them to appreciate. Would it be cheap of
me to suggest that I’d like less of the ‘set text’
and more of the ‘sexy text’?

With this in mind, my colleague Jim Stewart and
I, at the request of QCA, began to pull together
exciting and accessible ways of bringing
Shakespeare to life in the KS3 classroom. Our
work is not structured into medium term plans
nor do we provide specific resources. They are
an ‘ideas bank’ of activities that have worked for
us. Some we can probably claim as original,
others are amalgamations and variations on 
well established ideas from such legends of
Shakespearean pedagogy as Rex Gibson. 

Our intention is that our ideas, some of which are
sampled here*, will provide an easy access
stimuli for teachers to think creatively about
teaching Shakespeare to 13- and 14-year-olds.
We used Much Ado About Nothing as our basis,
but the ideas featured are easily transferable to
other plays. They are organised to reflect the
assessment requirements for the KS3
Shakespeare test for 2007:
• Character and motivation
• Ideas, themes, issues
• The language of the text
• Text in performance

While the activities/questions target a particular
area, there is often a great deal of crossover
between them. For example, to engage
effectively with an activity on character and
motivation students will need to consider what
the character says and how they say it (i.e. the
language of the text) as well as their actions.

Teaching character

The Wedding Video

Aim: to develop students’ understanding of 
key characters by investigating how these
characters react to the marriages at the end 
of the play
Use a video recorder to stage the wedding of
Beatrice and Benedick. Students could script or
story board the scenes before filming them.
Include interviews to camera with significant
characters, including Don Pedro, Leonato,
Claudio, and Hero. Students could then do the
same for Claudio and Hero’s wedding, with
interviews with other characters (including
Beatrice and Benedick).

The language of the text

Photo story using key quotations
(teen magazine style)

Aim: to identify key moments, to explore how
language is used to reveal character and to
support this by selecting and using significant
quotations from the key scenes

Send students out in groups with a disposable
camera or a digital camera. Each group of
students is told that they will collate images
which represent events in the key scenes from

the perspective of a particular (major) character.
They are instructed to plan twelve shots in
sequence from ‘their’ scene, focusing in
particular on the language, thoughts, emotions
and reactions of their character, using thought
bubbles and speech bubbles which contain
quotations from the text. These are to be added
afterwards. They should then organise them into
a photo story montage in the style of a teen
magazine.

Exploring themes: ‘Deception and
misunderstanding’

‘Cruel to be kind?’ trick cards 

Aim: to understand how characters are misled
or confused at key points in the play

Most of the main characters in Much Ado About
Nothing have tricks played on them by others.
The teacher (or the student) should produce
‘trick cards’. At the top of the card is the
character’s name (Benedick, Beatrice, Claudio
and Hero); underneath should be a space for
students to describe a trick played the character.
Then at the bottom should be a space for the
name of the culprit(s). The teacher should then
discuss with the class what the impact of these
tricks is on the plot and characters.

Teaching text in performance

MP3 sound collage 

Aim: to use drama to explore how sequences
of the key scenes can be presented in
performance

Students record key speeches or sequences of
dialogue (for example, the dialogue between
Beatrice and Benedick from 1.1.98-123) Record
the key speeches and transfer them to MP3,
attaching them to images within PowerPoint
presentations. These images may be taken from
an internet image search or designed by the
students themselves.

Richard Spencer 
Assistant Head of English at St Peter’s School,
Huntingdon and Regional Coordinator for 
NATE (Eastern Region)

*The ideas in full are at present available from a 
link on the NATE homepage, www.nate.org.uk

‘A great live
performance is
priceless... a poor
production can be
disastrous.’

‘It’s the
classroom,
stupid!’

‘I’d like 
less of the
“set text” 
and more 
of the 
“sexy
text” ’
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Shakespeare in
my special school
by Jo Robinson

Shakespeare inmy special school
Relatively new to the role of English co-ordinator,
I’ll admit to being full of enthusiasm and drive. I
love my job and early this year, I was dying to do
something creative with English. I was
determined to introduce Shakespeare into the
curriculum and make it fun! This is something of
a tall order in a special school as most pupils,
mainly boys, struggle with reading,
understanding and all the usual English skills.
They also, as you might guess, have behavioural
difficulties and poor self -esteem. 

However, I was determined. The only thing I was
sure about, was not to bore them rigid by
showing them pages of text, even with
illustrations… If I could enthuse my pupils then I
would know I was on to a winner. The activity had
to be creative, engaging and fun, and I guessed
that drama was the only answer.

Fortunately, I attended a one-day main stream
KS3/4 workshop based around the strategies
used in NATE Drama Packs, which so inspired
me that I am now writing this! (I am a primary
music specialist so it was actually quite daunting
to be with such talented English and Drama
teachers.) The students’ work which has resulted
from this project has been truly amazing. I still
find it hard to express the satisfaction I feel when
I think of the pupils’ achievements. Pupils who
would normally find it difficult to write more than
two lines will now write three-quarters of a page.
They developed into being critical thinkers and
started to explore how and why the characters
did what they did. They also worked in groups
and stayed on task. The standard of their work
rose dramatically and to add to my immense
pleasure, the pupils really did find it lots of fun!
What follows is a description of how I helped
them achieve this.�

Shakespeare in
my special school
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Shakespeare in my special school
Firstly, I gave a brief outline of the start of the
story where Macbeth and Banquo are returning
victoriously from battle and we explored how
they would be feeling. For this activity I decided
to ask for two volunteers who would be ’sculpted’
into Macbeth and Banquo. The other pupils had
to position them according to how they thought
they would look on returning from the battle. The
pupils thought this was rather amusing as the
two volunteers could not speak and could only be
moved by another pupil. I had hand-picked two
of the liveliest candidates which meant for an
interesting lesson! It was great fun seeing them
trying hard not to speak – a challenge in itself.
During this activity I took photos and used these
pictures for the later ‘Role on the Wall’.

The pupils often find it hard to speak together
and share thoughts, so the next activity was to
work in pairs which also gave them an element of
safety. I asked the pairs to look at the sculpted
characters and consider what they would be
thinking or saying if they could speak – writing
down the words once agreement was reached
(emphasising that spelling didn’t matter). During
the sculpting activity I was continually
questioning the pupils to engage their brains and
get their thoughts and feelings flowing. Timing
was crucial; I was not going to let them sit there
panicking for ages. I allowed a short two
minutes, first using an egg timer then the one-
minute countdown. (Yes, the music from the
Countdown show itself – which brought a bit of
fun and a sense of urgency to complete on time.)

The results were brilliant. The pupils really got
into the thoughts of the characters. So after
explaining to them about ‘Thought-tracking’
(inner thoughts of a character are spoken by

‘I was not
going to
let them
sit there
panicking
…’

my special schoolpupils in sequence – touching the ‘frozen’
character as they do so), we also had a go at this.
Yes we adapted the process – made it ours. My
LSA filmed the thought-tracking with some
atmospheric music playing in the background.
This gave the scene a sense of excitement. I
displayed the photos of the characters and again
in pairs asked the pupils to consider words to
describe them. These were displayed around
their pictures. Pupils had a real sense of
ownership as I used pictures of themselves as the
characters. I also displayed their words and
thoughts without correcting any grammar or
spellings. I wanted to get away from ‘Where is
your capital letter?’ and ‘What should a sentence
end with?’ I wanted the pupils to engage with the
story, plot and characters. The pupils also felt
valued when they saw their rough notes
prominently displayed for all to share.

Naturally, I had to relate their work to the entry
level English OCR they were about to take and
the coursework that needed to be completed, so
writing was the next challenge. Firstly I recapped
by showing the video of the thought-tracking and
questioned the pupils further by using the
displayed ‘Role on the Wall’. I wanted to use this
to show how characters change, especially
Macbeth. Pupils were then asked to write a
personal diary in the first person of Macbeth.

This was repeated through the stages of the play
to show how Macbeth changed from being brave,
courageous and honourable to being a villain of
murderous intent. The Role on the Wall was
brilliant for this. I was able to challenge the
pupils ‘But you said he was brave?’ I could
actually show them the thought and words that
they had written. They developed their arguing

After The Battle

Dear Diary

I am feeling shaky I have just won the battle MY BEST

FRIEND PRACTICALLY SAVED MY LIFE.

It was terrible blood hushing all over the place heads rolling

all over the places but I feel grate but I am shattered. Least

I have got one thing to look forward to my boatful wife. So

me and Banquo was going bake to see aware family But

out of no wear was free ugly witches the ugliest girls I have

ever seen. They prophesised that I will come king but

Banquo went all wearied on me I tried to tell him I now

nothing about it I carnet talk to banquo he is annoyed with

me!! But I con talk to my wife but all she will think about

is what she can buy but that duos not mater all I want to no

what will happen to Banquo.

After King Duncan’s DeathDear Diary
I am worried because I have just assassinated the King I

do not no why I did it. I NO WHY MY WIFE SHE

TOULED ME SHE BRIVED ME AND

TRIKED ME she is not my wife no moor I am

dissociated I killed my friend. This blood will not come of

my hands AND KING DUNCAN’ THORT HE

CAN TRUST ME but it looks like he can not I have

portrayed him my worship has gone to waste. What shall I

do shall I kill my sleuth to make thing even or shall I live

in the pain and sorrow and I will kill her for you king

Duncan just for you. 

skills and of course they had to know and
understand the story. They saw for themselves
how characters could change and how our views
about them can change too. I am extremely
proud of the written work produced. I can
honestly say it left me speechless – a very rare
occurrence, trust me! Pupils who usually
required help and support – not to mention those
who have, in the past, caused rather interesting
sideshows rather than write! – tackled these
writing activities independently. 

Another activity was the ‘Guided Tour’. My aim
here was to develop creative thinking. This I had
also adapted from that Drama Packs course. I did
not have a map of where Shakespeare placed the
castles or the moor but I did have pupils who
could imagine. Pupils were asked to work in pairs
and talk. They had to imagine what the landscape
would look like and asked to place the four main
features on a map. There was no right or wrong,
the pupils loved that, but they had to explain why
they placed the features where they did.

This, to my surprise, took a good chunk of the
lesson. The pupils actually spoke together and
worked through these ideas; the lesson just
bubbled with enthusiasm. It was great. In the
next lesson, pupils did the Guided Tour but had
to work with different partners. The room had to
be cleared and I used music that I had composed
with them in a previous music lesson. The pupils
were not in any way threatened by being put on
the spot. Music was played and after explaining
to the pupils that the guide could let their
imagination go wild, fun was had by all. The
listener had to trust the guide by closing their
eyes and be led by them. The guide had free rein
to use their previous work and/or imagination.

Music playing in the background added
wonderfully to the atmosphere. After a set time,
the music stopped and so did they. The listener
had to recall just one thing that had interested
them, which showed that they had actually been
listening! It worked – the stories and laughter
made for a great lesson. To add to my delight a
pupil suggested that ‘We could do a modern day
map too Miss, the King’s castle could now be a
theme park.’ So the activity was repeated and I
couldn’t have been more delighted and thrilled.
These were mainly boys who wanted to extend
my work on Macbeth and I felt elated 

I had achieved more than I could have ever
hoped for. The pupils were speaking about these
activities at lunchtime and the Head came and
spoke to me about their excitement. I was thrilled
to be doing Shakespeare with pupils who have
real issues about reading and writing, and they
loved it. They now know that when they come
into my room, it will never be to simply sit down
and listen but to share ideas and thoughts which
will be valued. By allowing the pupils to express
themselves in this way, and not letting grammar
interfere, I now have pupils who are able to
express mature thoughts and are real, critical
thinkers.

The result of this is that pupils that are now
writing more creatively and are, in fact,
incorporating the capital letter and full stop.
They are also sharing imaginative thoughts that
go beyond whatever I hoped to achieve. �

Joanne Robinson 
English and Music co-ordinator at Halesbury Special
School, Dudley, West Midlands

All photographs with many
thanks to Joanne Robinson’s
students at Halesbury.
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Shakespeare in my special school
Firstly, I gave a brief outline of the start of the
story where Macbeth and Banquo are returning
victoriously from battle and we explored how
they would be feeling. For this activity I decided
to ask for two volunteers who would be ’sculpted’
into Macbeth and Banquo. The other pupils had
to position them according to how they thought
they would look on returning from the battle. The
pupils thought this was rather amusing as the
two volunteers could not speak and could only be
moved by another pupil. I had hand-picked two
of the liveliest candidates which meant for an
interesting lesson! It was great fun seeing them
trying hard not to speak – a challenge in itself.
During this activity I took photos and used these
pictures for the later ‘Role on the Wall’.

The pupils often find it hard to speak together
and share thoughts, so the next activity was to
work in pairs which also gave them an element of
safety. I asked the pairs to look at the sculpted
characters and consider what they would be
thinking or saying if they could speak – writing
down the words once agreement was reached
(emphasising that spelling didn’t matter). During
the sculpting activity I was continually
questioning the pupils to engage their brains and
get their thoughts and feelings flowing. Timing
was crucial; I was not going to let them sit there
panicking for ages. I allowed a short two
minutes, first using an egg timer then the one-
minute countdown. (Yes, the music from the
Countdown show itself – which brought a bit of
fun and a sense of urgency to complete on time.)

The results were brilliant. The pupils really got
into the thoughts of the characters. So after
explaining to them about ‘Thought-tracking’
(inner thoughts of a character are spoken by

‘I was not
going to
let them
sit there
panicking
…’

my special schoolpupils in sequence – touching the ‘frozen’
character as they do so), we also had a go at this.
Yes we adapted the process – made it ours. My
LSA filmed the thought-tracking with some
atmospheric music playing in the background.
This gave the scene a sense of excitement. I
displayed the photos of the characters and again
in pairs asked the pupils to consider words to
describe them. These were displayed around
their pictures. Pupils had a real sense of
ownership as I used pictures of themselves as the
characters. I also displayed their words and
thoughts without correcting any grammar or
spellings. I wanted to get away from ‘Where is
your capital letter?’ and ‘What should a sentence
end with?’ I wanted the pupils to engage with the
story, plot and characters. The pupils also felt
valued when they saw their rough notes
prominently displayed for all to share.

Naturally, I had to relate their work to the entry
level English OCR they were about to take and
the coursework that needed to be completed, so
writing was the next challenge. Firstly I recapped
by showing the video of the thought-tracking and
questioned the pupils further by using the
displayed ‘Role on the Wall’. I wanted to use this
to show how characters change, especially
Macbeth. Pupils were then asked to write a
personal diary in the first person of Macbeth.

This was repeated through the stages of the play
to show how Macbeth changed from being brave,
courageous and honourable to being a villain of
murderous intent. The Role on the Wall was
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pupils ‘But you said he was brave?’ I could
actually show them the thought and words that
they had written. They developed their arguing

After The Battle

Dear Diary

I am feeling shaky I have just won the battle MY BEST

FRIEND PRACTICALLY SAVED MY LIFE.

It was terrible blood hushing all over the place heads rolling

all over the places but I feel grate but I am shattered. Least

I have got one thing to look forward to my boatful wife. So

me and Banquo was going bake to see aware family But

out of no wear was free ugly witches the ugliest girls I have

ever seen. They prophesised that I will come king but

Banquo went all wearied on me I tried to tell him I now

nothing about it I carnet talk to banquo he is annoyed with

me!! But I con talk to my wife but all she will think about

is what she can buy but that duos not mater all I want to no

what will happen to Banquo.

After King Duncan’s DeathDear Diary
I am worried because I have just assassinated the King I

do not no why I did it. I NO WHY MY WIFE SHE

TOULED ME SHE BRIVED ME AND

TRIKED ME she is not my wife no moor I am

dissociated I killed my friend. This blood will not come of

my hands AND KING DUNCAN’ THORT HE

CAN TRUST ME but it looks like he can not I have

portrayed him my worship has gone to waste. What shall I

do shall I kill my sleuth to make thing even or shall I live

in the pain and sorrow and I will kill her for you king

Duncan just for you. 

skills and of course they had to know and
understand the story. They saw for themselves
how characters could change and how our views
about them can change too. I am extremely
proud of the written work produced. I can
honestly say it left me speechless – a very rare
occurrence, trust me! Pupils who usually
required help and support – not to mention those
who have, in the past, caused rather interesting
sideshows rather than write! – tackled these
writing activities independently. 

Another activity was the ‘Guided Tour’. My aim
here was to develop creative thinking. This I had
also adapted from that Drama Packs course. I did
not have a map of where Shakespeare placed the
castles or the moor but I did have pupils who
could imagine. Pupils were asked to work in pairs
and talk. They had to imagine what the landscape
would look like and asked to place the four main
features on a map. There was no right or wrong,
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they placed the features where they did.

This, to my surprise, took a good chunk of the
lesson. The pupils actually spoke together and
worked through these ideas; the lesson just
bubbled with enthusiasm. It was great. In the
next lesson, pupils did the Guided Tour but had
to work with different partners. The room had to
be cleared and I used music that I had composed
with them in a previous music lesson. The pupils
were not in any way threatened by being put on
the spot. Music was played and after explaining
to the pupils that the guide could let their
imagination go wild, fun was had by all. The
listener had to trust the guide by closing their
eyes and be led by them. The guide had free rein
to use their previous work and/or imagination.

Music playing in the background added
wonderfully to the atmosphere. After a set time,
the music stopped and so did they. The listener
had to recall just one thing that had interested
them, which showed that they had actually been
listening! It worked – the stories and laughter
made for a great lesson. To add to my delight a
pupil suggested that ‘We could do a modern day
map too Miss, the King’s castle could now be a
theme park.’ So the activity was repeated and I
couldn’t have been more delighted and thrilled.
These were mainly boys who wanted to extend
my work on Macbeth and I felt elated 

I had achieved more than I could have ever
hoped for. The pupils were speaking about these
activities at lunchtime and the Head came and
spoke to me about their excitement. I was thrilled
to be doing Shakespeare with pupils who have
real issues about reading and writing, and they
loved it. They now know that when they come
into my room, it will never be to simply sit down
and listen but to share ideas and thoughts which
will be valued. By allowing the pupils to express
themselves in this way, and not letting grammar
interfere, I now have pupils who are able to
express mature thoughts and are real, critical
thinkers.

The result of this is that pupils that are now
writing more creatively and are, in fact,
incorporating the capital letter and full stop.
They are also sharing imaginative thoughts that
go beyond whatever I hoped to achieve. �

Joanne Robinson 
English and Music co-ordinator at Halesbury Special
School, Dudley, West Midlands

All photographs with many
thanks to Joanne Robinson’s
students at Halesbury.
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Shakespeare in the
classroom: a teachers’
manifesto
by Peter Thomas

choice questions and mechanised marking.
Depending on your view, English has had, at last,
to get real to match the needs of the modern
world, or English has been shackled by the
ancient forces of business and industry. 

Given these changes, it is a good thing that
Shakespeare is still there, but there’s something
of a compromise here, too. The opportunity to
abandon SATs with their inept, philistine abuse of
Shakespeare and their encouragement of bad
teaching, has been missed. This is a shame, as
teachers know what politicians don’t dare to
admit – that English KS3 SATs have been 
a national disgrace since they started: a
monument to poor questioning, poor marking
and misguided judgement of schools’ and pupils’
success.�

Following national ‘English 21’ consultation,
QCA has published its review of the English
curriculum. The GCSE specifications for first
teaching in 2010 are, unsurprisingly, a
compromise reflecting the influence of various
stakeholders. The revised curriculum will keep
the expanded reading repertoire developed since
1994 so that cultural range and diversity are part
of the experience. This will please most English
teachers who see reading from Different Cultures
and Reading Media as important. However, there
is also some narrowing of focus in the reading
and writing repertoire. The CBI agenda, which
has repeatedly claimed a lack of workplace
literacy skills in school leavers, has made its
mark. Functional literacy will be a major part of
all students’ English experience, presented and
assessed in functionally convenient multiple

David Oakes, William
Mannering, Trystan Gravelle
and Kobna Holdbrook-Smith
in Love’s Labour’s Lost.
Photo: © John Haynes 

Eamonn Walker as Othello
and Zoe Tapper as
Desdemona in
Shakespeare’s Globe’s
Othello (2007). 
Photo: © Johan Persson 
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In GCSE, Shakespeare survives more healthily.
GCSE still allows teacher choice of text, teacher
choice of task and teacher assessment – as if
accepting that teachers have specialist subject
knowledge and professional expertise enough 
to operate without a ring-binder stamped
‘Recommended’. If there is guidance and support
for the teaching of Shakespeare, it is likely to be
refreshingly non-governmental, in the form of
inset by, or visits to, theatre groups or drama
specialists. The RSC ‘Time for Change’ initiative
is a welcome resurrection of Rex Gibson’s
‘Shakespeare and Schools’ promotion of active
work with playtext for performance potential.
GCSE will continue to require appreciation of
stagecraft, theatricality, performance and appeal
to audience. That, after all, is what Shakespeare
is and was all about. Shakespeare was
appreciated in his day by the educated and by
those who would not have met a government
target of level 4 in literacy: his scripts
democratised theatre-going and were
unashamedly popular in appeal and variety.

What’s also evident in the English curriculum is
a view of Shakespeare as a totem of national
identity. Stated broadly, this is the GCSE
requirement to be aware of social, cultural and
historical aspects of the texts, which is fine and
healthy. It’s probably true to say that all citizens
should be aware of the social cultural and
historical aspects of eating and drinking, of
driving, of educational reform and of political
manifestos, let alone of texts. What is less
appealing is the way that SCH may be hi-jacked
by those looking for tokens of Britishness, in an
attempt to connect disaffected or detached
young citizens with a glorious British heritage.

Because of the competing strands in politics and
the curriculum, I think it’s time to state what is
worth believing in when teachers work with
youngsters and Shakespeare in the classroom.
There is a social or socializing agenda worth
defending here, but not quite as governments
may conceive it. And there’s an even stronger
educational agenda in drama as something
active, communal, expressive and a source of
emotional and artistic enjoyment. Rather than
accept a compromise between other (non-
teachers’) agendas, I’d like to see a coherent,
explicit manifesto for Shakespeare in schools.
Try this ten-pointer for a start: I’d welcome NATE
members’ responses as part of re-possessing our
own curriculum.

1 Shakespeare’s insights into political and
historical processes help us to understand
the world we live in. The dramatised
situations based on war, rebellion and the
daily lives of citizens and rulers present us
with ideas, conflicts and choices which are
still relevant to society today. 
Coriolanus, seeking election as Consul,
fails to win votes because he lets the voters
know he despises them. Instructed by his
spin-doctors, Menenius and his mother, he
adopts a more electable posture:
‘I will practise the insinuating nod and
be off to them most counterfeitly.’ Now
that’s about as topical and explanatory a
bit of insight into politics as you’ll ever get.

2 Shakespeare’s insights into inner moods and
motives help us to understand relationships
and ourselves as individuals. The personal
griefs, triumphs, doubts, passions, fears and
relationships of his characters present us with
experiences, relationships and feelings
relevant to our personal lives today. 
For example, all of us need to know at some
time whether a relationship is based on
infatuation, lust, expediency or something
more durable. Shakespeare offers the test:
‘Love is not love that alters when it
alteration finds.’

3 Shakespeare offers a realistic, tolerant
understanding of human imperfection
subtler than any simplistic, fundamentalist
moral judgement. The display of flaws,
weaknesses, or follies in heroes as well as
villains avoids a sentimental or idealised view
of humanity.
Our interest in Macbeth is not a morbid
interest in a pathological killer, but in
someone, initially, better than us, possessed
of more than we can dream of in status and
reputation, but corrupted by something
normally seen as desirable – ambition. The
quality of this is its example that a good
man can have potential to be something
else. Understanding this is more important
than morally disapproving it. As Mark
Antony put it – and he well knew the
danger of making mortals seem perfect or
godly – 
‘The gods do give us faults – tis that that
makes us human.’

4 Shakespeare offers a realistic view of
human goodness and the possibility of
progress. Characters who display dignity,
decency and generosity are usually presented
in a context of the personal cost of having
these virtues and the opposition they face and
the temptation to abandon them they
experience in clinging to them. Shakespeare
does not show that being virtuous means a
perfect nature or is a recipe for an easier life. 
Power may tempt abuse and corruption,
but power exercised gently is a blessing: ‘It
is excellent to have a giant’s strength but
it is tyrranous to use it like a giant.’
(Measure for Measure)

5 Shakespeare provides scope for empathy with
others and for practical rehearsals of life-
roles. Drama gives vicarious involvement in
other lives and times, allowing space in a busy
world to lose ourselves for a while, to study
others, reflect on what they have done and
want to do, helping us to know what we may
do or want to do in similar situations. 
Those of us who shilly-shally and fear the
cost of doing what is right can draw
strength from the thought that ‘Out of this
Nettle, Danger, we pluck this flower,
Safety.’ (Henry IV)

6 Shakespeare enriches our emotional life.
The comic spirit of the plays (not just the
comedies) produces laughter, relief,
relaxation and well-being, conditions
favourable to sympathy and understanding. 
The anti-marriage, woman-despising
Benedick, gulled by others’ connivance
and his own vanity into believing Beatrice
is besotted with him, reverses all he has
said about being a bachelor, triumphantly
glossing his fickle change with the
rationale of duty: ‘The world must be
peopled’. If we can laugh at this, we can
laugh at our own contrivances and
posturings. Laughing at folly or fickleness
is healthier than preaching against it –
and emotionally more satisfying.

7 Shakespeare enriches our intellectual life.
The questioning, provocative nature of the
plays’ actions, arguments and soliloquies
make us respond, reflect, explain – engaging
us in dialogue with ourselves, the past and
each other. 
Getting the balance right between theory
and practice, between tortured
introspection and the need to just damn
well do something points out the limits of
intellectualising life. As Hamlet says,
‘Conscience doth make cowards of us all,
and thus the native hue of resolution is
sicklied o’er with the pale cast of
thought.’

8 Shakespeare helps us understand
communicative processes, presenting 

language as a resource for living. Whether in
prose or verse, his kings and mechanicals,
priests and soldiers, wives and lovers remind
us that language can be an instrument of
concealment and evasion, as well as of wit
and beauty and truth. 
The new King Claudius, seeking to win
sympathy by a display of grief, chooses
words long-vowel rich, to make a sonorous
effect: ‘Though yet our brother’s death be
green, and our whole nation Contracted
in one brow of woe.’ Yet, seeking to strike
the energetic note of brisk, efficient
authority in the new post, he chooses short-
vowel monosyllables: ‘So much for him….’

9 Shakespeare offers scope for creativity,
within or without the dramatic tradition. The
stories in the plays, whether original, adapted
or stolen from others, are a quarry for other
writers, inviting remodelling for today, for
different audiences and purposes. 
West Side Story, Porgy and Bess, Joe
Macbeth, Across the Barricades and Daz 4
Zoe all exploit the Romeo and Juliet
territory of love against the odds, whether
cosmic or social. Apart from the
professional re-workings, there are the
countless writings of youngsters also
adapting and improvising from the texts
they have been studying.

10 Shakespeare is a democratic entertainer
presenting the fears, joys and dreams of all,
for all. Drama is a more social experience
than private Reading and the blend of genres
in the plays – dialogue, monologue, chorus,
song, dance and spectacle – appealed to his
comprehensive audience, not just the
scholarly, the cultured and the privileged. 
For example, music masque and magic in
The Tempest and The Winter’s Tale; song
in Twelfth Night; dance in Romeo and
Juliet and Antony and Cleopatra; mixed
comedy, tragedy and history in Henry IV;
rude jokes and philosophising in Hamlet;
politics and kitchen sink talk in Julius
Caesar. Think of a play by Shakespeare as
a whole TV channel’s nightly output, pre
and post watershed, sequenced for
continuity and difference, adapted to the
viewing demographics, and you’ve got the
Shakespeare phenomenon.

Important though these are as constituents of a
broad humanistic education, it is just as
important, as teachers, that we address
Shakespeare’s work as a professional dramatist –
knowing why he was so good, rather than
knowing that he was good. Students need to
know that second-hand reverence and totemistic
worship – Bardolatory – are not enough: they
can, themselves, together, and pleasurably, arrive
at their own appreciation by experimenting with
ways of performing lines and parts of plays.�

‘Shakespeare was
appreciated… by
those who would not
have met level 4…’

‘I’d like to see a coherent,
explicit manifesto for
Shakespeare in schools.’

‘KS3 SATs
have
been a
national
disgrace
since they
started…’

The Merchant of Venice at
Shakespeare’s Globe.
Photo: © John Tramper.
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to operate without a ring-binder stamped
‘Recommended’. If there is guidance and support
for the teaching of Shakespeare, it is likely to be
refreshingly non-governmental, in the form of
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GCSE will continue to require appreciation of
stagecraft, theatricality, performance and appeal
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is and was all about. Shakespeare was
appreciated in his day by the educated and by
those who would not have met a government
target of level 4 in literacy: his scripts
democratised theatre-going and were
unashamedly popular in appeal and variety.
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requirement to be aware of social, cultural and
historical aspects of the texts, which is fine and
healthy. It’s probably true to say that all citizens
should be aware of the social cultural and
historical aspects of eating and drinking, of
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manifestos, let alone of texts. What is less
appealing is the way that SCH may be hi-jacked
by those looking for tokens of Britishness, in an
attempt to connect disaffected or detached
young citizens with a glorious British heritage.

Because of the competing strands in politics and
the curriculum, I think it’s time to state what is
worth believing in when teachers work with
youngsters and Shakespeare in the classroom.
There is a social or socializing agenda worth
defending here, but not quite as governments
may conceive it. And there’s an even stronger
educational agenda in drama as something
active, communal, expressive and a source of
emotional and artistic enjoyment. Rather than
accept a compromise between other (non-
teachers’) agendas, I’d like to see a coherent,
explicit manifesto for Shakespeare in schools.
Try this ten-pointer for a start: I’d welcome NATE
members’ responses as part of re-possessing our
own curriculum.

1 Shakespeare’s insights into political and
historical processes help us to understand
the world we live in. The dramatised
situations based on war, rebellion and the
daily lives of citizens and rulers present us
with ideas, conflicts and choices which are
still relevant to society today. 
Coriolanus, seeking election as Consul,
fails to win votes because he lets the voters
know he despises them. Instructed by his
spin-doctors, Menenius and his mother, he
adopts a more electable posture:
‘I will practise the insinuating nod and
be off to them most counterfeitly.’ Now
that’s about as topical and explanatory a
bit of insight into politics as you’ll ever get.

2 Shakespeare’s insights into inner moods and
motives help us to understand relationships
and ourselves as individuals. The personal
griefs, triumphs, doubts, passions, fears and
relationships of his characters present us with
experiences, relationships and feelings
relevant to our personal lives today. 
For example, all of us need to know at some
time whether a relationship is based on
infatuation, lust, expediency or something
more durable. Shakespeare offers the test:
‘Love is not love that alters when it
alteration finds.’

3 Shakespeare offers a realistic, tolerant
understanding of human imperfection
subtler than any simplistic, fundamentalist
moral judgement. The display of flaws,
weaknesses, or follies in heroes as well as
villains avoids a sentimental or idealised view
of humanity.
Our interest in Macbeth is not a morbid
interest in a pathological killer, but in
someone, initially, better than us, possessed
of more than we can dream of in status and
reputation, but corrupted by something
normally seen as desirable – ambition. The
quality of this is its example that a good
man can have potential to be something
else. Understanding this is more important
than morally disapproving it. As Mark
Antony put it – and he well knew the
danger of making mortals seem perfect or
godly – 
‘The gods do give us faults – tis that that
makes us human.’

4 Shakespeare offers a realistic view of
human goodness and the possibility of
progress. Characters who display dignity,
decency and generosity are usually presented
in a context of the personal cost of having
these virtues and the opposition they face and
the temptation to abandon them they
experience in clinging to them. Shakespeare
does not show that being virtuous means a
perfect nature or is a recipe for an easier life. 
Power may tempt abuse and corruption,
but power exercised gently is a blessing: ‘It
is excellent to have a giant’s strength but
it is tyrranous to use it like a giant.’
(Measure for Measure)

5 Shakespeare provides scope for empathy with
others and for practical rehearsals of life-
roles. Drama gives vicarious involvement in
other lives and times, allowing space in a busy
world to lose ourselves for a while, to study
others, reflect on what they have done and
want to do, helping us to know what we may
do or want to do in similar situations. 
Those of us who shilly-shally and fear the
cost of doing what is right can draw
strength from the thought that ‘Out of this
Nettle, Danger, we pluck this flower,
Safety.’ (Henry IV)

6 Shakespeare enriches our emotional life.
The comic spirit of the plays (not just the
comedies) produces laughter, relief,
relaxation and well-being, conditions
favourable to sympathy and understanding. 
The anti-marriage, woman-despising
Benedick, gulled by others’ connivance
and his own vanity into believing Beatrice
is besotted with him, reverses all he has
said about being a bachelor, triumphantly
glossing his fickle change with the
rationale of duty: ‘The world must be
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laugh at our own contrivances and
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and emotionally more satisfying.

7 Shakespeare enriches our intellectual life.
The questioning, provocative nature of the
plays’ actions, arguments and soliloquies
make us respond, reflect, explain – engaging
us in dialogue with ourselves, the past and
each other. 
Getting the balance right between theory
and practice, between tortured
introspection and the need to just damn
well do something points out the limits of
intellectualising life. As Hamlet says,
‘Conscience doth make cowards of us all,
and thus the native hue of resolution is
sicklied o’er with the pale cast of
thought.’

8 Shakespeare helps us understand
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language as a resource for living. Whether in
prose or verse, his kings and mechanicals,
priests and soldiers, wives and lovers remind
us that language can be an instrument of
concealment and evasion, as well as of wit
and beauty and truth. 
The new King Claudius, seeking to win
sympathy by a display of grief, chooses
words long-vowel rich, to make a sonorous
effect: ‘Though yet our brother’s death be
green, and our whole nation Contracted
in one brow of woe.’ Yet, seeking to strike
the energetic note of brisk, efficient
authority in the new post, he chooses short-
vowel monosyllables: ‘So much for him….’

9 Shakespeare offers scope for creativity,
within or without the dramatic tradition. The
stories in the plays, whether original, adapted
or stolen from others, are a quarry for other
writers, inviting remodelling for today, for
different audiences and purposes. 
West Side Story, Porgy and Bess, Joe
Macbeth, Across the Barricades and Daz 4
Zoe all exploit the Romeo and Juliet
territory of love against the odds, whether
cosmic or social. Apart from the
professional re-workings, there are the
countless writings of youngsters also
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they have been studying.
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presenting the fears, joys and dreams of all,
for all. Drama is a more social experience
than private Reading and the blend of genres
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comprehensive audience, not just the
scholarly, the cultured and the privileged. 
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The Tempest and The Winter’s Tale; song
in Twelfth Night; dance in Romeo and
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politics and kitchen sink talk in Julius
Caesar. Think of a play by Shakespeare as
a whole TV channel’s nightly output, pre
and post watershed, sequenced for
continuity and difference, adapted to the
viewing demographics, and you’ve got the
Shakespeare phenomenon.

Important though these are as constituents of a
broad humanistic education, it is just as
important, as teachers, that we address
Shakespeare’s work as a professional dramatist –
knowing why he was so good, rather than
knowing that he was good. Students need to
know that second-hand reverence and totemistic
worship – Bardolatory – are not enough: they
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The Merchant of Venice at
Shakespeare’s Globe.
Photo: © John Tramper.
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Good practice in this respect would be built on
the following principles 

1 Shakespeare’s texts are playscripts – prompts
for performance.

2 Students need to be physically active –
performing lines and scenes.

3 Playscript needs to be vocalised not merely
verbalised.

4 Performances need to be shared with others –
in performing groups and in audiences.

5 Students need to be confident at editing,
extending, re-working and improvising from
text.

6 Writing does not need to be the outcome of
work with playscript.

7 Improvisation and performance are for all,
regardless of academic or acting ability.

8 Critical appreciation of professional
performance on stage and screen should be
built into the experience of playtext.

9 Students should see Shakespeare as a writer
who exposed the darker, unworthy sides of
human nature and society, as well as one who
eloquently expressed the sublime, the spiritual
and the beautiful.

10 ‘Shakespeare’ is more important than any
individual play. Students should experience the
range of Shakespeare’s ideas and dramatic
skills rather than be committed to one play
only – selections which allow comparison and
variety will engage them with his craft.

These principles will change the experience that
many youngsters have of Shakespeare in the
classroom. They do entail, however, a confidence
in finding parts of plays that enable the principles
to become good practice. The next task is to
match up those parts of Shakespeare that will
amount to a thorough grounding in the essence of
his craft, and enable students to present their
exploration and discovery in assignments
matched to GCSE assessment objectives. �

Peter Thomas
Institute for Learning, University of Hull

Peter Thomas is currently working on a publication,
to be published by NATE, that develops teachers’
specialist knowledge of Shakespeare’s mind and art,
supported by edited extracts that lend themselves to
classroom activity and GCSE assignments. Any
responses to him on peter@pthomas.karoo.co.uk

Our Essential Skills series covers all the new and current specifications and 
Assessment Focuses quickly and easily with the minimum of fuss. Separate packs offer 

a totally flexible approach that fits in with your resources and ways of teaching. 

Dip in and out of the packs for a simple and straightforward answer to the new curriculum.

(Please quote ISBN 978 019 915224 7)

www.OxfordSecondary.co.uk/english Email: schools.orders.uk@oup.com    T: (01536) 741068    F: (01536) 454519

David Oakes, William
Mannering, Trystan Gravelle
and Kobna Holdbrook-Smith
in Love’s Labour’s Lost.
Photo: © John Haynes 
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Shakespeare unleashed
by Geoff Barton
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It was in my first year of teaching that I was
reprimanded for putting plastics bags over the
heads of an entire class of Year 7 pupils. My
defence – which even now seems eccentric – was
that I was trying to bring Shakespeare alive. But
it’s true – and had its roots in my childhood.

Some time before the onset of the most sullen
depths of my adolescence, my parents would take
me a few times a year to Stratford-Upon-Avon
where we’d see a play which my dad would
dutifully doze through. It was here that I saw The
Merchant of Venice for the first time, in a
production which set the play within that
shimmering city’s annual Carnival festival. It
emphasized the mystery and menace of the play,
and provoked questions about identity and
belonging, because many of the characters – at
least on the slippery slope that is my memory –
wore exotic masks.

At Garforth Comprehensive School in 1985 we
didn’t have exotic masks. It’s not what you would
expect to find even in this growing suburb of east
Leeds. Which is where the plastic bags came in. 

I learnt as a pupil that there’s little more tedious
in school than grinding through a work of
literature, hearing it read around the class,
pretending to understand or even be interested in
it, whilst secretly awaiting the bell. And yet as a
rookie teacher I didn’t have the confidence of my
colleagues who taught drama. I found chairs,
desks and blackboards more reassuring than the
empty space of the drama studio or stage. I
wanted my drama to be safe and manageable and
non-threatening – for me at least.

The plastic bags routine was what we’d now call
a starter. At the start of every lesson I’d take the
class down to the brightly lit foyer that formed
the entrance to the English Department. I’d get
out the plastic bags – from Tesco, if I remember
– put on a cassette of a Brandenburg concerto
and off we’d go. The students had made eye-
holes in the bags, so it wasn’t as reckless as my
critics might suggest, and through these they
watched me, standing before them with a bag
over my head. From there I’d raise an arm, sway,
point and stretch in time to the music. It was like
some madcap aerobics routine at a Ku Klux Clan
convention. Yet even the most mild mannered,
the most nervy and self-conscious student,
liberated by the anonymity of the plastic bag,
would join in. 

After what I would grandly describe as our
Venetian masque, we would retreat to the
classroom, push the desks aside a bit, and act out
the play. Somehow the inhibitions had been
shaken away by the little spot of silliness with
which each lesson began. Until the reprimand.

That was in the days when Shakespeare didn’t
have to be done in schools. We forget that now. I
started teaching in an era of 100% coursework
assessment, when I could choose the texts I
thought would best suit the class. Sometimes
we’d do Shakespeare; sometimes we wouldn’t.
Sometimes, if we ‘did’ him, we’d do him for
pleasure, not to write an assignment about.
Sometimes we’d read a bit and then watch a film.
And, in those days, I used to take a mini-bus of
students almost every week to catch productions
of anything in the glamorous theatres of
Bradford, Leeds, Sheffield, York and, at the
never-to-be-overlooked Wakefield Opera House.
We were building an interest in Shakespeare and,
more broadly, a first experience for many of
theatre-going.

And the collective experience of my students and
me was that this was all a good thing to do. We
were having relaxed, lightweight encounters with
Shakespeare, and I’d be surprised if any of those
students looked back now on the experience with
anything other than a bemused smile and a
feeling that there were many worse ways of being
taught English.

What then happened is that we began to take our
Shakespeare too seriously. As soon as
Shakespeare was promoted to iconic purveyor of
all things that are good about the English
heritage (by which I mean he was made
compulsory in the SATs), some of us began to
lose our nerve. The testing obsession in many
schools cowed us into dragging our students
through the set scenes and reducing the
Shakespeare experience for too many young
people into a utilitarian hoop-jumping exercise.
In the process, the life was drained out of
Shakespeare. He became a chore.

As so often with the subject of English, it’s
instructive to look back at George Sampson’s
seminal work of 1921, English for the English
(Cambridge University Press). Sampson was a
member of a Government committee that
investigated the teaching of English and, in his
subsequent book, he sets out a programme; a
kind of forerunner, by more than half a century,
of the National Curriculum. And whilst much –
from its title onwards – might strike us as quirky
and quaint, there’s also much to remind us what
being an English teacher is all about. Sampson
writes, for example, that ‘the best thing a child
can get from a teacher is not a mass of
authoritative information that settles everything
for ever, but the thrilling assurance that life is a
great adventure worth pursuing in a spirit of
discovery.’ (Page 104) �

‘It was like some madcap
aerobics routine at a Ku Klux
Clan convention.’

‘…I used
to take a
mini-bus
of
students
almost
every
week…’

‘I was reprimanded
for putting plastics
bags over the heads
of an entire class…’

No children and only two
teachers were put at risk
during the taking of this
photo to model Geoff
Barton’s technique.

Real Venetian masks
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This is, of course, part of the tradition of English
teacher as great Romantic, someone who believe
firmly in the grandeur of the human soul, of
imagination, of education in the Miss Jean Brodie
definition of ‘leading out’ what’s within rather
than the Gradgrindian template of children’s
minds being ‘little pitchers to be filled’. 

Of Shakespeare, Sampson writes:
‘Shakespeare is not only difficult but archaic as
well; and thus he seems doubly unsuitable for
young readers. Fortunately, he is saved for the
schools by his wonderful power of re-telling a
story in dramatic form and his equally wonderful
power of characterisation, and we may add, his
incomparable mastery of word-music. Indeed, 
it is Shakespeare the musician as much as
Shakespeare the dramatist to whom we must
introduce our pupils.’ (Page 111)

Sampson sticks the boot into teachers who take
Shakespeare literally, who reduce him to an
exercise in fact-finding, for example, by asking
their pupils to find out the geography of Venice
and Belmont. He’s all for performing the plays,
cutting the boring bits and letting the texts do 
the work. 

Sampson reminds us how much we may 
have given up in accepting a 1989 National
Curriculum that was so heavy in its detail and
prescription that we allowed ourselves to
become, like postmen, deliverers. A heavily 
pre-packaged, detail-laden statute with its 
lists of official texts risked changing the English
teacher’s role from expert to a kind of
intermediary, someone whose job was like the
supervisor on a production line, making sure the
right canisters of knowledge were delivered to
the right pupils in the right order.

On the other hand, former Education Secretary
Sir Keith Joseph once said that British children’s
first words were often ‘it’s the Government’s
fault’. And that’s the temptation here, to blame a
top-down culture of curriculum provision,
national strategies and a tight testing regime for
our willingness to give up some of our autonomy
and creativity. Some of us, in other words, (by
which I mean me) allowed Shakespeare to
become boring because we were menaced by the
tests and their high stakes role in judging
teachers, classes and schools.

Now – partly as a result of the summer’s marking
fiasco, and partly because of the tentative shifts
to when-ready testing – it looks as though change
may be afoot. The recent pilot Key Stage 3
English tests haven’t included Shakespeare. It
may just be that we can reclaim him for teaching
rather than narrow testing purposes, even if the
Bard is going to remain a feature of national tests
– and it’s easy for us outside Government to
underestimate the influence of the Daily Mail

effect on a weakened administration that will fear
being deemed to have ditched England’s Greatest
Writer of All Time.

So let’s leave the politics to the politicians and
instead set about rejuvenating our national
impetus for teaching Shakespeare in a lively,
provocative, inclusive and inspiring way. We’re
likely to look back and see this as a golden age –
a thriving theatrical scene in London and the
provinces in which innovative productions of
Shakespeare are the norm; a rich and diverse
educational commitment from big players like
the Globe, the National Theatre and the RSC; and
a back catalogue of film, television and even
animated versions of Shakespeare’s plays that
gives us huge scope for creativity and
engagement.

There’s also a new publication from the National
Strategies team at the DCSF called Shakespeare
for all Ages and Stages*. (At this point I should
declare an interest: I was a contributing author.)
It’s part of an ambitious project to give all pupils
access to their Shakespearean birthright, with
the Animated Tales on DVD for all primary
schools and a live Shakespeare experience for all
Key Stage 3 pupils involved in the ‘Making Good
Progress’ pilot schools. 

And as a publication, it’s refreshing, enlightened
and strongly focused on practical ways to rescue
Shakespeare from the stuffy prison cells of
national tests. There’s even guidance from the
RSC on how to help pupils get the most out 
of their visit to a live performance – things as
teachers we can do with them in advance that will
help to set them up not just for a richer response
to the work of Shakespeare but also to a lifetime
of theatre going.

It’s time for us to reclaim Shakespeare, to keep
tests and exams in perspective, and to enjoy with
our pupils the challenge and excitement of his
plays and poetry. That said, you should probably
do a risk assessment if you’re going to deploy
plastic bags. �

Geoff Barton
Headteacher at King Edward VI School. He is series
editor of English Progress (Pearson) and a member
of the DCSF English Board.

(*See the review of Shakespeare for All Ages and
Stages on page 76.)
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age…’
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‘The testing
obsession in many
schools cowed us…’
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Last October an advert for a job at
the Shakespeare Schools Festival
both excited me and brought back the
long dreary hours spent ‘learning’
Shakespeare at school. If only SSF
had been around in the nineties!

My SSF journey began on the night of
my appointment in January with a
fundraising dinner at BAFTA. Within
five minutes of arriving I found
myself in conversation with the
evening’s hosts, BBC’s Andrew Marr

and acclaimed actress Harriet Walter. Short
performances by three schools in between
courses had all 200 guests hooked with their
energy, confidence and imagination – the Special
School even received a well-deserved standing
ovation.

Next I was helping launch Shakespeare 24, SSF’s
first International Festival. On April 23rd,
Shakespeare’s birthday, 65 groups from 35
countries in 21 time zones performed their plays
at 7pm local time. As the cultural baton was
passed around the world, it was handed to us at
Liverpool’s Playhouse Theatre by Malawi,
Germany and Serbia. UK celebrations involved a
Merseyside group performing an outstanding
Macbeth whilst the National Youth Theatre
premiered Measure for Measure, newly
abridged for SSF by Jamila Gavin. 

Another first for SSF came in May when Barry
Sheerman MP and Partnerships for Schools CEO
Tim Byles hosted a showcase of SSF’s work at
the House of Commons. This proved a fantastic
opportunity for two schools to perform in an
unusual space and for their work to be seen by a
wider audience, an opportunity that was soon to
be repeated on a much larger scale back up North.

In July, SSF hosted Shakespeare in the City, a
three day fringe style event in Liverpool involving
200 young people from across the country.
Groups performed in galleries, museums, streets
and other public spaces across the city before
coming together on the final night for a
celebration of their talent in an open mic session
at the Cavern Club. 

While the groups returned home to bask in their
success, the SSF team headed back to London to
prepare for its core function, the Schools
Festival. Now in its 9th year, over 3000 schools
and 65,000 pupils have so far performed in
professional theatres, which has meant a lot of
fundraising on SSF’s part. 

To allow the Festival to keep going, SSF apply for
support from trusts and foundations, hold
fundraising events such as the BAFTA dinner
throughout the year and rely on the goodwill of
Friends of the Festival. For the 2008 Festival, we
also have the support of two corporate sponsors,
Land Securities – Trillium and the Manchester
Airport Group.

This all means that in October another 10,000
young people from 500 schools will be given the
chance to perform in 60 professional theatres
across the UK. To get them underway, each
teacher/director received a professional director’s
workshop in May and, in September, casts
received workshops from the National Youth
Theatre to give them a final boost of confidence. 

As Festival Coordinator for the South East, 
I can’t wait to see my schools perform in
professional theatres. The students’ enthusiasm
is infectious and whilst I watch them, I can catch
my breath and reflect on an extraordinary year
spent ‘learning’ Shakespeare through young
people’s talent, commitment and imagination.

To find out more about performances in your
area or how to join next year’s Festival, see
www.ssf.uk.com or call 020 7785 6497. �

Elizabeth Adamson
Festival Coordinator – South East

‘If only SSF had
been around in 
the nineties!’

‘…over 3000 schools
and 65,000 pupils have
so far performed in
professional theatres…’

‘…an
open mic
session 
at the
Cavern
Club.’ 
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Feature: Selling Shakespeare to Key Stage 3

Ah…September…The season of pristine
uniforms, ties at full mast, eager Year 7 faces, the
scent of sharpened pencils and …Shakespeare!!
What is it about this name that inspires so much
fear and trepidation in the minds of teenagers
everywhere? As Trevor Wright points out: 

‘Shakespeare is the maths of English. He is also
the only compulsory author in the English
National Curriculum.’
(How to be a Brilliant English Teacher by Trevor Wright,
Routledge 2005 – available from NATE catalogue.)

Generally the only pupils not afraid of delving
into the Bard’s work are the ones doing nothing
to stifle their obvious yawns and that’s before
they have even read a word that he penned.

The following is an account of how we spent a
year trying to challenge and change the way our
pupils viewed Shakespeare. We focused in
particular on students at Key Stage Three,
believing firmly that we needed to grab their
attention early!

Cultural disadvantages
I teach in a comprehensive school in Blaenau
Gwent. The borough is one of the poorest and
most deprived in Wales but that doesn’t stop us
from having intelligent, enthusiastic, lively
pupils. The majority of them want to learn and
want to succeed but culturally the area is
disadvantaged. The live performances and
theatre workshops that can play such a vital role
in encouraging a respect for Shakespeare are few
and far between. I knew therefore that steps had
to be taken to change the long held view of pupils
in our school; that Shakespeare is boring, a waste
of time and completely irrelevant to their lives.

I first realized we had to do something positive
after having the following conversation with a
pupil in Year 7:

Who can tell me one of Shakespeare’s great
works?
‘Oliver Twist’ Miss.
Err…No. Who can tell me who actually wrote
‘Oliver Twist’?

Selling Shakespeare 
to Key Stage 3
(Begin with Doctor Who…)

by Lisa Tippings
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I just told you miss. It was William Shakespeare.
The department decided that we had to do
something quickly if only to scotch the growing
rumour that William Shakespeare had penned the
immortal line Please Sir, I want some more.

As Acting Head of English I decided to designate
2007/2008 as Tredegar’s very own National Year
of Shakespeare. I began by giving a selection of
pupils from Key Stages 3, 4 and 5 a questionnaire
in order to assess their feelings about studying
his plays. Their responses held no surprises. The
majority of pupils were just plain scared, others
found the whole idea of studying Shakespeare
boring and whilst I was relieved that not too
many more pupils thought he had written 
Oliver Twist there was, in their answers, an
overwhelming sense of ‘Shakespeare? So what?’
As a department we were going to have to be as
proactive as possible in order to celebrate
Shakespeare and his great works.

Background resources
Believe it or not our journey began with Doctor
Who. As a way of introducing Shakespeare to our
Year 7 and 8 pupils we allowed them to watch the
episode entitled The Shakespeare Code. The
Doctor’s journey back in time to Elizabethan
England allowed the pupils to visualize the
streets of London, the Globe theatre and the
fashions of the day, all in an entertaining, non-
threatening way. Pupils are so often hampered in
their understanding by their basic lack of
knowledge of the period. We have also begun a
Shakespeare resource box – a simple idea but
one which is proving effective. Students can use
the box which contains various books about
Shakespeare, his life and times, facsimile
memorabilia and a model of the Globe (made by
some artistic Year 9 pupils) to deepen their
understanding of the playwright and the time in
which he wrote. It also enables them to be
independent in their own learning. They can find
out what they need to know when they need to
know it.

Live performances
We were also fortunate in that a Welsh theatre
company performed a modern version of Much
Ado About Nothing in a local theatre. A rare
treat indeed for Blaenau Gwent. Thirty slightly
apprehensive Year 8s trooped off the bus
wondering what to expect and clambered aboard
two and a half hours later full of enthusiasm. The
whole experience had awakened their senses. As
one pupil later told me, ‘I didn’t realize
Shakespeare could be so exciting!’

Granted, there were many questions asked on the
journey home and some pupils had had difficulty
grasping aspects of the story but the modern
dress and music had captured their imaginations.
It also highlighted a key point for the students;
Shakespeare can be relevant to teenagers in the
twenty first century. Trevor Wright later points
out, 

‘Many children come to Shakespeare with the
received attitude that he’s alien, ancient and
difficult. In fact he deals with murder, seduction,
war, betrayal, deception, sex, cannibalism,
jealousy and the supernatural.’

What teenager isn’t interested in at least some of
these topics? We realized that in order to engage
the pupils we had to begin with the aspects of the
plays that interested them the most. Therefore, A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and Romeo and
Juliet were automatically appealing. Common
Shakespearean themes such as teenage love,
parental disapproval, fights between friends and
enemies, jealousy and deception could all come
straight from a scene in Eastenders but instead
they were also being written about hundreds of
years ago. �

‘…The
majority
of pupils
were just
plain
scared…’

‘…our journey began
with Doctor Who.’

‘The whole
experience
had
awakened
their
senses.’

‘…themes … could all come
straight from a scene in
Eastenders…’
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Ah…September…The season of pristine
uniforms, ties at full mast, eager Year 7 faces, the
scent of sharpened pencils and …Shakespeare!!
What is it about this name that inspires so much
fear and trepidation in the minds of teenagers
everywhere? As Trevor Wright points out: 

‘Shakespeare is the maths of English. He is also
the only compulsory author in the English
National Curriculum.’
(How to be a Brilliant English Teacher by Trevor Wright,
Routledge 2005 – available from NATE catalogue.)

Generally the only pupils not afraid of delving
into the Bard’s work are the ones doing nothing
to stifle their obvious yawns and that’s before
they have even read a word that he penned.

The following is an account of how we spent a
year trying to challenge and change the way our
pupils viewed Shakespeare. We focused in
particular on students at Key Stage Three,
believing firmly that we needed to grab their
attention early!

Cultural disadvantages
I teach in a comprehensive school in Blaenau
Gwent. The borough is one of the poorest and
most deprived in Wales but that doesn’t stop us
from having intelligent, enthusiastic, lively
pupils. The majority of them want to learn and
want to succeed but culturally the area is
disadvantaged. The live performances and
theatre workshops that can play such a vital role
in encouraging a respect for Shakespeare are few
and far between. I knew therefore that steps had
to be taken to change the long held view of pupils
in our school; that Shakespeare is boring, a waste
of time and completely irrelevant to their lives.

I first realized we had to do something positive
after having the following conversation with a
pupil in Year 7:

Who can tell me one of Shakespeare’s great
works?
‘Oliver Twist’ Miss.
Err…No. Who can tell me who actually wrote
‘Oliver Twist’?

Selling Shakespeare 
to Key Stage 3
(Begin with Doctor Who…)

by Lisa Tippings
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I just told you miss. It was William Shakespeare.
The department decided that we had to do
something quickly if only to scotch the growing
rumour that William Shakespeare had penned the
immortal line Please Sir, I want some more.

As Acting Head of English I decided to designate
2007/2008 as Tredegar’s very own National Year
of Shakespeare. I began by giving a selection of
pupils from Key Stages 3, 4 and 5 a questionnaire
in order to assess their feelings about studying
his plays. Their responses held no surprises. The
majority of pupils were just plain scared, others
found the whole idea of studying Shakespeare
boring and whilst I was relieved that not too
many more pupils thought he had written 
Oliver Twist there was, in their answers, an
overwhelming sense of ‘Shakespeare? So what?’
As a department we were going to have to be as
proactive as possible in order to celebrate
Shakespeare and his great works.

Background resources
Believe it or not our journey began with Doctor
Who. As a way of introducing Shakespeare to our
Year 7 and 8 pupils we allowed them to watch the
episode entitled The Shakespeare Code. The
Doctor’s journey back in time to Elizabethan
England allowed the pupils to visualize the
streets of London, the Globe theatre and the
fashions of the day, all in an entertaining, non-
threatening way. Pupils are so often hampered in
their understanding by their basic lack of
knowledge of the period. We have also begun a
Shakespeare resource box – a simple idea but
one which is proving effective. Students can use
the box which contains various books about
Shakespeare, his life and times, facsimile
memorabilia and a model of the Globe (made by
some artistic Year 9 pupils) to deepen their
understanding of the playwright and the time in
which he wrote. It also enables them to be
independent in their own learning. They can find
out what they need to know when they need to
know it.

Live performances
We were also fortunate in that a Welsh theatre
company performed a modern version of Much
Ado About Nothing in a local theatre. A rare
treat indeed for Blaenau Gwent. Thirty slightly
apprehensive Year 8s trooped off the bus
wondering what to expect and clambered aboard
two and a half hours later full of enthusiasm. The
whole experience had awakened their senses. As
one pupil later told me, ‘I didn’t realize
Shakespeare could be so exciting!’

Granted, there were many questions asked on the
journey home and some pupils had had difficulty
grasping aspects of the story but the modern
dress and music had captured their imaginations.
It also highlighted a key point for the students;
Shakespeare can be relevant to teenagers in the
twenty first century. Trevor Wright later points
out, 

‘Many children come to Shakespeare with the
received attitude that he’s alien, ancient and
difficult. In fact he deals with murder, seduction,
war, betrayal, deception, sex, cannibalism,
jealousy and the supernatural.’

What teenager isn’t interested in at least some of
these topics? We realized that in order to engage
the pupils we had to begin with the aspects of the
plays that interested them the most. Therefore, A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and Romeo and
Juliet were automatically appealing. Common
Shakespearean themes such as teenage love,
parental disapproval, fights between friends and
enemies, jealousy and deception could all come
straight from a scene in Eastenders but instead
they were also being written about hundreds of
years ago. �

‘…The
majority
of pupils
were just
plain
scared…’

‘…our journey began
with Doctor Who.’

‘The whole
experience
had
awakened
their
senses.’

‘…themes … could all come
straight from a scene in
Eastenders…’
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Lively debate
We made sure we began with a dramatic scene. The
pupils enjoyed the fighting at the start of Romeo
and Juliet and took great exception to Egeus and
his demands of Hermia. They could not believe that
he threatened her with life in a nunnery and this is
where we were on to a winner. Our students, like so
many teenagers everywhere, love a lively, heated
debate! The fact that Shakespeare was enabling
them to moan about their lack of independence and
freedom drew them to him. How dare Egeus
threaten Hermia in this way? And oh how just it was
that his plans were thwarted… Shakespeare went
from zero to hero in the space of a lesson! 

Two other pointers I picked up on from Trevor
Wright’s book were these;

1. Never introduce a play with one of its longer,
more complicated speeches. For example the
argument between Titania and Oberon in Act
Two Scene One of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream will only serve to emphasize the fact that
Shakespeare can be confusing. The pupils never
do seem sure why the changeling boy causes so
much fuss. It is important, therefore, to begin
with something that the students can really relate
to. The fairies seem as far removed from their
world as aliens do but without the power of geek
chic behind them. Starting your study of the play
with the story of the lovers is a much more
promising introduction.

2. Never begin by watching the film version. This is
something I had always done until I read Trevor
Wright’s book. He points out the obvious when
he writes,

‘This is like watching a taped football match
when you already know the final score.’ 

Being armed with a DVD had previously helped
me to stay in my comfort zone. But why on earth
would any pupil want to battle through complex
language in order to reach an ending they
already know? There’s nothing quite like waiting
to find out if Juliet marries the man of her
dreams or if Hermia does indeed

‘…abjure forever the society of men.’

Dramatic moments
Finally, one of the best ways of teaching
Shakespeare is to actually stand up and do it. The
pupils created tableaux of the servants quarreling
in the square of Verona; they directed each other
performing the opening of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and they hurled insults at each other with
alarming conviction. Ancient Shakespearean
language or not, there is nothing quite like a
dramatic quarrel to bring out the Dame Judi in us
all. I knew we had finally hit gold when listening to
a minor squabble between friends; I overheard one
Year 8 pupil say to another,

‘Get you gone… you minimus, of hindering knot-
grass made;
You bead, you acorn.’

Not only had they successfully learned their lines
for their paired presentations but they were also
able to say them with real conviction!

Near the end of the summer term, all that remained
was to evaluate the feedback from pupils after they
had completed a further questionnaire. The results
were pleasing to say the least. Something had
clicked and although we still got some hint of
trepidation from one or two individuals, their
responses on the whole were now much more
positive. Pupils were actually suggesting plays they
would like to read and as such a whole new set of
Much Ado About Nothing texts have been
purchased. As a department we feel far more
confident about our teaching of Shakespeare and
pupils seem much more comfortable when asked to
read and study his plays. 

One last thought. In the sitcom My Family,
frustrated dad Ben Harper has this to say about his
son,

‘At last Michael has a normal mate….one who
doesn’t laugh at the jokes in Shakespeare.’

Well guess what? In our school it’s now difficult to
find a friend who doesn’t! And we wouldn’t want it
any other way. �

Lisa Tippings
Assistant Head of English, Tredegar Comprehensive
School

‘…he deals with murder,
seduction, war, betrayal,
deception, sex, cannibalism, 
jealousy and the supernatural…’

‘Something had
clicked.’
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Ever considered using video conferencing to
promote students’ collaborative learning across a
number of schools? Ever stopped to consider the
thought of blogging with the Bard? Read on to
find out how students from nine secondary
schools across Essex immersed themselves for
24 hours in ‘The Shakespeare eChallenge’.

Two clusters of schools, drawn from across
Essex, took part in a multi-media event that
sought to engage Year 9 learners targeted to
achieve Level 6 or 7 in English. We know that for
students to move on to achieve the highest level
in the Shakespeare Reading paper, they need to
immerse themselves in the text in a way that
involves gaining an overview of the set scenes
within the whole play. We set out to construct a
24-hour event that would draw students into
exploring the scenes in detail.

Each school chose six students from Year 9 with
the potential to achieve Level 6 or 7 in Reading.
At this initial stage, the schools knew only that
the event would involve a video conference and
there would be an element of performance,
collaboration and competition between the
school teams. We came up with a sequence of
activities, many of which could be replicated in a
classroom, across a year group or, as in this case,
across a cluster of schools working together. By
the end of the sequence, the aim was for each
group of students to perform a 60-second
presentation of one of the scenes set for study.
Other students would be able to watch and have
a chance to interview the ‘actors’ about the roles
they played and how they went about making the
editorial and directorial choices necessary to
reduce the scene from minutes to seconds.�

NATE will be at the BETT technology exhibition in London from
14–17 January. Whether you’re newly qualified or an old hand, if
you’re excited or overwhelmed by the potential of technology in
the classroom, a visit to the show can be rewarding, especially if
you do a little preparation. As usual we’ll have information and a
show guide on the NATE site nearer the event – and if you go, call
at the Subject Association Advice Centre to meet us and find out
about our new book for all electronic whiteboard users in the
English department, Sharing not Staring (see also page 20). 

For more about the BETT Show, 
visit www.bettshow.com

Tom Rank
NATE ICT Committee

Switch on to
technology at

BETT 2009

The Bard on broadband
by Paul Stevenson

The winning team from 
The Tempest Shakespeare
eChallenge are presented
with the Shakespeare
Challenge Globe Award 
by Councillor Simon Walsh, 
of Essex County Council.
Pictured with their team are
the Head of English and the
Headteacher of St Johns’
School, Epping.
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Students visited the BBC Drama website to 
view the ’60-Second Shakespeare’ videos and to
browse the productions tips and guidance on
how to make your own short video version of a
Shakespeare scene. In the next sequence,
students shared their views and comments on the
videos. In the Shakespeare eChallenge, this took
place over distance and used a blog which we had
set up for the purpose of the event. 

Using digital cameras and their choice of
software, students were then invited to begin the
planning of their own 60-second scene. Again, an
example was offered to show how the storyboard
might look. The planning should show the
‘episodes’ of the performance and some of the
key speeches, and indicate the timing through
annotations or a timeline. To incorporate review
and discussion, the planning documents had to
be group emailed by the given deadline and 
a short time given for teams to review each 
others’ plans. 

Teams then had time to consider the points and
suggestions. They had to prioritise their actions
given the time available and be ready to explain
and justify their directorial choices. Face-to-face
meetings (one school team Video Conferencing
at a time) were arranged between the team and
an ‘Ask the Teacher’ panel. In practice this
proved to be both a demanding and a rewarding
task. Students rose to the challenge and prepared
well for their interviews. 

Once the discussion had taken place, school
teams continued with their preparations for the
performance to take place in front of their peers
across the video conferencing screen. The
elements of peer assessment and competition
worked well; the teams became critical friends
and appreciative audiences for each others’
work. Each team was given 12 marks to allocate
across the performances they were to watch and
evaluate. This provoked real deliberation and
discussion within teams.

As the video conferencing event was born out of
collaboration between ICT and English advisory
colleagues, the ICT aspects of the learning were
addressed simultaneously. As with the English
aspects of the learning, the real audience and
purpose helped drive the students to go further
than they might in other circumstances. 

After carrying out an audit of each participating
school’s broadband connection, all the part-
icipating schools took part in a test day to stress
test all the technology we intended to use. It was
the ideal opportunity to establish e-safety
routines. As the event was to be broadcast,
students’ identities were protected through the
adoption of aliases – we asked them to reinvent
themselves as cast members in a theatre group.
This offered the additional affordance of
playfulness; students could choose to be 
another character and present ‘in role’ to the
camera. Some chose to do this and put on quite
a performance even before the 60-Second 
Scene began!

The ‘test day’ revealed several issues: local
(school) blocking of blogs and a reputable third-
part website (BBC), as well as the need to update
their versions of flash player (RealPlayer) and
BBC iPlayer. The problems were quickly resolved
and at any rate, the event was set up as a 24-hour
challenge, which meant that students were able
to access any of these online resources at home.
One pupil remarked in a blog: ‘This has been a
great way to learn and we have been thinking
how we could even use it in lessons’.

It was vital that the test day went well both in
terms of resolving any technical hitches and in
building enthusiasm and students’ engagement
with the event; and it delivered on both accounts!
Students were impressed by the quality of the
video conferencing images they saw and were
excited about the challenge event itself. Part of
the challenge was revealed in advance, but much
of the programme was revealed in part on the
day or in real time through the 24-hour period.
This added a frisson and just a little anxiety for
the colleagues in school and for the students.

One revelation that was made in advance was
that students could be in costume for the
performance. This proved to be very popular;
students enjoyed dressing in costume, posing
and taking photographs to represent the scene
and appearing in unusual guises at unexpected
moments.

Distinct purposes were identified for each
technology:
• Video conferencing was used as a means 

of setting tasks to all the school teams
simultaneously, as well as conferencing with
school teams (Casts) one at a time. The VC
was used to webcast the performances.

• Mobile phones were used for time-keeping
and for text messages and ‘reminder’ calls.
They also provided a back-up should the
dreaded ‘blank screen’ moment ever come.

• Email was used to support the tasks; teams
received brief instructions which they could
print off if necessary. 

• A blog was set up for the event and was
principally a means of capturing students’
comments and reflections on the process.
Some added jokes, comments and reflections
comparing the events of the scene with
storylines in the television drama ‘Lost’.

• The Message Board was intended as a
collaborative tool and as a means of the teams
identifying themselves by posting images and
comments on their zone. 

So how did the Shakespeare eChallenge address
the learning issues? What did it achieve in terms
of creating demands and taking students into a
new mode of learning?
• The students’ comments (on the blog and

email) showed us they were challenged by the
quality of other students’ work.

• In the face-to-face sessions, students
demonstrated ability to analyse, evaluate,
justify, reflect at an advanced level. 

• Students had to orchestrate a range of
demanding skills including presentation,
performance, evaluation, collaboration and
reflection over the 24-hour period. 

• The eChallenge was approached with obvious
enjoyment. One school team showed that not
winning didn’t dampen their spirits when they
celebrated taking part by performing their ‘60
Second Shakespeare’ again, just for the fun of it.

The eChallenge continued into the next day,
students had the built-in opportunity to take the
tasks away and come back the next day having
reflected on the learning. As well as being on

during the eChallenge, mobile phones could be
used to contact the ‘Ask the Teacher’ panel for an
hour after the video conferencing had ended for
the day. The word ‘homework’ was never used
and the question students tended to ask was: ‘Is
there a limit to how much time we spend on this?’

The pinnacle of any video conference is usually
high quality conversation, prepared for with
thought and attention to detail. This eChallenge
went beyond , with a level of interactivity that
exceeded what is normally available in the
classroom. Probably the most exciting aspect 
of the whole event was that students had a 
real purpose and a real audience for their
performances. This was effectively a virtual inter-
school challenge which brought higher ability
students together across the length and breadth
of the county . 

The winning teams will come together for an
award ceremony in May. This will happen
physically and not virtually. It will be strange to
think that these students will meet us for the first
time in person as it feels we know them so well
having spent hours together on the phone,
emailing and talking face-to-face on screen.

And finally?

We wondered what Shakespeare would think of
how we explored his plays. If Shakespeare was
alive today, what would he make of this
technology? Would it be ‘witchery’? We were,
after all, able to see and talk to each other 
across the length and breadth of the county of 
Essex. We used the Crazy Talk software
application to address the teams in the guise of
the Bard himself, peppering our pep-talk with
Shakespearean phrases. Would Shakespeare see
the internet as a powerful tool for collaboration,
communication and learning or would he never
recover from the effects of seeing a painting of
himself ‘talk’ and seeing groups of children
interact with each other through windows in
huge plasma screens? One thing is for certain;
the Shakespeare eChallenge has challenged how
we think about learning and left a lasting and
memorable impression on everyone involved. �

Paul Stevenson
Curriculum Development Adviser for Secondary
English

‘…the teams became critical
friends and appreciative
audiences…’

‘…students
could
choose to
be another
character
and
present
“in role”
to the
camera.’

‘…appearing in unusual guises
at unexpected moments.’

‘…performing their
60 Second
Shakespeare again,
just for the fun of it.’

‘Is there 
a limit 
to how
much
time we
spend 
on this?’
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Students visited the BBC Drama website to 
view the ’60-Second Shakespeare’ videos and to
browse the productions tips and guidance on
how to make your own short video version of a
Shakespeare scene. In the next sequence,
students shared their views and comments on the
videos. In the Shakespeare eChallenge, this took
place over distance and used a blog which we had
set up for the purpose of the event. 

Using digital cameras and their choice of
software, students were then invited to begin the
planning of their own 60-second scene. Again, an
example was offered to show how the storyboard
might look. The planning should show the
‘episodes’ of the performance and some of the
key speeches, and indicate the timing through
annotations or a timeline. To incorporate review
and discussion, the planning documents had to
be group emailed by the given deadline and 
a short time given for teams to review each 
others’ plans. 

Teams then had time to consider the points and
suggestions. They had to prioritise their actions
given the time available and be ready to explain
and justify their directorial choices. Face-to-face
meetings (one school team Video Conferencing
at a time) were arranged between the team and
an ‘Ask the Teacher’ panel. In practice this
proved to be both a demanding and a rewarding
task. Students rose to the challenge and prepared
well for their interviews. 

Once the discussion had taken place, school
teams continued with their preparations for the
performance to take place in front of their peers
across the video conferencing screen. The
elements of peer assessment and competition
worked well; the teams became critical friends
and appreciative audiences for each others’
work. Each team was given 12 marks to allocate
across the performances they were to watch and
evaluate. This provoked real deliberation and
discussion within teams.

As the video conferencing event was born out of
collaboration between ICT and English advisory
colleagues, the ICT aspects of the learning were
addressed simultaneously. As with the English
aspects of the learning, the real audience and
purpose helped drive the students to go further
than they might in other circumstances. 

After carrying out an audit of each participating
school’s broadband connection, all the part-
icipating schools took part in a test day to stress
test all the technology we intended to use. It was
the ideal opportunity to establish e-safety
routines. As the event was to be broadcast,
students’ identities were protected through the
adoption of aliases – we asked them to reinvent
themselves as cast members in a theatre group.
This offered the additional affordance of
playfulness; students could choose to be 
another character and present ‘in role’ to the
camera. Some chose to do this and put on quite
a performance even before the 60-Second 
Scene began!

The ‘test day’ revealed several issues: local
(school) blocking of blogs and a reputable third-
part website (BBC), as well as the need to update
their versions of flash player (RealPlayer) and
BBC iPlayer. The problems were quickly resolved
and at any rate, the event was set up as a 24-hour
challenge, which meant that students were able
to access any of these online resources at home.
One pupil remarked in a blog: ‘This has been a
great way to learn and we have been thinking
how we could even use it in lessons’.

It was vital that the test day went well both in
terms of resolving any technical hitches and in
building enthusiasm and students’ engagement
with the event; and it delivered on both accounts!
Students were impressed by the quality of the
video conferencing images they saw and were
excited about the challenge event itself. Part of
the challenge was revealed in advance, but much
of the programme was revealed in part on the
day or in real time through the 24-hour period.
This added a frisson and just a little anxiety for
the colleagues in school and for the students.

One revelation that was made in advance was
that students could be in costume for the
performance. This proved to be very popular;
students enjoyed dressing in costume, posing
and taking photographs to represent the scene
and appearing in unusual guises at unexpected
moments.

Distinct purposes were identified for each
technology:
• Video conferencing was used as a means 

of setting tasks to all the school teams
simultaneously, as well as conferencing with
school teams (Casts) one at a time. The VC
was used to webcast the performances.

• Mobile phones were used for time-keeping
and for text messages and ‘reminder’ calls.
They also provided a back-up should the
dreaded ‘blank screen’ moment ever come.

• Email was used to support the tasks; teams
received brief instructions which they could
print off if necessary. 

• A blog was set up for the event and was
principally a means of capturing students’
comments and reflections on the process.
Some added jokes, comments and reflections
comparing the events of the scene with
storylines in the television drama ‘Lost’.

• The Message Board was intended as a
collaborative tool and as a means of the teams
identifying themselves by posting images and
comments on their zone. 

So how did the Shakespeare eChallenge address
the learning issues? What did it achieve in terms
of creating demands and taking students into a
new mode of learning?
• The students’ comments (on the blog and

email) showed us they were challenged by the
quality of other students’ work.

• In the face-to-face sessions, students
demonstrated ability to analyse, evaluate,
justify, reflect at an advanced level. 

• Students had to orchestrate a range of
demanding skills including presentation,
performance, evaluation, collaboration and
reflection over the 24-hour period. 

• The eChallenge was approached with obvious
enjoyment. One school team showed that not
winning didn’t dampen their spirits when they
celebrated taking part by performing their ‘60
Second Shakespeare’ again, just for the fun of it.

The eChallenge continued into the next day,
students had the built-in opportunity to take the
tasks away and come back the next day having
reflected on the learning. As well as being on

during the eChallenge, mobile phones could be
used to contact the ‘Ask the Teacher’ panel for an
hour after the video conferencing had ended for
the day. The word ‘homework’ was never used
and the question students tended to ask was: ‘Is
there a limit to how much time we spend on this?’

The pinnacle of any video conference is usually
high quality conversation, prepared for with
thought and attention to detail. This eChallenge
went beyond , with a level of interactivity that
exceeded what is normally available in the
classroom. Probably the most exciting aspect 
of the whole event was that students had a 
real purpose and a real audience for their
performances. This was effectively a virtual inter-
school challenge which brought higher ability
students together across the length and breadth
of the county . 

The winning teams will come together for an
award ceremony in May. This will happen
physically and not virtually. It will be strange to
think that these students will meet us for the first
time in person as it feels we know them so well
having spent hours together on the phone,
emailing and talking face-to-face on screen.

And finally?

We wondered what Shakespeare would think of
how we explored his plays. If Shakespeare was
alive today, what would he make of this
technology? Would it be ‘witchery’? We were,
after all, able to see and talk to each other 
across the length and breadth of the county of 
Essex. We used the Crazy Talk software
application to address the teams in the guise of
the Bard himself, peppering our pep-talk with
Shakespearean phrases. Would Shakespeare see
the internet as a powerful tool for collaboration,
communication and learning or would he never
recover from the effects of seeing a painting of
himself ‘talk’ and seeing groups of children
interact with each other through windows in
huge plasma screens? One thing is for certain;
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Paul Stevenson
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When Hamlet said ‘The play’s the thing…’, the
last thing Shakespeare could have anticipated
was that we would be involving children as young
as eight- or nine-years-old in his plays over 400
years later. At William Parker School this is what
we have tried to do by running drama workshops
based on Macbeth with four of our partnership
primary schools. 

In 2007 we became a specialist college for
Humanities and a partner in the RSC Learning
Network. I was nominated to do Year 1 of the
course: an introduction to teaching Shakespeare
employing the RSC’s ensemble approach to
exploring and presenting plays. As a department
we thought it would be beneficial if I worked with
Year 5 pupils, given the bridging units that we
were teaching to pupils in Year 6. We wanted to
give primary children an active and enjoyable
experience of Shakespeare, in line with the RSC
ethos. As a department we are passionate about
Shakespeare, and this is what I wanted to
communicate through the workshops. My hope
was (and is) that as a result primary pupils will
come to our school eager to engage with
Shakespeare at Key Stage 3.

The process of planning the workshops with
primary colleagues involved numerous phone
calls, emails and joint meetings. Many of the
primary teachers involved in the planning stage
had attended one of the RSC’s INSET sessions at
our school earlier in the year and were very keen
for the workshops to go ahead. We planned the
workshops for a two-week period after my Year
11 students had left and Year 10 were on work
experience, so my cover requirements were kept
to a minimum. In total I taught nine two-hour
workshops in the four primary schools. All 
the schools were happy for me to give an
introduction to ‘Macbeth’, which was the play I
had worked on during my course with the RSC. It
is worth noting that only one of the schools had
taught any Shakespeare below Year 6.

So what did I do? I wanted to introduce the story,
approach some of the themes and engage the
children in an appreciation of Shakespeare’s
dramatic imagery. I had to create a two-hour
scheme which would engage all the students and
allow flexibility to suit learning styles and the
range of ability with which I was presented, using
many of the techniques advocated by the RSC. 

I introduced the pupils to William Shakespeare (I
was playing the role of William Parker, the
founder of our school four hundred years ago, so
I was introducing them to my namesake). I also
mentioned that we would be exploring a few
ideas from one of his plays, ‘Macbeth’. 

I began the workshop with a physical warm up.
The children learned to walk at specific speeds
around the space. I changed this to a move 
where they had to strike a distorted pose which,
progressively, they changed every five seconds 
to copy another pupil’s grotesque shape. I 
told them that this was because in lots of
Shakespeare’s plays the truth gets distorted and
that actors need to be able to physically interpret
the ideas within a play. They thoroughly enjoyed
this activity and showed they had the physical
control necessary to create theatre.

I quickly moved the group into pairs and
introduced ideas from within the play. Initially, I
got them to create still images on objects from
the play: a dagger, a castle and a royal crown.
From that, I gave them an introduction to the
relationship between Macbeth and Banquo by
getting them to strike three still images: one for
‘two friends celebrating a victory’, the second,
‘two friends sharing a secret’, and finally, ‘two
friends who don’t trust each other any more’.
These were rehearsed and performed in
ensemble. Regardless of which school I was in,
the pupils were able to present powerful still
images suggested by these relationships.�

‘...only one of the
schools had taught
any Shakespeare
below Year 6.’

‘ the pupils were able to present
powerful still images…’
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Primary

When Hamlet said ‘The play’s the thing…’, the
last thing Shakespeare could have anticipated
was that we would be involving children as young
as eight- or nine-years-old in his plays over 400
years later. At William Parker School this is what
we have tried to do by running drama workshops
based on Macbeth with four of our partnership
primary schools. 

In 2007 we became a specialist college for
Humanities and a partner in the RSC Learning
Network. I was nominated to do Year 1 of the
course: an introduction to teaching Shakespeare
employing the RSC’s ensemble approach to
exploring and presenting plays. As a department
we thought it would be beneficial if I worked with
Year 5 pupils, given the bridging units that we
were teaching to pupils in Year 6. We wanted to
give primary children an active and enjoyable
experience of Shakespeare, in line with the RSC
ethos. As a department we are passionate about
Shakespeare, and this is what I wanted to
communicate through the workshops. My hope
was (and is) that as a result primary pupils will
come to our school eager to engage with
Shakespeare at Key Stage 3.

The process of planning the workshops with
primary colleagues involved numerous phone
calls, emails and joint meetings. Many of the
primary teachers involved in the planning stage
had attended one of the RSC’s INSET sessions at
our school earlier in the year and were very keen
for the workshops to go ahead. We planned the
workshops for a two-week period after my Year
11 students had left and Year 10 were on work
experience, so my cover requirements were kept
to a minimum. In total I taught nine two-hour
workshops in the four primary schools. All 
the schools were happy for me to give an
introduction to ‘Macbeth’, which was the play I
had worked on during my course with the RSC. It
is worth noting that only one of the schools had
taught any Shakespeare below Year 6.

So what did I do? I wanted to introduce the story,
approach some of the themes and engage the
children in an appreciation of Shakespeare’s
dramatic imagery. I had to create a two-hour
scheme which would engage all the students and
allow flexibility to suit learning styles and the
range of ability with which I was presented, using
many of the techniques advocated by the RSC. 

I introduced the pupils to William Shakespeare (I
was playing the role of William Parker, the
founder of our school four hundred years ago, so
I was introducing them to my namesake). I also
mentioned that we would be exploring a few
ideas from one of his plays, ‘Macbeth’. 

I began the workshop with a physical warm up.
The children learned to walk at specific speeds
around the space. I changed this to a move 
where they had to strike a distorted pose which,
progressively, they changed every five seconds 
to copy another pupil’s grotesque shape. I 
told them that this was because in lots of
Shakespeare’s plays the truth gets distorted and
that actors need to be able to physically interpret
the ideas within a play. They thoroughly enjoyed
this activity and showed they had the physical
control necessary to create theatre.

I quickly moved the group into pairs and
introduced ideas from within the play. Initially, I
got them to create still images on objects from
the play: a dagger, a castle and a royal crown.
From that, I gave them an introduction to the
relationship between Macbeth and Banquo by
getting them to strike three still images: one for
‘two friends celebrating a victory’, the second,
‘two friends sharing a secret’, and finally, ‘two
friends who don’t trust each other any more’.
These were rehearsed and performed in
ensemble. Regardless of which school I was in,
the pupils were able to present powerful still
images suggested by these relationships.�

‘...only one of the
schools had taught
any Shakespeare
below Year 6.’

‘ the pupils were able to present
powerful still images…’
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We explored some of the imagery within the 
play. Pupils were asked to join pairs to make
groups of four. They were given strips of paper
with ‘My mind is full of scorpions’ written on
them in bold type. I said the line aloud and they
were invited to discuss what the line meant to
them and given the opportunity to portray their
interpretation by creating a freeze frame within a
story. Their responses varied from the literal
(person whose head had scorpions inside it), to
portrayals of disease and illness within the mind,
to interpretations which suggested troubled
thoughts. One boy commented, ‘They’re like bad
thoughts in his head, the scorpions. Like being
angry and not trusting someone.’

Among other images, we also used ‘look like the
innocent flower, but be the serpent under’t’. The
last image unfailingly captured the children’s
imaginations. One little boy, deemed a real
handful by his class teacher, stated succinctly,
‘It’s like, you go up to somebody and you’re all
smiles but really, you’re being nasty to them.’

From this, I returned to the story of Macbeth. I
created two ‘armies’ out of the group and using
four still images conceived in pairs, I was able to
read a story over their actions as they changed
position to the beat of a bodhran, a Celtic
percussion instrument. This activity culminated
in the children empathizing with the soldiers who
survived the battle as I thought-tracked those

who survived. The children often picked this out
as their favourite part of the workshop: ‘My
favourite bit was when we did the battle.’ We
looked at other key moments at the beginning of
the play, focusing on the other characters’
perceptions of Macbeth after his victory over the
Norwegians.

For the final section of the workshop, they were
given the opening line of the play on pieces of A4
card. Links were made to the last scene we had
created and the witches were introduced. The
children were told that they could do whatever
they liked with the words and given a range of
examples. Performances of these revealed the
depth and range of their imaginative responses.
This culminated in their performances and a final
discussion on their range of interpretations. I
ended with a reminder of something I received
from the RSC: with Shakespeare, you only get a
third of the final play. The players bring the rest
of the performance out from themselves and
their experimentation with the text.

Throughout the workshops, the class teachers
had either participated or watched. I gave them a
brief questionnaire to help me evaluate the
workshops, and I also got students to write down
what they felt they had learned from our time
together. The responses from everyone were 
very positive about the value of the workshops.
Students also responded enthusiastically, making
many more comments like those reported above.
All in all, their engagement in this activity augurs
well for the Shakespeare Festival which is being
organised in March 2009 as part of our second
year link with the RSC. This will bring together 
a range of interpretations on scenes from
‘Hamlet’ both from our own school and our
feeder primary schools.

Personally, I found the experience very
rewarding. Moments when the children
interpreted a line with maturity of expression and
originality showed that there was a valuable
lesson being learned by both the pupils and
myself. It showed that the RSC is right that the
earlier we ‘do’ Shakespeare with children, the
better equipped they are to make the most of
their experiences with him in the future. I believe
that the process has helped the schools work
more closely with each other, aiding the
transition work we do in Year 6. I believe that the
children have gained a positive experience of
Shakespeare which will benefit them as they
move through secondary school. Finally the
whole thing has convinced me that the RSC
approach to exploring Shakespeare through
ensemble benefits pupils and makes the world of
Shakespeare both accessible and enjoyable. �

Ken Austin
English teacher
William Parker School, Daventry

‘My favourite bit
was when we did
the battle.’

‘…a
dagger, a
castle and
a royal
crown…’

‘…they
had to
strike a
distorted
pose…’
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I suppose it was a concern from the start really.
Strict bands and sets had produced a true mixed
ability top set, again! You know the situation; the
classes have been set according to teacher
assessment and also taking into consideration
Midys and Yellis predictors for final GCSE
grades, and yet you are still left with a motley
array of individuals spanning the spectrum of A*
to D on a good day. Then the later required
additions (often those disrupting other sets)
create an even greater diversity and suddenly you
are teaching from A* to E! Yes, the setting
arrangements produced, for this top set in one
half of the year, an interesting mix of clear high
flyers, some very hopeful hard workers and a
scattering of those who were prepared to cling
on, or not, for the ride. I could hardly complain
though. Firstly, I was in significant part
responsible having done the setting myself, and
secondly the class turned out to be the ideal
opportunity to be more creative with my teaching
of literature. It was a case of ‘something different
was needed’ and this was the class with whom, in
the best teaching and learning sense possible, to
experiment!

As I became more familiar with the 29 students
through some media analysis and some very
focused original writing based on some of the
Gifted and Talented work done by Peter Thomas
on mini-sagas, I found myself recognising still
more that this group of 14 to 15-year-olds was
simply not a group at all. They were a complete
mixture of characters, personalities and
temperaments. I appreciate that all classes have
an element of that diversity, in fact some
obviously thrive on it: my class, however pleasant
as individuals, did not mix; they simply went
quiet. Again, I appreciate that this is a positive
state of affairs at times but although I have been
teaching now for nearly 20 years I still prefer
vocal engagement and discussion. But more
importantly, I still had to unlock and develop the
skills required by some to move on towards
AS/A2 level study of Literature whilst sustaining
sufficient progress of others to gain a C grade
pass at GCSE! Oh joy…

A critical moment loomed when I had to choose
the Shakespeare and the Pre-1914 Prose texts for
their GCSE coursework. As with all teachers the
planning and preparation never stops, and so
over Christmas I wracked my brain to come up
with the most suitable play and novel. On the one
hand some of the girls might enjoy Romeo and
Juliet but I knew others in the class would hate
the romance; some of the boys might have
enjoyed Romeo and Juliet particularly in terms
of the social comment, or violence, but others
would have switched off just at the mention of
the title! And so my dilemma continued… until in
the end I chose three plays! Not a straightforward
response to the situation I realise but in
retrospect it worked excellently and I can hereby
proclaim success!

I carefully chose plays (that we had in the
cupboard) to provide me with the opportunity to
study one theme in particular. This was a top set
that needed to be extended beyond the usual
remit of one play one theme. Here was the
chance to really encourage the students to feel an
empathy with some of Shakespeare’s work, and
to feel comfortable with discussing his
achievements. The Tempest, Macbeth and King
Lear were the final choice, focusing on the
presentation of power. 

To cover the actual texts the plan of action was
to initially read with reasonable speed and
without detailed analysis, to ‘whoosh’ (a most
valuable drama-based, speed-read led by the
teacher using freeze frames…) in good RSC style
and then focus on key scenes. It was a
particularly active approach which most of the
class seemed to enjoy in spite of the reservations
about the necessity or benefit of talking to each
other. The scheme was organised in several
stages; each using a different play in a new way.
We started with The Tempest and visualised the
storm scene through a brief creative writing
session using dialogue without any idea of plot or
character. The analysis continued as the scene
changed to Prospero and Miranda and so the
concept of power was challenged. I concentrated
on more traditional focused analysis of the
language Shakespeare used for Prospero’s voice
and how others attempted to show power
through their own diction and vocabulary. 

As we moved on to study Macbeth the lessons
saw quite a variety of approaches from small
group readings, exploration of key scenes to
analyse gender and power and also some
particularly focused language and staging
analysis. In one of the key activities the students
read and acted the parts of Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth in pairs, playing with gesture and stance
as well as voice to alternate the status of the
characters. This was a particularly valuable

activity, which helped them to explore not only
the language but also the nature of the
performance skills required to present status.
The notion of the effect of power and the change
of status of the major characters throughout the
play was crucial here. The initially dominant
Lady Macbeth provided ideal comparison with
Miranda and, as to be expected in any discussion,
there was much ‘washing of hands’! 

We spent a delightful lesson whooshing King
Lear to provide a basic storyline. This was our
third play and we were certainly not going to
manage to read it all aloud this time, but I still
wanted an active ‘do it standing up’ feel. There
were memorable moments as the lads in the class
played all the parts in our freeze frames and
simple prompted actions to produce the plot,
which was fine for the likes of King Lear at the
start but less moving with the choice of the three
sisters. One student thought the three sisters
could actually be the same three as the witches in
Macbeth… judging by the outward appearance
of our characters in class!�

Schemes and plots for
GCSE Literature
by Rachel Withington

‘…I still prefer vocal
engagement.’

‘We spent a delightful lesson
whooshing King Lear to
provide a basic storyline. 
This was our third play…’

‘Prospero and Miranda’ by
William Maw Egley

‘Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth’ by John Singer Sargent

‘…in the end I chose
three plays!’
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I suppose it was a concern from the start really.
Strict bands and sets had produced a true mixed
ability top set, again! You know the situation; the
classes have been set according to teacher
assessment and also taking into consideration
Midys and Yellis predictors for final GCSE
grades, and yet you are still left with a motley
array of individuals spanning the spectrum of A*
to D on a good day. Then the later required
additions (often those disrupting other sets)
create an even greater diversity and suddenly you
are teaching from A* to E! Yes, the setting
arrangements produced, for this top set in one
half of the year, an interesting mix of clear high
flyers, some very hopeful hard workers and a
scattering of those who were prepared to cling
on, or not, for the ride. I could hardly complain
though. Firstly, I was in significant part
responsible having done the setting myself, and
secondly the class turned out to be the ideal
opportunity to be more creative with my teaching
of literature. It was a case of ‘something different
was needed’ and this was the class with whom, in
the best teaching and learning sense possible, to
experiment!

As I became more familiar with the 29 students
through some media analysis and some very
focused original writing based on some of the
Gifted and Talented work done by Peter Thomas
on mini-sagas, I found myself recognising still
more that this group of 14 to 15-year-olds was
simply not a group at all. They were a complete
mixture of characters, personalities and
temperaments. I appreciate that all classes have
an element of that diversity, in fact some
obviously thrive on it: my class, however pleasant
as individuals, did not mix; they simply went
quiet. Again, I appreciate that this is a positive
state of affairs at times but although I have been
teaching now for nearly 20 years I still prefer
vocal engagement and discussion. But more
importantly, I still had to unlock and develop the
skills required by some to move on towards
AS/A2 level study of Literature whilst sustaining
sufficient progress of others to gain a C grade
pass at GCSE! Oh joy…

A critical moment loomed when I had to choose
the Shakespeare and the Pre-1914 Prose texts for
their GCSE coursework. As with all teachers the
planning and preparation never stops, and so
over Christmas I wracked my brain to come up
with the most suitable play and novel. On the one
hand some of the girls might enjoy Romeo and
Juliet but I knew others in the class would hate
the romance; some of the boys might have
enjoyed Romeo and Juliet particularly in terms
of the social comment, or violence, but others
would have switched off just at the mention of
the title! And so my dilemma continued… until in
the end I chose three plays! Not a straightforward
response to the situation I realise but in
retrospect it worked excellently and I can hereby
proclaim success!

I carefully chose plays (that we had in the
cupboard) to provide me with the opportunity to
study one theme in particular. This was a top set
that needed to be extended beyond the usual
remit of one play one theme. Here was the
chance to really encourage the students to feel an
empathy with some of Shakespeare’s work, and
to feel comfortable with discussing his
achievements. The Tempest, Macbeth and King
Lear were the final choice, focusing on the
presentation of power. 

To cover the actual texts the plan of action was
to initially read with reasonable speed and
without detailed analysis, to ‘whoosh’ (a most
valuable drama-based, speed-read led by the
teacher using freeze frames…) in good RSC style
and then focus on key scenes. It was a
particularly active approach which most of the
class seemed to enjoy in spite of the reservations
about the necessity or benefit of talking to each
other. The scheme was organised in several
stages; each using a different play in a new way.
We started with The Tempest and visualised the
storm scene through a brief creative writing
session using dialogue without any idea of plot or
character. The analysis continued as the scene
changed to Prospero and Miranda and so the
concept of power was challenged. I concentrated
on more traditional focused analysis of the
language Shakespeare used for Prospero’s voice
and how others attempted to show power
through their own diction and vocabulary. 

As we moved on to study Macbeth the lessons
saw quite a variety of approaches from small
group readings, exploration of key scenes to
analyse gender and power and also some
particularly focused language and staging
analysis. In one of the key activities the students
read and acted the parts of Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth in pairs, playing with gesture and stance
as well as voice to alternate the status of the
characters. This was a particularly valuable

activity, which helped them to explore not only
the language but also the nature of the
performance skills required to present status.
The notion of the effect of power and the change
of status of the major characters throughout the
play was crucial here. The initially dominant
Lady Macbeth provided ideal comparison with
Miranda and, as to be expected in any discussion,
there was much ‘washing of hands’! 

We spent a delightful lesson whooshing King
Lear to provide a basic storyline. This was our
third play and we were certainly not going to
manage to read it all aloud this time, but I still
wanted an active ‘do it standing up’ feel. There
were memorable moments as the lads in the class
played all the parts in our freeze frames and
simple prompted actions to produce the plot,
which was fine for the likes of King Lear at the
start but less moving with the choice of the three
sisters. One student thought the three sisters
could actually be the same three as the witches in
Macbeth… judging by the outward appearance
of our characters in class!�

Schemes and plots for
GCSE Literature
by Rachel Withington

‘…I still prefer vocal
engagement.’

‘We spent a delightful lesson
whooshing King Lear to
provide a basic storyline. 
This was our third play…’

‘Prospero and Miranda’ by
William Maw Egley

‘Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth’ by John Singer Sargent

‘…in the end I chose
three plays!’
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By the end of the six weeks we had covered
sufficient ground to set the students their task. 
I had decided that, because we had developed a
more vocal and active approach to the texts, it
would be inappropriate now to stifle that growing
confidence by expecting a written response when
I could offer them the more appropriate choice of
an oral assessment. Each student was given a
breakdown of the assessment criteria based on
the AQA specification and a list of potential
prompt questions to aid their own preparation.
Their task was to explore how Shakespeare
presents the concept of power in the three plays,
and its relevance to a modern audience. I
stressed that if this oral method of assessment
did not procure the grades expected, then a
formal written essay might be required later: they
did not disappoint. The concern about stifling
them still arose, however, when after twenty
minutes some of my discussion groups had
completely forgotten that I was there and were
still in full throes of analysis. I wish I had
recorded them! 

One my colleagues joined me for some
standardisation and we were able to prompt with
a few questions and then let the groups of three
students ‘take it away…’ It was surprisingly
straightforward to get the most out of each
student in such small groups of three, though I
pre-empted the situation where one student in
the group may have been overshadowed by the
others by using pairs at times. Each student was
given the opportunity, if required, to introduce a
point, thus creating a fair distribution which
allowed others to build on ideas and cross-
reference with the other texts to meet higher
level criteria. 

The nature of the assessments, and the sheer
amount that the students wished to share on the
presentation of power in the three texts, meant
that significant lesson time was about to be
disrupted if I was assessing a small group for a

length of time. This is where the Pre-1914 novel
scheme neatly overlapped, conveniently allowing
efficient use of time. 

In true indecisive manner you might be thinking,
I wanted to allow the students their own choice of
pre-1914 prose text. They were such a lovely mix
of individuals that I could not help but feel that
the wider choice provided by the Shakespeare
scheme could be extended here to create even
more confident readers and independent
explorers of literature. A lofty ideal perhaps, but
worth a try nevertheless. I brought several
‘classics’ along to one lesson and gave a synopsis
of the characters, style and themes of each, then
allowed them to choose for themselves. Some of
the class chose outside of my suggestions and
some read more than one! The timing was
crucial; the students read their choice of novel
whilst I assessed a small group at a time in a
corner of the room. My motto has always been to
never let barriers get in the way of trying
something new. This was a prime example of how
to get a mixed ability ‘top set’ to enjoy literature,
to extend the high achievers into their A* criteria
and at the same time support those who felt
uncomfortable with Shakespearian language and
context. 

I was thrilled with the results and, as it happens,
the Pre-1914 written essay responses were
rewarding too. That is another story but although
there was an expected level of mixed
achievement, some of the responses, citing
critics and other works, would be most welcome
at AS level. �

Rachel Withington
Head of English

‘Cordelia’s Farewell’ by
Edwin Austin Abbey

‘I wish
I had
recorded
them!’

‘…significant lesson time was
about to be disrupted…’

‘A lofty ideal
perhaps, but worth
a try nevertheless.’
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As English departments up and down the land 
gear up for the new GCSE specifications, there 
may be a tendency to go for a complete revamp 
of Schemes of Learning, lesson plans and 
assessment procedures. It is true that the new 
weighting of 60% English/English Language and 
25% Literature on Controlled Assessment requires 
careful planning and organisation, but that’s the 
only real change in the latest version of English 
Made New. What’s reassuring and unusually good 
news is that Teaching and Learning principles 
and practices remain largely unchanged. Where 
they are changed, they are improved. Yes – you 
read that right. It takes some effort for a hardened 
sceptic like myself to take this positive view, but 
every way I look at it, there is something valuable 
to be gained across the Literature spectrum – and 
especially where Shakespeare is concerned.

The positives amount to eight significant 
improvements in what we do with students and 
Shakespeare in the classroom, and how we 
express a professional value of what they do. 
We are looking at some welcome refinement 
to curriculum and assessment here, and it’s 
important to grab the opportunities and exploit 
them as Awarding Bodies look for examples of 
positive and successful practice to build into their 
ongoing professional development guidance and 
standardising.
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‘…there is 
something valuable 
to be gained…’

‘Relate texts to their social, cultural and 
historical contexts; explain how texts have 
been influential and significant to self and 
other readers in different contexts’.
Now that is about as liberating an assessment 
objective as was ever written – for candidates, for 
teachers, for Moderators and those who write the 
CA tasks bands. And notice the omission of the 
unrealistic ‘literary tradition’.

For years now, since GCSE began in 1988, 
examiners have been instructed to value 
personal response, but it has often resulted in 
confusion as to what is valid. Is it enough for 
a candidate to start a sentence with ‘I think’ 
to trigger an approving tick, or does it require 
something more sustained, structured, supported 
or developed? The new AO4 is a very helpful 
prompt to candidates and teachers to make the 
personal response one of relevance to the reader 
(or other readers) in relation to a context of 
time, circumstance, preference, belief or just 
cussed wilfulness. It makes SCH a practical, 
realistic, personal business of appeal, relevance 
and meaning rather than an exercise of bolt-on 
Encarta facts about witchcraft in Elizabethan 
times or industrialisation in the nineteenth 
century.

Positive no. 2 CA markshare 25%
Another feature of the new specs is the relative 
generosity of reward for what candidates do. 
Gone is the miserly 5% for English (10% for 
Lit) of the current spec. Now, candidates will 
earn 25% of their Literature marks for their 
Shakespeare work. This rectifies an unfair and 
iniquitous meanness in markshare that has 
meant that teachers have sometimes not dared to 
mention to their students what they will gain for 
their Shakespeare work.

Positive no. 3 CA Linked texts
In AQA, the CA requires a linked text task 
between Shakespeare and an English Literary 
Heritage text (prose, poetry or drama) which 
opens up the field for interesting comparisons 
for those who want to work on comparison. What 
is particularly good for Shakespeare study is the 
fact that Shakespeare is an ELH author, so the CA 
can link one Shakespeare play with another. 25% 
for studying Shakespeare is a big improvement 
on 10%. There is enormous scope for novel, 
pleasurable and innovative pairing of plays based 
on character (e.g. Falstaff in Henry IV and Merry 
Wives) or device (concealment in Twelfth Night 
and Much Ado or themes (e.g. the craft of politics 
in Julius Caesar and Coriolanus). This is an 
invitation to study parts of two plays to see how 
a) consistent Shakespeare is in his ideas and/or 
techniques or b) how varied he is in his ideas and/
or techniques. Whether students are encouraged 
to do mechanical linking or more exploratory and 
evaluative comparison, this is welcome scope for 
choosing texts outside the departmental stock 
cupboard.

Shakespeare and 
GCSE assessment
by Peter Thomas

The detail of what follows is based on the AQA 
specs, but much of it relates to all Awarding Body 
specifications.

Positive no. 1: revised Assessment 
Objectives
‘Revised Assessment Objectives’ may not sound 
like something to celebrate over a glass or two on 
Friday night at the Marker and Ferret, but a quick 
look is enough to suggest that someone at QCDA 
has thought creatively, practically and humanely 
about what matters in response to Literature. 
There: I’ve said it. My trusty and well-worn 
keyboard put up some resistance to completing 
that statement, but there it is, and I mean it, for 
about the first time in the twenty six years I’ve 
been involved in exams and coursework.

Look for example at a major improvement in 
En1. The AO for group talk used to be:
‘participate in discussion by both speaking 
and listening, judging the nature and purposes 
of contributions and the role of participants’.
Now it’s: 
‘Interact with others, shaping meanings 
through suggestions, comments and questions, 
and drawing ideas together.’

The improvement is in the helpful detail of kinds 
of interaction and discourse maintenance that 
makes the objective a very practical guide to 
developing attainment. This makes Assessment 
for Learning more than a pious hope. It makes 
it direct student prompting at the point of 
performance.

Look at the sensible importation into En2 of the 
SCH dimension that I thought was always there 
(especially re. ‘Different Cultures’ poems) but 
which, to my surprise, hasn’t been there in the 
previous AOs.

Look at the En3 improvement. The AOii was:
‘Organise ideas into sentences, paragraphs 
and whole texts, using a variety of linguistic 
and structural features’.
Now it’s:
‘Organise information and ideas into struct-
ured and sequenced sentences, para graphs 
and whole texts, using a variety of linguistic 
and structural features to support cohesion 
and overall coherence.’
The improvement is in the distinction between 
‘information’ and ‘ideas’, and the reminder 
that within-paragraph organisation (sentence 
sequences) matters as well as paragraph 
organisation, and that textual cohesion and 
thinking coherence are two aspects of the writing 
process. 

But best of all, look at AO4 for Literature. This 
used to be: 
‘Relate texts to their social, cultural and 
historical contexts and literary traditions’. 
Now it’s:

‘Gone 
is the 
miserly 
5% for 
English…’

Playing Shakespeare with 
Deutsche Bank is Globe 
Education’s flagship project 
for London schools, with 
16,000 free tickets given 
to students for a full-scale 
Shakespeare production 
created specifically for 
young people. See http://
www.playingshakespeare.
org/ for a collection of free 
online resources, aimed 
to support the study of 
Shakespeare in schools.

Philip Cumbus as Malcolm 
in Globe Education’s 
production of Macbeth, part 
of the Playing Shakespeare 
with Deutsche Bank project 
at Shakespeare’s Globe – 
March 2010.
Photo: Manuel Harlan.

Globe Education’s 
production of Macbeth, 
part of the Playing 
Shakespeare with 
Deutsche Bank project 
at Shakespeare’s Globe 
– March 2010.
Photo: Manuel Harlan.
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Feature: Shakespeare and GCSE assessment

As English departments up and down the land 
gear up for the new GCSE specifications, there 
may be a tendency to go for a complete revamp 
of Schemes of Learning, lesson plans and 
assessment procedures. It is true that the new 
weighting of 60% English/English Language and 
25% Literature on Controlled Assessment requires 
careful planning and organisation, but that’s the 
only real change in the latest version of English 
Made New. What’s reassuring and unusually good 
news is that Teaching and Learning principles 
and practices remain largely unchanged. Where 
they are changed, they are improved. Yes – you 
read that right. It takes some effort for a hardened 
sceptic like myself to take this positive view, but 
every way I look at it, there is something valuable 
to be gained across the Literature spectrum – and 
especially where Shakespeare is concerned.

The positives amount to eight significant 
improvements in what we do with students and 
Shakespeare in the classroom, and how we 
express a professional value of what they do. 
We are looking at some welcome refinement 
to curriculum and assessment here, and it’s 
important to grab the opportunities and exploit 
them as Awarding Bodies look for examples of 
positive and successful practice to build into their 
ongoing professional development guidance and 
standardising.
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‘…there is 
something valuable 
to be gained…’

‘Relate texts to their social, cultural and 
historical contexts; explain how texts have 
been influential and significant to self and 
other readers in different contexts’.
Now that is about as liberating an assessment 
objective as was ever written – for candidates, for 
teachers, for Moderators and those who write the 
CA tasks bands. And notice the omission of the 
unrealistic ‘literary tradition’.

For years now, since GCSE began in 1988, 
examiners have been instructed to value 
personal response, but it has often resulted in 
confusion as to what is valid. Is it enough for 
a candidate to start a sentence with ‘I think’ 
to trigger an approving tick, or does it require 
something more sustained, structured, supported 
or developed? The new AO4 is a very helpful 
prompt to candidates and teachers to make the 
personal response one of relevance to the reader 
(or other readers) in relation to a context of 
time, circumstance, preference, belief or just 
cussed wilfulness. It makes SCH a practical, 
realistic, personal business of appeal, relevance 
and meaning rather than an exercise of bolt-on 
Encarta facts about witchcraft in Elizabethan 
times or industrialisation in the nineteenth 
century.

Positive no. 2 CA markshare 25%
Another feature of the new specs is the relative 
generosity of reward for what candidates do. 
Gone is the miserly 5% for English (10% for 
Lit) of the current spec. Now, candidates will 
earn 25% of their Literature marks for their 
Shakespeare work. This rectifies an unfair and 
iniquitous meanness in markshare that has 
meant that teachers have sometimes not dared to 
mention to their students what they will gain for 
their Shakespeare work.

Positive no. 3 CA Linked texts
In AQA, the CA requires a linked text task 
between Shakespeare and an English Literary 
Heritage text (prose, poetry or drama) which 
opens up the field for interesting comparisons 
for those who want to work on comparison. What 
is particularly good for Shakespeare study is the 
fact that Shakespeare is an ELH author, so the CA 
can link one Shakespeare play with another. 25% 
for studying Shakespeare is a big improvement 
on 10%. There is enormous scope for novel, 
pleasurable and innovative pairing of plays based 
on character (e.g. Falstaff in Henry IV and Merry 
Wives) or device (concealment in Twelfth Night 
and Much Ado or themes (e.g. the craft of politics 
in Julius Caesar and Coriolanus). This is an 
invitation to study parts of two plays to see how 
a) consistent Shakespeare is in his ideas and/or 
techniques or b) how varied he is in his ideas and/
or techniques. Whether students are encouraged 
to do mechanical linking or more exploratory and 
evaluative comparison, this is welcome scope for 
choosing texts outside the departmental stock 
cupboard.

Shakespeare and 
GCSE assessment
by Peter Thomas

The detail of what follows is based on the AQA 
specs, but much of it relates to all Awarding Body 
specifications.

Positive no. 1: revised Assessment 
Objectives
‘Revised Assessment Objectives’ may not sound 
like something to celebrate over a glass or two on 
Friday night at the Marker and Ferret, but a quick 
look is enough to suggest that someone at QCDA 
has thought creatively, practically and humanely 
about what matters in response to Literature. 
There: I’ve said it. My trusty and well-worn 
keyboard put up some resistance to completing 
that statement, but there it is, and I mean it, for 
about the first time in the twenty six years I’ve 
been involved in exams and coursework.

Look for example at a major improvement in 
En1. The AO for group talk used to be:
‘participate in discussion by both speaking 
and listening, judging the nature and purposes 
of contributions and the role of participants’.
Now it’s: 
‘Interact with others, shaping meanings 
through suggestions, comments and questions, 
and drawing ideas together.’

The improvement is in the helpful detail of kinds 
of interaction and discourse maintenance that 
makes the objective a very practical guide to 
developing attainment. This makes Assessment 
for Learning more than a pious hope. It makes 
it direct student prompting at the point of 
performance.

Look at the sensible importation into En2 of the 
SCH dimension that I thought was always there 
(especially re. ‘Different Cultures’ poems) but 
which, to my surprise, hasn’t been there in the 
previous AOs.

Look at the En3 improvement. The AOii was:
‘Organise ideas into sentences, paragraphs 
and whole texts, using a variety of linguistic 
and structural features’.
Now it’s:
‘Organise information and ideas into struct-
ured and sequenced sentences, para graphs 
and whole texts, using a variety of linguistic 
and structural features to support cohesion 
and overall coherence.’
The improvement is in the distinction between 
‘information’ and ‘ideas’, and the reminder 
that within-paragraph organisation (sentence 
sequences) matters as well as paragraph 
organisation, and that textual cohesion and 
thinking coherence are two aspects of the writing 
process. 

But best of all, look at AO4 for Literature. This 
used to be: 
‘Relate texts to their social, cultural and 
historical contexts and literary traditions’. 
Now it’s:

‘Gone 
is the 
miserly 
5% for 
English…’

Playing Shakespeare with 
Deutsche Bank is Globe 
Education’s flagship project 
for London schools, with 
16,000 free tickets given 
to students for a full-scale 
Shakespeare production 
created specifically for 
young people. See http://
www.playingshakespeare.
org/ for a collection of free 
online resources, aimed 
to support the study of 
Shakespeare in schools.

Philip Cumbus as Malcolm 
in Globe Education’s 
production of Macbeth, part 
of the Playing Shakespeare 
with Deutsche Bank project 
at Shakespeare’s Globe – 
March 2010.
Photo: Manuel Harlan.

Globe Education’s 
production of Macbeth, 
part of the Playing 
Shakespeare with 
Deutsche Bank project 
at Shakespeare’s Globe 
– March 2010.
Photo: Manuel Harlan.
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Positive no. 5 Multimodality and post-print 
experience of Shakespeare
The first batch of task banks signals the importance 
of studying Shakespeare in performance, on 
stage or on screen. AQA guidance specifies the 
‘enrichment of candidates’ experience through 
the study of multi-modal versions of the texts, 
for example stage productions, film and audio 
versions. They may, for example, consider how 
directors have presented aspects of the text in 
one or more versions of the text. Recognising 
that, in the drama genre, one’s mature, educated 
preference may be for watched performance 
rather than private reading, and that this is 
even more the case for those developing their 
mature, educated preferences, is a decisive move 
away from the lingering clutches of O level. 
Shakespeare may, for some, be Literature. If 
Literature is what he is, his home is in the library 
or the study, not the classroom or the public 
space he actually wrote for. Printing for readers 
was not what he was about. People like me will 
continue to enjoy reading the print, but teachers 
in classrooms need to share with students all that 
is possible beyond the print stage of a drama text.

Positive no. 6 Cross-component skills
Constructing an effective skills-based English 
experience at KS4 depends on teaching the core 
skills and then applying them to the various 
components. It is helpful, therefore, that the 
new specification enables clear links between 
Literature and En3 and Literature and En1. This 
skills crossover and adaptability of content can 
be readily seen in a Literature CA task based on 
character and voice and an English Language task 
for spoken language study. Similarly, Literature 
CA tasks based on presentations of heroism or 
the absurdities of people in love can be relevantly 
harnessed to Speaking and Listening.

Positive no. 7 Mark scheme
The five band mark scheme incorporates a 
hierarchy of skills well suited to practical, 
hands-on experience of Shakespeare’s text – 
Shakespearience. In the key terms of the five 

Positive no. 4 Task bank focus
CA tasks can be chosen and adapted from titles 
in one of two categories – ‘Themes and Ideas’ 
or ‘Characterisation and Voice’. The latter is 
very explicitly addressed to authorial craft 
in the dramatic genre, requiring candidates 
to get beyond the simple engagement with 
characters as real people and studying the ways 
that Shakespeare has created them as credible 
fictions with particular reference to tone, idiom, 
verse and sound. This makes a central aspect of 
Teaching and Learning and Assessment the study 
of playscript as a kind of writing for a specific 
context of performance. 

new mark bands there is a healthy emphasis on 
more-than-literal comprehension and identified 
feature-listing:
Band 5 Engagement
Band 4 Appreciation
Band 3 Understanding
Band 2 Familiarity
Band 1 Awareness.
There are, obviously, other key terms such as 
analysis and evaluation, but this key hierarchy 
offers incitement and reward for responses to 
text which go beyond the cognitive and rational.

Positive no. 8 Multimodal submissions
The AQA Literature specification includes 
in its Controlled Assessment mark scheme a 
hierarchy of attainment within the five bands 
specifically related to multi-modal submissions: 
e.g Band 5 ‘Multimodal submissions demonstrate 
sophisticated interpretations e.g. through use 
of imaginative visual or audio responses which 
illuminate the texts.’ This means that a written 
response can be part of a package involving 
audio/visual material derived from candidates’ 
own research or performance.

Positive no. 9 Choice: linkage and comparison
There is scope for assignments which respond to 
the two chosen texts separately as treatments of a 
linking theme or examples of a linking technique 
or as an integrated, comparative package going 
beyond an organisational linkage into a sustained 
comparative, judgemental, evaluative approach.

Positive no. 10 Doing Shakespeare
Making Shakespeare part of CA gives it all it needs 
to make the most of a teacher’s expertise and 
students’ practical engagement. In the document 
I wrote a couple of years ago for AQA, Twelve 
Ways of Improving Shakespeare coursework, 
I emphasised the importance of playing 
Shakespeare, doing Shakespeare rather than 
merely reading Shakespeare because that is the 
natural way to encounter the workings of script 
for performance. Subsequently, In The Complete 
Shakespearience, I have argued that doing 
Shakespeare is to the advantage of all students. 
I have never thought that active Shakespearience 
was a way of engaging the non-academic and the 
reluctant, suspicious and alienated. I have always 
thought that the most academically able students 
gain from abandoning detached cold scrutiny 
of print on page and making it live. Now, to my 
delight, the 2010 spec makes it clear that doing 
Shakespeare and responding to how Shakespeare 
has been done is a natural, necessary and 
productive part of the GCSE assessment agenda.

Some things in life do get better. Just when I 
thought it may be time to gracefully conclude my 
involvement with the GCSE assessment system, I 
find myself newly enthused and committed to the 
best thing for getting students into Shakespeare 
and for getting Shakespeare into students since 
GCSE began in the mid 1980s. Let’s go! 

Peter Thomas
A Principal Moderator for GCSE Literature
Author of The Complete Shakespearience,
recently published by NATE

‘…a healthy emphasis on more-
than-literal comprehension…’
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One of the most common pieces of feedback 
from A-level examiners’ reports is that students 
are insufficiently aware of plays as pieces of 
stagecraft, and that this leads to significant 
misinterpretations. So, for instance, the AQA 
LITB2 examiners’ report for 2010 notes the 
danger that ‘the candidates see literary characters 
as “real” or with significant lives beyond the text’. 
KS5 students, however, can often be diffident 
about performance. Lack of confidence, a larger 
ability range than at KS4, and the desire to 
preserve their dignity in the face of new friends 
can inhibit sixth-formers, making it hard to find 
drama-based approaches that reliably work in the 
KS5 classroom. 

Some years ago, I taught a large group of 
students who were particularly resistant to active 
strategies and so were finding Hamlet hard going. 
I enjoy teaching the play but it is an ambitious 
text, the length and complexity of which offers 
challenges as well as rewards. Students need to 
think about director’s choices, different ways of 
staging and performance as part of their literary 
study; it is impossible, even were it desirable, 
to go through every scene slowly in class. The 
group, asked to produce a shortened version 
of the play that would focus on key scenes and 
quotations, were unwilling to act it out, making 
it a barren exercise. Eventually I surprised them 
with something that most students don’t expect 
at A-level: playing with toys.

The Playmobil 
Hamlet
by Marcella McCarthy

‘…I surprised them with 
something that most 
students don’t expect at 
A-level: playing with toys.’
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‘Instantaneously, the play had 
taken on a more immediate 
dramatic form…’
Sixth-formers don’t often get the opportunity 
to play with toys in school. They certainly don’t 
expect it in A-level literature. My inspiration 
came from observing my children playing with 
characters made by Playmobil, a German company 
which specialises in small, simple action figures. 
The inventor of the toy, Hans Beck, was struck 
by their instant appeal to small children: ‘I would 
put the little figures in their hands without saying 
anything about what they were. They accepted 
them right away.... They invented little scenarios 
for them. They never grew tired of playing with 
them,’ (interviewed in The Christian Science 
Monitor, Oct 1997), something that I had 
often seen myself. Because of my background 
teaching medieval literature at university, our 
Playmobil figures were from the ‘medieval’ range 
– knights and ladies, Vikings and castles – and 
it suddenly struck me how exactly they would 
be suited to producing a version of Hamlet. For 
the next lesson with the students, I brought in 
a box of Playmobil figures and explained that 
we were going to put on a miniature production 
of Hamlet. Each of five groups would produce 
one act, limited to ten minutes. They would use 
the original script, cut appropriately, and their 
actors would be truly miniature – they would use 
Playmobil people to voice the lines.

The students were immediately gleefully engaged. 
In a matter of moments, the previously shy and 
uncertain group became like a primary school 
class, delightedly picking out characters and 
discussing them, trying accessories, debating 
how Gertrude or Ophelia should be dressed. Their 
enthusiasm for the task increased exponentially, 
as they practised moving characters about. 
Instantaneously, the play had taken on a more 
immediate dramatic form for them, and they 
started talking in terms of exits and entrances, of 
where people were placed in key scenes, in ways 
that I had not anticipated. 

Several lessons immediately developed as 
‘spin-offs’ from the initial production. A lively 
discussion about Act 3 scene 1, where Claudius 
and Polonius spy on Hamlet and Ophelia, brought 
up some complex critical ideas, and I was able to 
use an edition with Hamlet’s production history 
to talk through different directors’ views on when 
exactly Hamlet realises the king is eavesdropping.
Trying out different ways of placing the figures 
focused students on the dramatic mechanics of 
production, and how this affects performance. 
The final production of the Playmobil Hamlet 
was a success, the students became a close-knit 
working group – so I decided to use the strategy 
again, and develop it further.

Since then, I have used Playmobil with many 
plays, including The Duchess of Malfi, Macbeth, 
The Merchant of Venice, and All My Sons. The 
toys are now a central part of my teaching of 
drama texts, with students’ reactions invariably 
enthusiastic. Working with the toys produces a 
number of benefits:

• Students discuss casting and costume. Having 
a little figure in your hand and being able 
to change its clothes makes you able to see 
immediately the difference that costume 
makes to staging. This encourages discussion 
about how modern dress might affect a 
production of Renaissance texts, something 
I then take further by showing students clips 
from different productions.4 

‘The students 
were immediately 
gleefully engaged.’
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of Miller’s instructions, something that has 
produced insightful coursework pieces on 
foreshadowing.

• Seeing a production in miniature can make 
students more aware of the structure of the 
play. An interesting discussion on whether the 
Ghost and Claudius could be ‘doubled’, and 
on their roles as symbolic father-figures, was 
generated because two students wanted to 
use the same figure to represent both kings. 
It is easy to imagine how you could transfer 
this to other potential doublings, such as the 
speculation that The Fool and Cordelia in King 
Lear were originally played by a single actor 
(Abrams, 1985).

• Some interesting work has been done on 
Shakespeare’s scripts – particularly the effects 
of actor’s parts with only their own speech 
and the cue-words on it (Palfrey and Sterne, 
2010). Giving students Playmobil characters 
and the cue words for a scene and asking them 
to interact works really well in focusing them 
on the issue of – for instance – how Laertes 
might respond to Claudius’s continued use of 
his name in Act 1 scene 2, given that the name 
is his cue-word.

Every time I get the toys out I have more ideas. 
Just as every production of a play is a critical 
reading of it, and drama-focused investigation 
into a play is a way of encouraging students to 
re-examine it, so the use of Playmobil figures in 
my classroom has proved to be an energising, 
creative, and enjoyable strategy. ‘Playmobil is a 
toy that doesn’t impose specific play patterns on 
children,’ said its inventor, ‘but rather stimulates 
their imagination.’ (Obituary of Hans Beck in the 
Daily Telegraph 9 Feb 2009). I can certainly attest 
to the truth of that. The word ‘Playmobil’ has now 
for me got a completely different resonance; in 
my dreams, I look forward to the creation of a 
specialist Shakespeare range. 

As one of my sixth-formers said: ‘Of course 
it’s called Playmobil – it’s for acting out plays,
isn’t it?’ n

Dr Marcella McCarthy
Many thanks to Playmobil UK, who kindly granted 
permission for me to use the name of the toys in this 
article, to John, Thea and Felix Hawlin for giving me 
the original idea and lending me their toys, and to 
Liam Mathias for his invaluable assistance.

Useful books:
Hamlet (Shakespeare in Production), William 
Shakespeare and Robert Hapgood, CUP 1999
Simon Palfrey and Tiffany Sterne Shakespeare in 
Parts, OUP 2010
‘The Double Casting of Cordelia and Lear’s Fool: A
Theatrical View,’ by Richard Abrams ‘in Texas Studies
in Literature and Language, Vol. 27, No. 4, Winter, 1985
The Cambridge Companion to Arthur Miller, Ed. 
Christopher Bigsby, CUP 1997

• Real figures make a discussion of a scene 
tactile and immediate. For instance, it is 
possible to see embedded stage directions 
in the ways in which Horatio, Marcellus, and 
Bernardo interact at the start of Hamlet. Using 
Playmobil figures when we are discussing 
this makes it instantly obvious what these 
are. When Bernardo is telling the story of 
how the ghost appears, for instance, students 
see that it has to appear behind the speaker 
in a way they simply don’t just from seeing a 
film production.

• Students become conscious of staging, 
considering where actors should stand, 
and how their positioning might affect the 
presentation of character. It is possible to do a 
miniature version of a psychodrama exercise, 
and ask students to place minor characters 
around a main character in ways that illustrate 
the nature of their relationships. This can then 
be reproduced as a diagram for their notes, 
and annotated appropriately with critical 
opinions or quotations. 

• Learning quotations from a play is an important 
way of finding your way around its language, 
useful even for open-book exams, and one way 
of embedding a sense of how text and dramatic 
form are interrelated. Choosing words for tiny 
characters to speak is a good way of focusing 
on key quotations – the exercise gets students 
to pick these out for themselves, encouraging 
independent learning.

• Students who are shy about speaking 
Shakespearean lines become far less wary 
when they are speaking for a Playmobil 
character. The little figure concretises the 
construct of character, so that it becomes much 
easier to explain how to speak pentameter, 
or go through a speech talking about stress 
and nuance.

• In the same way, trying out different voices for 
a character becomes fascinating. How does 
Claudius speak? How does it change character 
if you change voice? Using a toy avoids 
students feeling that their voice is being 
criticised – and creates a sense of playfulness. 

• You can stand the figures on a piece of sugar 
paper while students write notes about their 
relationships and key quotations that illustrate 
these – somehow much more exciting than a 
circle with a name written in it!

• Creating miniature theatre sets for different 
scenes is an enjoyable activity in itself 
(shoeboxes are about the right size) and gets 
students looking closely at the playwright’s 
directions in modern drama. Creating the 
set makes students consider how certain 
instructions can be made physical and some 
can’t – and what this means for staging. I ask 
students to make a set for Act 1 of All My 
Sons, for example, and then write an analysis 

‘Real 
figures 
make a 
discussion 
of a scene 
tactile…’
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Shakespeare 
for life
How dramatising 
Shakespeare 
in English 
boosts achievement 
articulacy, and 
apsiration

by Annie Hughes

First impressions are important, especially 
when introducing 21st-century students to 16th-
century playwrights. Teachers of Shakespeare 
are asked to appeal to a multimedia generation 
that can access entertainment from around 
the world in a matter of seconds. Is it really 
possible to compete? Can Shakespeare really be 
differentiated for students of every ability? Aren’t 
there higher priorities for students struggling 
with basic literacy? 

Every year 600 schools use the Shakespeare 
Schools Festival (SSF) as their starting point for 
teaching Shakespeare. This national, educational, 
arts festival is founded on the belief that 
Shakespeare is for everyone, and that the plays 
are most accessible when a practical approach is 
taken. SSF teachers are required to direct half-
hour abridgements of Shakespeare plays which 
their students perform as part of an annual 
autumn festival in professional theatres local to 
them. 

If ever there was a time to cut back on superfluous 
elements of arts education strategies surely the 
current climate would be the perfect excuse? 
However with SSF happening at 80 venues across 
the UK again this year, it’s clear that teachers are 
delivering far more than just getting students 

through exams, and that they endorse active 
methods of teaching.

Improving literacy through drama 
For students who struggle with basic reading 
and communication, it might seem futile to 
teach Shakespeare in lessons that could be 
spent on reading, comprehension and basic 
correspondence. However, teachers regularly cite 
SSF as an aspirational project in which students 
improve their academic records and gain 
confidence. Highbury Grove School in London 
introduced SSF to their school five years ago 
and agreed that their students made remarkable 
journeys through the project.

Performers are proud of their performances, 
and prouder still that they tackled Shakespeare. 
This end goal seems to generate more effective 
individual and peer-led learning along the way. 
One student reflected: ‘The adrenalin you get on 
stage and the applause from everyone makes you 
feel like you have achieved something and that 
you’ve done something really good.’

SSF trains teachers to engage students with 
the text from a dramatic perspective from the 
outset, encouraging students to unlock meaning 
instinctively, with the help of the structural and 

‘… 
teachers 
are 
delivering 
far more 
than just 
getting 
students 
through 
exams…’
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‘These workshops are designed 
to inspire and support all 
teachers…’

‘…a toolkit for directing 
Shakespeare with 
young people of 
mixed abilities.’

contextual clues in the text. A participant from 
Highbury Grove School explained the process 
in this way: ‘If you’re just reading the play then 
you’re just reading words and it’s really hard to 
understand what they are feeling because of the 
language difference. But when you’re acting it 
you actually get to become the character and you 
get to see why they are doing what they’re doing’.

All SSF performances take place during October 
and November, however teachers commit to the 
project on behalf of their school from January 
to March and the planning begins thereafter. 
Teachers request a first and second choice play to 
perform at their closest participating venue, and 
SSF schedules performances for every registered 
teacher so that four different plays are performed 
at each venue, each evening. 

SSF delivers a full day’s training workshop to 
every Teacher Director, which is devised in 
partnership with the National Theatre specifically 
for this project. These workshops are designed 
to inspire and support all teachers, regardless 
of their level of experience, and to provide an 
approach and a toolkit for directing Shakespeare 
with young people of mixed abilities. The 
workshop is also designed to suggest shortcuts 
for teachers battling heavy teaching loads and 

having to fit rehearsals into extra-curricular 
sessions. It is a demanding day which allows 
teachers to enhance their understanding of 
Shakespeare’s plays and guides them towards 
developing their own creative vision. In addition, 
the workshop provides practical techniques for 
ensuring that students take ownership of their 
play. This involves games and physical exercises 
which explore elements including the world of 
the play, characterisation and status, and allows 
students to discover different ways of speaking 
Shakespeare’s lines. An example of this might be 
to ask students to pause at the end of each line 
initially, and upon second reading to pause when 
they encounter a full stop. Most teachers leave 
this workshop confident enough to cast their 
plays and begin rehearsals, armed with methods 
for addressing the difficulties most commonly 
encountered when directing student productions 
of Shakespeare. Workshops are divided to 
cater for primary schools, special schools and 
secondary schools.4 

Photographs of students 
in performance courtesy 
of Shakespeare Schools 
Festival
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first generation immigrants and asylum seekers. 
They were among the first primary participants 
and vetoed any scepticism that Key stage 2 is 
too young to perform Shakespeare. Deputy head 
teacher, Jenny Chapman, agreed to take part 
because she believes that that engaging with 
Shakespeare is an important aspect of education. 
‘The students asked if doing Shakespeare meant 
we were becoming a posh school, which shows the 
instant gravitas they and their parents associate 
with Shakespeare and I’m pleased we can give 
them this knowledge so early in their lives’. 

South Rise students first encounter Shakespeare 
in year 4, when they read the stories of some 
of the plays in modern English. Embarking on 
performing Julius Caesar for SSF was another 
challenge entirely, with students having no prior 
knowledge of the play or the language of their 
characters. However Jenny had confidence in the 
students from the outset: ‘I believe that education 
is a self-fulfilling prophecy, and it’s all about your 
expectations. If you tell children they can do 
something then they will prove you right.’ When 
asked to explain the essence of the conspiracy 
against Caesar, a 10-year-old student explained: 
‘If you become too rude or too big for your boots 
people wouldn’t want to be your friend anymore 
because you’re going to try and act like the boss 
a little bit’.

Studying Shakespeare has become an anchor for 
a wealth of historical contexts, and a primary 
school classroom in particular lends itself to 
exploring the world of the play, the social and 
political themes of Ancient Rome, and the world 
today – all of which are supported by SSF’s new 
Key Stage Two Resources. 

Head teacher Soheila Matheson believes that 
performing Julius Caesar has given students a 
valuable frame of reference through which they 
can explore emotion, explaining, 

‘It’s important to give children a way of 
articulating their thoughts and feelings. We 
have children as young as five or six who lash 
out physically because they are unable to do 
this. By helping them to identify and talk about 
their moods and reactions they become much 
calmer and less aggressive.’ 

South Rise has registered for SSF again this year 
and will be aiming to involve more students in 
the coming production at Greenwich Theatre in 
SSF 2011. n

Annie Hughes
Shakespeare Schools Festival Coordinator
www.ssf.uk.com

In the Autumn term, students are invited to attend 
their performance venue to meet another school 
performing on the same night, and to participate 
in a half-day workshop devised in partnership with 
the National Youth Theatre. For many students, 
this moment marks a change in their focus, from 
taking part in a ‘school play’ to preparing a piece 
of theatre for a professional stage. This workshop 
builds on the work done by the Teacher Director 
and their students, improving their confidence on 
stage, and paying attention to diction, projection, 
movement and conveying the story through their 
performance. Students value the opportunity to 
witness another school’s ‘work in progress’, and 
to get to know another cast that will be sharing 
the professional stage with them. 

SSF teachers consistently report improvements to 
participants’ literacy following their Shakespeare 
performances, and the students also recognise 
a change in their own attitudes: ‘when you are 
actually on the stage performing it you get the 
chance to understand it and, thinking back to 
when I first saw another Shakespeare play and 
didn’t understand it, I was thinking “you know 
what…I should have just paid more attention and 
listened to the actual storyline.” I would highly 
recommend performing it.’

SSF has been endorsed by OCR, Edexcel and AQA 
exam boards as an effective method of introducing 
Shakespeare. SSF’s ‘hands on’ approach works 
equally well for high-achieving GCSE candidates 
who can delight in being directed by Shakespeare 
himself via his mischievous use of iambic 
pentameter, line-breaks, and punctuation. 

Innovative arts strategies
Shakespeare Schools Festival has consistently 
borne witness to students rising to the expectations 
of their teachers and in its eleventh year it has 
extended its reach to primary schools. South Rise 
School, Greenwich, serves 650 children from 45 
different nationalities. Many of their parents are 

‘…
students 
also 
recognise 
a change 
in their 
own 
attitudes 
…’ ‘…it’s all about your 

expectations.’
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Standing in the yard at the Globe on cold winter 
afternoons in early March, I was continually 
surprised and inspired by the reactions of young 
people to theatre. Many of the 1,500 young 
people at each performance had never been to 
a theatre before, 82% of them had never seen a 
Shakespeare play in performance. The production 
was Macbeth, part of Globe Education’s Playing 
Shakespeare with Deutsche Bank project. 

There was a moment at the beginning of the 
production, set against a background of military 
conflict, when the witches emerge for the first 
time from body bags. There was a palpable point 
where the audience of 11-16 year olds could be 
seen and heard engaging with that moment – 
with a realisation of what a play is really about. 
In the words of one student, ‘Everyone enjoyed 
themselves because it was different to see 
it and understand than read from a book.’ 
Another commented: ‘I found that when you 

are outside, with the actors, and the scenery, 
the atmosphere, the story comes to life... the 
audience really felt alive.’

Such an experience illustrates why Globe 
Education bases all its work on active, rehearsal 
based, approaches to Shakespeare’s plays. Plays, 
simply, are created to be played and any study of 
Shakespeare should be based on this premise. We 
gain our greatest insights when we explore the 
plays as an actor, experimenting with the words 
in our mouths, the emotions of the characters 
in our bodies. Studying a Shakespeare play 
without speaking the words or experimenting 
with staging and interpretation is like looking at 
a musical score without hearing the music itself, 
or critiquing a script for TV without watching the 
programme. This is easy for an arts organisation 
such as Shakespeare’s Globe to claim, but what 
impact should such an assertion have on teaching 
practice in our classrooms?

There is nothing new about the idea that 
Shakespeare wrote plays to be performed and 
that his work is best taught actively. During his 
lifetime, Shakespeare’s plays were not printed 
in any format we would recognise. The first folio 
was printed in 1623, so his audiences would not 
have enjoyed the access to the plays as texts 

Play and script
Practical exploration of Shakespeare’s plays 
and academic rigour to go hand in hand

by Fiona Banks

‘…82% of them 
had never seen a 
Shakespeare play…’

Globe Education’s 
production of Macbeth, part 
of the Playing Shakespeare 
with Deutsche Bank project, 
March 2011.
Photo: Ellie Kurttz

Photo: Ellie Kurttz
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that we know today. Early publishers of early 
modern drama were all too aware of the potential 
pitfalls of doing so. In the preface to his play 
The Malcontent, John Marston apologises, ‘that 
Scenes invented, merely to be spoken, should 
be enforcively published to be read,’ and asks 
that the play, ‘be pardoned, for the pleasure it 
once afforded you, when it was presented with 
the soul of lively action.’ It was rare to read a 
play, common place to see it. 

Fast forward to 1908 and an English Association 
pamphlet on The Teaching of Shakespeare in 
Schools, warns that ‘...There is a serious danger 
in the classroom with text books open before us 
of our forgetting what drama really means.’ 
The pamphlet goes on to recommend the acting 
out of scenes and seeing the play in performance 
as good practice. Fast forward again to 1986 
when Rex Gibson founded the Shakespeare in 
Schools project, to explore the potential for the 
use of active approaches to teaching Shakespeare 
in schools. Gibson went on to edit the Cambridge 
School Shakespeare edition of the plays and 
to become our leading Shakespeare educator. 
In his 1998 book Teaching Shakespeare he 
writes, ‘Shakespeare was essentially a man 
of theatre who intended his words to be 
spoken and acted on stage. It is that context of 
dramatic realisation that the plays are most 
appropriately understood and experienced.’ 

Yet despite the same words echoing throughout 
theatre and education history we have still not 
arrived at a point where the active teaching of 
Shakespeare is a default position in schools. 
There are many good reasons for this and there 
is certainly excellent practice across a great 
many schools; but elsewhere active approaches 
to the plays can still be seen as a risk and a 
potential threat to exam success and academic 
achievement.

Globe Education believes that practical 
exploration of Shakespeare’s plays and academic 
rigour go hand in hand. As babies we naturally 
learn everything practically, experimenting until 
we discover what works. This too is how actors 
approach a play in a rehearsal room. They talk 
about ‘putting the play on its feet’ and spend 
their time trying different ideas or approaches to 
a scene until they find the one that best suits the 
production they are creating. 

In 2006, Globe Education established the 
project Playing Shakespeare with Deutsche 
Bank to create productions of Shakespeare’s 
plays specifically crafted for young people in 
KS3 and 4 and to interrogate the effectiveness of 
active approaches to Shakespeare in classrooms. 
Five years on, 68% of London schools have seen 
these productions and we are coming to the 
end of a research project that has traced 
children’s learning and perception of Shakespeare 
across KS3. 

We are still in the process of collating and 
analysing this research but initial reading 
presents some interesting findings. Firstly, that 
active approaches to Shakespeare increase 
student engagement and can lead to greater 

attainment. One Head of English observed: ‘It’s a 
simple equation. The students were interested 
in what they were doing, this resulted in 
improved concentration, which led to better 
attainment.’ The most marked improvement was 
in boys, with one boys’ school recording a two 
sub level rise from those predicted at the start 
of the unit. The following case study exemplifies 
these findings:

Case study: in class, not in the corridor
Student X, a 13 year old boy, was often in trouble 
for poor behaviour in English lessons until his 
teacher started to use active approaches. He 
describes what happened.
‘Before we started the new work, all the sitting 
and reading out was boring. And I couldn’t 
see the point of Shakespeare at all. First time 
we did the active work I felt a bit silly but I 
became more confident. I thought people would 
mess about but they were taking it seriously 
and it made me want to do it properly.

‘I used to get embarrassed about the language 
because I was worried I would say the words 
wrong. But now we have looked at the words 
in detail and done ‘hook, probe’ * I don’t worry 
about saying them out. Now I can think about 
what they mean.4

‘They talk about 
“putting the play 
on its feet”… trying 
different ideas…’

Photo: Simon Kane
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ductions sit side-by-side with a ‘script machine’ 
that can highlight the text in various ways, from 
a director’s cut of a play or scene, to the imagery 
used within a particular piece of text. The editions 
are designed to make it practical to deliver ‘active 
Shakespeare’ on a daily basis. Everything can be 
done in any classroom, most of the activities at 
desks if required. 

As we enter a period of curriculum change 
there may, hopefully, be opportunity for experi-
mentation, and further development in the way 
we teach Shakespeare in schools. It would be 
good to be able to reflect on this coming decade 
as one of significant development. In the words of 
one student: ‘I enjoyed the tasks and activities 
we had to do... they helped me understand 
Shakespeare more. Understanding the words 
was difficult but the activities helped me. 
I did well. I thought the lessons were brilliant. 
I would like to do more of this work because of 
GCSE. I could get high grades.’ n

Fiona Banks, Head of Learning, Globe Education 
at Shakespeare’s Globe

Fiona leads Globe Education’s programmes, projects 
and resources for young people and their teachers, 
parents and carers. She teaches an MA in Performing 
Arts in the Classroom with King’s College London 
and a MEd module with Cambridge University: 
Understanding Shakespeare through performance. 
 
Globe Education is the largest theatre education 
department in the UK. Each year, more than 100,000 
people of all ages and nationalities participate in 
Globe Education’s programme of public events, 
workshops and courses. Globe Education also runs 
an extensive programme in the Southwark community 
and creates national and international outreach 
projects for students and teachers.

Globe Education: www.globe-education.org 
Globe Education Shakespeare series available to 
order: http://www.globe-shop.com
Playing Shakespeare with Deutsche Bank: 
http://www.playingshakespeare.org/

‘These were my best lessons in school, ever. 
I think this work benefits because with just 
writing, you don’t get into the words. I think I 
understand why Shakespeare uses his words. 
The language is different and active work 
has helped me to understand the language.’ 
(*Hook, probe is an active technique which has 
been developed by Globe Education.)

His teacher summed up the impact of student 
X’s change in attitude: ‘X is a bright boy. Now 
that he’s fully participating in class, rather 
than standing in the corridor, he can achieve 
his potential.’

While all the research teachers felt active 
approaches to be beneficial to their students, 
many found them hard to implement. There were 
a range of good reasons for this that we are still 
in the process of exploring. Common issues seem 
to include a lack of confidence, a perception 
that active approaches are too drama based and 
require special time and space and a fear that they 
will compromise academic results. One Head of 
English summarised a common perception when 
he said: ‘We can do the drama stuff when we 
are not concerned about outcome.’

This research is enormously 
useful to Globe Education 
as we move forward in the 
creation of new programmes 
and projects. We recognise 
that we need to provide 
a clear sense of what an 
active approach might be 
and of how an actor’s 
rehearsal room exercise can 
make the journey to become a 
rigorous and accessible 
activity, deliverable with 
consistency in any classroom. 

The new Globe Education 
Shakespeare seeks to 
address some of these issues. 
Despite the long held belief 
that Shakespeare should be 
taught actively as plays to 

be performed, there has never been an edition 
of the plays that draws directly on the process 
of the rehearsal room and theatre performance 
practice. This series does both. 

Activities enable students to experience the 
same process of exploration and discovery as 
Globe actors. Performance images and insights 
from actors and directors facilitate comparative 
analysis. These sit alongside guidance from 
examiners. There is an online interactive resource 
for the edition at www.hoddereducation.
co.uk/globeshakespeare, which brings the play 
in performance into lessons with comprehensive 
teacher support. Video clips of different pro-
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Agroup of Year 9 pupils
working on Act 5, Scene 5
of Macbeth look at a still

from the BBC animated version,
projected onto a whiteboard. Invited
to describe what they can see, they
begin consciously to disassemble the
image – acknowledging elements of
mise-en-scène, such as setting,
character expression and gesture,
colour, light, camera angle and
distance. Asked to consider how
each of these elements makes the
character Macbeth seem, they begin
as a class to make explicit their
figurative reading of the image,
agreeing on meanings, and linking
these to their prior knowledge of the
character and play (image 1).

Turning from the image on the
board to the play-texts on their
tables, the pupils then look for ways
to root this reading of the image in
the language of the scene, seeking
an equivalence of imagery. They are
guided by questions from the
teacher: ‘How is this reflected in the
language of the scene?’; ‘What does
Macbeth say to suggest this?’; ‘How
does the way the scene is written
create a similar feeling?’; ‘Can you
find any words in the scene which
suggest this idea?’. The pupils
highlight lines, phrases and words.
They investigate, and may name,
metaphors, symbols, pathetic fallacy,
personification, etc. (image 2).

Turning back to the image, the
pupils now make explicit
connections between this language
of literature and the language of
film. They also name some technical

features of visual design – mise-en-
scène, ‘camera’ angle and distance,
framing, colour, lighting, and so on
(image 3).

The pupils’ work with visual and
written texts is dialogic: their
imaginative and intellectual
engagement with one informs and is
informed by the other. Their learning
is fuelled by the pleasure of
uncovering and consciously
constructing sophisticated meanings
in two complementary media,
neither of which is privileged above
the other.

Film texts have often been seen as
merely injecting motivation into the
study of literature – providing access
to a higher form. In this article, we
are proposing ways of teaching the
close reading of literature and film
together, in which both are valued
equally. We will describe ways of
using increasingly common class-
room technology – data projectors,
PowerPoint and interactive
whiteboards. However, the principles
hold when only an overhead
projector and a video are available.
We will focus particularly on
Shakespeare, where ‘the film’ is still
often seen as a support for the
printed text, or a reward for getting
through it. At Parkside, we have
experimented with radical
approaches to Shakespeare, which
abandon the presumed centrality of
the printed text and use film as a
starting point. To some extent, this
has been a pragmatic approach in a
crowded curriculum. However, it has
also allowed us to approach the

16 January 2004

From Page 
to Screen and
Back Again

Teaching Literature 
through Moving Image 

Teaching Moving Image
through Literature

James Durran and Craig Morrison report on their work in developing
inter-textual approaches to literature and film.

Top to bottom: Image 1, image 2 and image 3.

Images 1-5 and 9-11 in this article are screenshots of projections and
annotations on an interactive whiteboard.
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plays first of all as performed
dramas, helpful for pupils writing
about them at both Key Stage 3 and
Key Stage 4, and it has allowed us to
combine more easily the study of
film with the study of literature.

From st ill to moving images:
Shakespeare comparisons

The example above shows how
looking at still frames as
representative slices of film –
carefully chosen visual quotations –
is a powerful and accessible means
to the close reading of film. They are
relatively easy to subject to the same
reading strategies which English
teachers are used to using with
verbal texts. They can be slowly
released – uncovered bit by bit – so
that pupils have to look at elements
within them, to make predictions
and to explore expectations. They
can be annotated on a board, or on
paper. They can be broken down, or
rearranged. Importantly, they can
easily be produced by pupils, who
can discover for themselves, and
rehearse, the principles of their
construction: they can be drawn, or
they can be enacted and photo-
graphed, as tableaux. And they can
be a powerful way to structure close
reading of a parallel literary text, 
of which they can offer a visual
interpretation.

Of course, analysis of still images
is necessarily limiting. Film is an
audio-visual medium, working in
real time; it operates in what Burn
and Parker term the ‘kineiconic

mode’ (Burn and Parker 2001, 2003).
When a still image is set moving,
there is more to consider: speech,
music, action and camera movement.
At Parkside, pupils explore the
language of moving images within
various media schemes of work, but
we also wanted them to explore and
use these dynamic elements of film
in the study of Shakespeare. 

Conventional ways of using film
with Shakespeare present some
problems, however. Watching a
single version of a Shakespeare play
can flesh out the story for pupils in a
way that constrains the imagination,
yet there is rarely time to watch
more than one version; and,
although English teachers are
familiar and comfortable with the
idea of comparing adaptations to
open up discussion of literature,
such films are still generally read as
extended, linear works, positioning
the viewer through the force of the
narrative. 

We have been experimenting with
focusing such comparison on single,
moving camera shots from a number
of different film versions of a
Shakespeare play, as an exercise in
close, technical reading – both of
film and of Shakespeare. When
pupils are asked to analyse very
short clips, divorced from the
subsuming nature of a whole
viewing, comparison of different
versions becomes possible, and
pupils’ critical reading is more
concentrated. This exercise makes
strongly explicit the provisionality of
the written text as something that
can be read in many different ways;
it also yields an enormous range of
insights into film craft and language. 

Macbeth: close reading
through f ilm

In our teaching of Macbeth in Year 9
we wanted to find a way of making
moving image comparison just such
a dynamic and responsive
experience. After pupils had read
and discussed key scenes from the
play, we wanted to deepen their
understanding by comparing how
moments within those scenes had
been interpreted in different film
versions. These moments were

chosen for what they captured in
terms of dramatic and character
development.

Firstly, however, the cumbersome
nature of the video cassette needed
to be addressed: swapping and fast
forwarding through videos is
disruptive, and when comparing two
film versions the impact of one is
often lost by the time the next is
played. Even with DVD technology
there are problems with being able
to enter the text at any point other
than the beginnings or endings of
‘chapters’. We have found that a data
projector (not necessarily connected
to an interactive whiteboard) and
widely available software held the
answer. We digitise and compress
single camera shots, just a few
seconds long, into AVI files and then
import them into Microsoft
PowerPoint, where they can be
activated with one click. They can
either be displayed full-screen, or
they can be tiled side-by-side, for
comparative work. The latter
encourages very focused
comparison, the key being that clips
can be viewed side by side or even
simultaneously: differences and
similarities are starkly obvious
(image 4).

We have found it powerful to
analyse the frozen shots as still
images first, as above. Charged with
ideas from this initial reading, the
pupils then set the shots moving on
the PowerPoint slide. Such a mode
of viewing leads seamlessly into the
mapping of thinking. On an ordinary
whiteboard it is possible to annotate
around the projected clips; on an
interactive whiteboard it is possible

Images of Macbeth
on the Estate are
reproduced
courtesy of BBC;
images of The
Animated Macbeth
are reproduced
courtesy of S4C.

17January 2004

James Durran (Advanced Skills Teacher in
English and Media) and Craig Morrison
(Head of English and Drama) both teach at
Parkside Community College, Cambridge,
which, in 1998, became the first specialist
Media Arts College in the UK. 

Parkside is committed to developing and
disseminating innovative work with media
and media technology across the curriculum.
English, Drama and Media are taught
together, disregarding traditional boundaries.

Image 4
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to embed these handwritten
annotations on the slide, which can
be saved and recalled in later
lessons, or printed out. 

How can such discussion be
structured in a way which
accelerates pupils’ skills of reading
both print and film texts? From
experience, the most effective way
of engaging pupils’ thinking is to
begin with the subjective: ‘Which
Macbeth is most likeable?’; ‘Which
version grabs your attention the
most?’; ‘Which version is most like
you imagined this scene?’. Quick-fire
brainstorming of adjectives works
well in the initial stages: giving
groups ten seconds after viewing
each clip to agree upon one word
that sums up how the character
seems. Such initial responses lead
organically into more analytic
thinking: ‘What in the clip
particularly gave you the feeling that
Macbeth was nervous at this
moment?’ As pupils find evidence
from within the clip with which to

back up their assertions, they find
themselves talking in sophisticated
ways about the language of film.
Macbeth’s nervousness may be
represented by his facial expression
and movement; it may also be
suggested by agitated camera
movement and by an uncomfortable
close-up shot. And this initial
subjective response also leads
directly into sophisticated discussion
of interpretation: in one version,
Macbeth is resolute rather than
nervous; in another he is plotting; 
in another he is readying himself
(image 5). 

The analysis of film makes pupils
re-evaluate the print text, and look
for complexities in it. Arguing about
and looking for synonyms for the
descriptive language suggested to
pupils by the clips generates a rich
shared vocabulary about the single
narrative moment. Using this bank 
of language to form the basis of a
short piece of writing about the
moment is very powerful indeed, as
each key word has been negotiated
or fought for.

Whereas with video tapes each
clip might be viewed once, on the
PowerPoint slide each clip can be
viewed again and again. This can be
playful, but also very productive.
Clips can be viewed without sound,
or without vision, and pupils can
explore how this changes their
reading. Pupils can be asked to
choose the two least similar, or most
similar, clips, to play and to
compare. Using the abilities of
PowerPoint to the full, it is possible
to play all five or six versions
simultaneously. Apart from the
undeniable impressiveness of this,
real learning can be drawn out of it.
One quick activity is to play all at
once and ask pupils which drew
their attention the most on the
screen – observations often focus on
the level of physical action and the
volume of speech. Asked to notice
which clip ends first, pupils start to
think about the relationship between
pace and the portrayal of
temperament, from the rash to the
contemplative. 

Even in whole class teaching,
pupils can feel in control of the clips
when they can be played so easily,

and will call for repeated viewings.
They often particularly enjoy clips
from Macbeth on  the Estate, a
contemporary and provocative
retelling. When the looming figure of
Ray Winstone as Duncan pushes
Susan Vidler’s Lady Macbeth up
against a door frame in the cramped
hallway and leers, ‘Dear and noble
hostess, we are your guests tonight’,
we are shocked. From our reading
of the play this is not what we
expect from Duncan: isn’t he meant
to have ‘borne his faculties so
meek’? Our pupils are intrigued
when they see this and other such
clips because they challenge their
preconceptions about the characters
(image 6).

At such points pupils naturally
demand a wider reading of the
written text: they want to see if there
is anything elsewhere in the script
that could justify such a cold
interpretation of Duncan’s character.
After viewing Winstone’s
performance in Macbeth on  the
Estate, pupils soon seem to re-
evaluate episodes such as the king’s
swift condemnation of the original
Thane of Cawdor, or the fact that he
keeps a bleeding captain talking for
an age when he should be receiving
medical attention. 

The learning which grows out of
such whole-class and group
discussion is developed and
crystallised in pupils’ writing. Here,
Kanika – an able pupil in Year 9 –
gives an account of her reading of 
a single camera shot from Polanski’s
Macbeth: ‘If it were done, when 
‘tis done, then ‘twere well it were
done quickly.’ (Image 7).

In  the first clip, Macbeth is having
dinner at his party with King
Duncan . Everyone is laughing and
eating merrily, but Macbeth is
nervous and distracted. The camera
pans from left to right, and moves
from Lady Macbeth, across Duncan ,
to Macbeth.

Lady Macbeth is on  the right side –
the fu ture side. She is wearing a
white dress which connotes purity
and goodness, although she is
plann ing to murder someone. It
shows that she is living her lie, and
deceiving everyone with the idea of
her being innocen t and good. She

18 January 2004
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also has her false face on , and fits in
with the crowd. There is meat on  the
table, which hin ts that there will be
another dead body soon . Lady
Macbeth is eating ravenously – it is
like her hunger for power – she can’t
get enough of it and will be as un-
gracious to get it as she needs to be.

Firstly, there is evidence of the
power of the audio-visual
mnemonic. Pupils were asked to
root ideas about a character in a key
symbolic action from film. Vitally it
was up to each pupil to decide
which action, within which version,
they would recall later as a shortcut
to remembering the character’s
qualities. To Kanika, Lady Macbeth’s
eating is akin to ‘her hunger for
power’. Kanika has also developed
sophisticated ideas about the
contrast between private thoughts
and the wider situation, including
the notion of dramatic irony, and has
engaged with key themes of the
whole text, such as appearance and
reality.  In terms of developing an
understanding of the language of
film, there is evidence of thinking
through the act of reading/viewing
the moving image, including
complex thoughts on how the
viewer reads the moving image from
left to right and the implications of
this. She consistently thinks about
audience reaction, and how and why
the viewer is guided to focal points
of the moving image through
camerawork. Most importantly, her
understanding of moving image is,
here, inextricable from her
understanding of the play.

Kanika’s piece also illustrates how
the emphasis on comparison is
developing complexity in pupils’
writing, including the use of
connectives to further argument –
‘this relates back to...’. She is also
practising economy of language, to
express concisely the connection
between moving image and text: ‘the
camera is angled so you can just see
the crown on Duncan’s head in the
background, like it is in Macbeth’s
thoughts’.

The richness of Kanika’s response
comes in part from the richness of
class discussion, but also from
opportunities to explore the text
independently. As already

mentioned, pupils enjoy choosing
clips to play and replay in whole-
class discussion, but it is important
to challenge the idea that such
shared reading of moving image
texts is necessarily a whole class
activity. Once an understanding of
the dialogue between literature and
film has been established together, it
seems natural for pupils to go on to
explore this themselves, or in small
groups. Yet this is difficult when the
film text is on one screen at the
front of the classroom. Not only are
pupils unable to navigate the film
independently,  in the way we
expect them to navigate any print
text, but a classroom principle is
instilled, by which print is demo-
cratised but the control of film is
exclusive to the teacher. This denies
the expertise and ownership which
pupils have over moving image at
home, where video, DVD and elect-
ronic media allow them to choose at
every level of activity: to wind
forwards and backwards, to replay
moments again and again, and to
freeze images to show to others.

We have therefore experimented
with the use of laptop computers in
the classroom. Giving pupils access
to the PowerPoint ‘comparison
slides’ on laptops, as well as on a
shared screen, allows for a much
more dynamic learning experience.
Pupils can be asked to justify their
initial responses to the projected
clips in paired or group discussion,
explaining to each other their
reasoning, using the clips on their
laptops as evidence. Making a text
file of the play available on the
laptops is also very powerful  –
pupils can tile the windows on the
desktop to enable comparison
between the print and film texts
(image 8).

Equipping pupils with cue cards,
which ask them to observe particular
elements of film, and note-taking
sheets – for instance, on the use of
camerawork  – provides enough
scaffolding for groups of pupils to
analyse longer sequences of film
independently. It is, for example,
important to concentrate on one
version at length in order to
understand how directors structure
dramatic action. One Year 9 class,

exploring Act 1, scenes 6 & 7 from
Macbeth on  the Estate, found that the
director cuts backwards and
forwards between Duncan’s entrance
and Macbeth’s indecision,
experiencing the power of editing in
generating dramatic contrasts and
juxtapositions. Returning to the
printed text, where Duncan’s
entrance is separated completely
from Macbeth’s torment, pupils
consider where and why the scenes
are divided, according to action or
mood. Such activities are indicative
of the fact that film does not just
serve the study of literature in
providing neat snapshots of key
moments. Indeed, in the course of
finding five or six versions of one
key line for our PowerPoint slides
we had to search hard: they were to
be found at various points in
narrative structures diverging from
the scripted original. Each film
version asks students to consider its
own textual structure, and the
reasons for its construction.
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Image 7

Image 8
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removed, isolated and diminished
(image 10). 

An effective way to reinforce
pupils’ understanding of how this
works would be to play with the
image on the board, cropping and
zooming, to change the framing. For
example, if Romeo is brought closer
then the sense of shared experience
and balance is maintained. Again,
the editing decision is consonant
with the dramatic development of
the scene. At its tense conclusion,
the two protagonists’ viewpoints are
explored alternately and separately,
and the language of connection and
balance gives way to language of
conflict and separation.

To investigate how longer clips
have been edited, we have used
sequencing activities, with separate
camera shots represented by cards,
which can be arranged on a table-
top, and – as illustrated – by images
on an interactive whiteboard. These
can be moved about by pupils, to
investigate how different
combinations create different
meanings, and how images in
sequence carry narrative. Helpful
grammatical conventions can be
introduced: the reverse angle; the
point-of-view shot; the cutaway, etc.
(image 11).

Again, the process of sequencing,
and the discussion of editing
decisions, inevitably folds back into
discussion of the characters and of
the drama. In this example, Year 8
pupils studying Romeo and Juliet
explore the way close-ups, camera
angles, cutaways and point-of-view
shots emphasise Mercutio’s
experience, at a moment in the text
when he does not actually speak or
act, but when the imminence of
action is crucial. Written comment-
aries by Year 8 pupils show the way
this approach differentiates well for

This latter example points to the
importance of being able to extend
analysis beyond single camera shots,
to several camera shots in sequence
– edited together to create complex
meanings. In Year 8, pupils look
particularly at this grammar of shots
in sequence (or horizontal montage)
in Baz Luhrman’s Romeo and Juliet.
This is a media scheme of work, but
does prompt some close consider-
ation of the Shakespeare text; and
we would suggest that the activities
described below would combine
powerfully with literature work, at
Key Stages 3 or 4, or at A Level.

Pupils first look at pairs of shots in
sequence, each represented by a still
frame – in this example, projected
onto a whiteboard (image 9). 

The composition and the meaning
of each shot on its own can be
discussed with pupils. However,
placing the shots in sequence opens
up new ideas. The shot of Juliet, as
seen by Romeo through the
aquarium, cuts to a reverse angle,
with almost identical mise-en-scène
– setting, lighting, framing,
characters’ expressions. This
presents, in filmic terms, a simple
switch of viewpoint; aesthetically
and grammatically, it suggests
balance and equality. This, in turn,
asks for literary analysis: in what
ways do Romeo and Juliet as
characters reflect in each other? How
are their situations mirrored? How
does the language of the scene
suggest equality? ‘As mine on hers,
so hers is set on mine.’

In this other example, from the
end of the ball scene, a low-angle,
medium close-up two-shot of Juliet
and the Nurse cuts to a high-angle
long shot of Romeo. Grammatically,
this privileges Juliet’s viewpoint; the
audience is kept close to her
experience. Meanwhile, Romeo is

January 2004

Edit ing f ilm; edit ing Shakespeare

Top to bottom: Image 9, image 10 and image 11.
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pupils of different abilities, in a mixed ability
class. Less able pupils, with excellent
understanding gained from the work with the
images, are stimulated to find a language to
express these ideas.
…when it cuts to Mercutio’s reaction  it builds up
the feeling that he’s going to do something.
(Laura, Year 8) 

Meanwhile, an exceptionally able pupil is
challenged to express some very sophisticated
ideas about audience positioning, in the film and
in the play:

…when the camera tracks up, it is the first time
there has been  any sign ifican t movement in  it.
The camera has stayed still to reflect the
movement of the most sign ifican t character in  the
sequence; like Mercutio, the camera has
witnessed everything, but has done nothing 
about it. Again  the camera is placed at a fron t
angle to swallow up all the emotion  issuing from
[Mercutio’s] expression .

The final shot is of a new character in  the
sequence, Samson . The camera is placed at an
oblique angle to him. He is not an  importan t
character, he is at the side of the action . His
emotion , his fear and anxiety, needs to be
acknowledged – not felt – by the audience. He
simply watches, but does not act. 
(Joe, Year 8)

This is a point which we would make strongly:
the power of such work with film and with
visual images, in combination with literature, to
challenge and stretch pupils of all abilities,
including the most able. Far from being just a
means of access for reluctant readers, it can
develop highly sophisticated analytical and
imaginative responses. Fluid movement between
the languages of film and play-text successfully
engages pupils at Key Stage 3, helping them to
get to grips with story and language, and it
should challenge and stimulate A Level literature
students exploring fine and subtle developments
within a scene.

Reference

Burn, A. and Parker D. (2003) Analysing Media Texts,
London: Continuum
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editing. Equipped with a more
developed understanding of how
the sequencing of shots creates
meanings, and a ready set of terms
for describing their own decisions,
they sequence a longer section of
the film, which has been chopped
up into separate shots, on computer
editing software. At this point, they
can depart from the mere ‘puzzle-
solving’ of reconstructing the
original version, and start to create
new meanings, by editing in ironic
or more emotive ways. They play
with slow motion, with transition
effects and with sound. 

This is pushing at the edge of
what is easily possible in the
classroom; but even this use of
technology is increasingly realistic.
For this activity, we use Adobe
Premiere editing software, but any
new computer comes with free
editing software (iMovie on Macs,
and Windows Movie Maker on PCs)
which is easy to use and present in
more and more children’s homes.

Technology and practicalities

All of these approaches to integrat-
ing the study of moving image and
literary texts require no more than
an overhead projector and a video
player. Still images can often be
found on the internet, scanned or
photocopied from books, or even
photographed on a screen. However,
it is very easy to grab still images
from a film. Any PC DVD drive will
allow you to grab a still frame at the
click of a mouse. This can then be
printed out, or inserted into
PowerPoint. To grab a frame from
VHS, or to capture a moving
sequence to insert into Powerpoint,
you need a capture card. A cheap
and very easy solution is an external
TV card, such as the Hauppauge
‘WinTV USB’ – about £60 from PC
World – which simply plugs into the
computer, and into a VCR or DVD
player, and allows instant creation 
of clips.

The card-sequencing activity
described above prepares our pupils
in Year 8 for attempting their own

Screenshot showing Adobe Premiere in use by pupils
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performed drama. Emily goes on: 
He then  turns around and looks

directly at you; no longer is he just a
projection , but the real Richard that
is ‘determined to prove a villain ’,
and his determination  reflects in  
his face. 

For oral coursework (En 1) pupils
prepare group presentations on
single moving images from the film,
relating them to their understanding
of the character, language and
themes in the play. For their media
coursework for GCSE English (En 3)
they develop this oral presentation
into a piece of writing. This
integration is, of course, time-saving
in a very crowded programme of
study. However, we believe that it is
also highly productive, enhancing
pupils’ work in all three pieces of
coursework. 
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At Parkside, we have made work
such as that described in this article
central to our work with
Shakespeare. In Year 9, pupils use
the comparison activities described
above to structure their study and,
later, revision of ‘key scenes’ for the
tests. For coursework, they write as
‘directors’ to propose and justify a
new film version. 

At Key Stage 4, pupils choose to
study Richard III, Othello, Twelfth
Night, Much Ado About Nothing, or
Hamlet. Whichever play they work
with, the course is structured around
the study of one film version, and
extracts from the written text. They
then study one scene in detail,
comparing film versions and closely
exploring the literary language. This
leads to a piece of Shakespeare
coursework for GCSE English (En 2)
and GCSE English Literature. Pupils
are guided to support their writing

about the scene with references to
the film text. To less able pupils, this
can provide a liberating structure for
their thinking. To all pupils,
including the most able, it demands
sophisticated thinking about the
relationship between verbal and
visual imagery. Emily, writing about
Richard Loncraine’s version of
Richard III, Act 1, Scene 1, notes:

Viewers can  see both Richard and
his reflection  in  the mirror, making
his two-faced personality, for a
moment, literal. His words at that
moment are:

‘I have no delight to pass away 
the time / Unless to spy my shadow in
the sun / And descan t on  mine own
deformity.’

In  this shot it is as though he is
replacing ‘shadow in  the sun’ with
‘reflection  in  the mirror.’

It also enforces a proper
consideration of the play as

Coursework and course structures

A New Course in Media and Education

The MA in Media, Culture and Communication at the Institute of Education offers an exciting
mix of courses, including an introduction to media education, practical work in digital video and
multimedia production and courses in computer games, children’s media culture, youth culture
and media education, and the ideology of the media.

The IoE have teamed up with bfi Education (www.bfi.org.uk/education for more information
email: education@bfi.org.uk) and the English and Media Centre to offer this unique suite of
courses of particular relevance to teachers of the media in any form. You can do individual 
modules or the whole MA, whichever suits your time, purse or inclination. What’s more, you
can study online, wherever you live in the UK.

media &education

For more infor mation look at www.ioe.ac.uk,
under ‘courses, ‘masters’, and ‘media’, or
contact Sara Mallett on 020 7612 6314 or
s.mallett@ioe.ac.uk

over 100 years of excellence in education
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There has been a fundamental change in our study

of language in recent years, and nobody can fail

to be affected by it - not even Shakespeare.

Pandarus sums it up, when he tells Troilus (Troilus and

Cressida, III.ii.54):

Words pay no debts; give her deeds.

The linguistic change has been just that: a change from the

study of words to the study of deeds - or, more precisely,

a change from an exclusive concentration on the forms and

patterns of language to an investigation of their meanings

and the effects they have on

us as interacting human

beings. In the terminology of

modern linguistics, we have

moved from grammar into

semantics (the study of

meaning) and pragmatics

(the study of the effects

conveyed by the linguistic

choices we make). 

The change of direction is

especially relevant to the

study of drama. No

playwright, director, actor,

critic, or drama teacher

would ever have thought to

be much concerned about

grammar, in its earlier

incarnation, and rightly so,

for the naming of

grammatical parts has no

obvious relevance to what

happens on stage. Why

should anyone be interested

in noting that a character

uses subordinate clauses or

personal pronouns? After

Lady Macbeth receives her

husband's letter (in Macbeth, I.v) she talks to him in her

imagination. She uses thou forms fourteen times. So what?

The new perspective makes us think differently about

such questions. Everyone, from playwright to teacher, is

intimately involved in the way a play conveys meaning

and effect. Everyone is concerned with the relationships

between characters. And if we explore grammar in the

right way, using the perspectives of semantics and

pragmatics, intriguing insights into the nature of these

relationships begin to emerge.

From words to DEED: the D part

In a recent book, Making Sense of Grammar, I have

summarized this new direction using the acronym DEED.

The D stands for Description, which was the traditional

focus of language study. All

scientific investigations

begin by noticing

something which intrigues

us, and which makes us

want to talk about it. We

need to identify what we

have noticed, and that

means naming it. 

This was the primary

purpose of the traditional

approaches to grammar

which dominated

schoolrooms from the 18th

century until the 1960s: to

provide us with terms to

label things. Once we have

such labels as 'adjective',

'noun', and 'pronoun', then

we can talk about such

patterns as 'an adjective

going after the noun'. It is

an essential first step.

Terminology is intrinsic to

grammar, as it is to

chemistry, geography, and

all other subjects which

describe things.

But noticing and naming a feature of grammar is not

an isolated exercise. It is not enough to say, 'Banana?

Aha, that is a singular noun'. If we are bold enough to

identify banana as a noun, this means that we must also

have noticed that it is not some other part of speech - a

verb, say, or an adjective. To have noticed Lady Macbeth

David Crystal is
honorary Professor
of Linguistics at the
University of Wales,
Bangor.  His book
Making Sense of
Grammar was
recently published
by Longman.

David Crystal illustrates how grammar can assist interpretation in Shakespeare through a discussion of

the differences between ‘thou’ and ‘you’ in Early Modern English.

Speaking in Deeds
Shakespeare and Pragmatics
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• we need to describe the feature, in order to talk about

it;

• we have to explain why the feature is there, at this

point in the play.

We might select any feature and look for explanations,

but the choice between the two second-person pronouns

(in all their forms - thee, thy, thyself, thine and you, your,

yourself, yours) is a good one, as it is one of the most

frequent features of Shakespearian English. Why do

characters use one and not the other?  To see what is

happening, we have to go back a few centuries.

In Old English, thou was singular and you was plural.

But during the 13th century, you started to be used as a

polite form of the singular - probably because people

copied the French way of talking, where vous was used

in that way. English then became like French, which has

tu and vous both possible for singulars.  So now there

was a choice. The usual thing was for you to be used by

inferiors to superiors - such as children to parents,

servants to masters, and so on; and thou would be used

in return.  But people would also use thou when they

wanted special intimacy, such as when addressing God.

Thou was also used when the lower classes talked to

each other. The upper classes used you to each other, as

a rule, even when they were closely related.

So, when someone changes from thou to you, or the

other way round, in a conversation, it must mean

something.  It will express a change of attitude, or a new

emotion or mood.  It could be anything - a sign of extra

affection, or of anger.  It could be a piece of playfulness,

or an insult.  To say thou to someone could be to

antagonise him, as Toby Belch knows when he advises

Andrew Aguecheek how to write a letter to his enemy

(Twelfth Night, III.ii.42):

Taunt him with the licence of ink. If thou 'thou'st' him

some thrice, it shall not be amiss.

Switching from thou to you, likewise, indicates a change

in a mood or a social relationship.

As an illustration, note the switching of pronouns as an

index of Regan's state of mind when she tries to persuade

Oswald to let her see Goneril's letter (King Lear, IV.iv.19).

She begins with the expected you, but switches to thee

when she tries to use her charm:

saying thou means that we must have noticed she has not

said you.

In grammar, one observation is always part of a

network of other observations. We learn about concepts

in clusters - often clusters of two, such as singular and

plural, or thou and you. But the descriptive skill, on its

own, is not very informative. In an educational context, it

is sometimes called 'feature-spotting'. It is a facility that

computers have, and the skill shows a similar mechanical-

mindedness in humans. Accurate as such descriptive

statements may be, we feel that they are somehow

missing the point. They do indeed invite the reaction: 'So

what?'

What point is being missed? Underneath all such

observations lurks the crucial question: Why? Why is the

speaker or writer using a particular construction? Why

does Lady Macbeth use thou? We need explanations, and

feature-spotting does not explain anything.

From words to DEED: the E part

The E stands for Explanation. There are two answers to

the 'why' questions, and both are important. One answer

explains the usage in terms of the meaning it expresses -

a semantic explanation. The other explains the usage in

terms of the effect it conveys - a pragmatic explanation.

In the context of drama, the pragmatic perspective is

especially relevant, so this provides the focus for the rest

of this paper.

Pragmatics is always a matter of choice. We have in our

heads a wide range of words and constructions available

for our use, and it is up to us to choose which ones will

work best to express what we want to say and to achieve

the desired effect. Choosing a particular usage inevitably

conveys an effect. Some usages convey an informal tone,

others a formal tone. Some give an impression of elegant

care, others of casual spontaneity. Some elicit a reaction

of humour, respect, or admiration. Some establish

rapport, antagonize, or persuade.

From Description to Explanation: that is the new

direction in language study. We notice how someone is

using a grammatical feature, and want to explain the

effect it conveys. And the approach is also concerned

with the opposite process: from Explanation to

Description. We reflect on the kind of effect we want to

achieve, and then choose the usage which will enable us

to communicate our intentions effectively. It is this two-

way approach that is reflected in the acronym: DEED.

Finding deeds in Shakespeare

All of this might seem a long way from Shakespeare. But

in developing our understanding of the language of

Shakespeare's time (Early Modern English) we have to

work through the same process:

• we notice a linguistic feature - something which strikes

us as particularly interesting, effective, unusual, or

problematic (often because it differs from what we

would expect in Modern English);

REGAN: Why should she write to Edmond? Might not

you Transport her purposes by word? Belike -- Some

things - I know not what. I'll love thee much:Let me

unseal the letter.

OSWALD: Madam, I had rather --

REGAN: I know your lady does not love her

husband.

Oswald's hesitation makes her return to you again, and

she soon dismisses him in an abrupt short line with this

pronoun; but when he responds enthusiastically to her

next request she opts again for thee:
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Yourself is a formal usage - appropriate, when you do not

know who you are talking to.

We would expect you in a professional and courteous

observation. But then we encounter the intimacy of

fellow-soldiers:

Here we have thee being used as an index of warmth of

feeling. 

We have to be careful when interpreting thou and you.

It all depends on who is saying what to whom, and

where and why.  Context is everything.  Here is an

example from Hamlet. At the very opening of the play,

the soldiers meet on the battlements.

I pray desire her call her wisdom to her.

So, fare you well.

If you do chance to hear of that blind traitor,

Preferment falls on him that cuts him off.

OSWALD: Would I could meet him, madam. I should

show

What party I do follow.

REGAN: Fare thee well.

BARNARDO: Long live the King!

FRANCISCO: Barnardo?

BARNARDO: He.

FRANCISCO: You come most carefully upon your

hour.

BARNARDO: ‘Tis now struck twelve. Get thee to be,

Francisco.

FRANCISCO: For this relief much thanks. ’Tis bitter

cold, And I am sick at heart.

BARNARDO: Have you had quiet guard? 

BARNARDO: Who’s there?

FRANCISCO: Nay, answer me. Stand and unfold

yourself.

And we would expect thee-forms to continue in any

further banter. But what we get is this:

This now seems to be the professional soldier speaking,

not the friend. Francisco is sick at heart, so maybe there

has been some trouble.  Barnardo needs to check it out,

officially.  He could have said, ‘Hast thou had quiet

guard?’, but that would have been much more akin to a

casual chatty remark, hardly appropriate in the

circumstances.

Here is a more detailed example of the way thou and

you alternate: IV.i of Much Ado about Nothing. The

pronouns show the way the relationship between

Beatrice and Benedick is going.  Beatrice uses you

throughout the scene; she is keeping her distance.

Benedick is not so cautious.  When they meet, he starts

by using you to her, because he is talking about a

general issue, and a serious one. Beatrice's cousin, Hero,

has been wronged - she is sure, by Claudio - and she has

been crying about it. But Benedick soon changes.

Much Ado About Nothing (Sam Goldwyn/Renaissance Films/BBC.The Kobal Collection)
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BENEDICK: Lady Beatrice, have you wept all this

while?

BEATRICE: Yea, and I will weep a while longer.

BENEDICK: I will not desire that.

BEATRICE: You have no reason; I do it freely.

BENEDICK: Surely I do believe your fair cousin is

wronged.

BEATRICE: Ah, how much might the man deserve of

me that would right her!

BENEDICK: Is there any way to show such

friendship?

BEATRICE: A very even way, but no such friend.

BENEDICK: May a man do it?

BEATRICE: It is a man’s office, but not yours.

BENEDICK: I do love nothing in the world so well as

you. Is not that strange?

BEATRICE: As strange as the thing I know not. It

were as possible for me to say I loved nothing so

well as you; but believe me not, and yet I lie not; I

confess nothing, nor I deny nothing. I am sorry for

my cousin.

BENEDICK: By my sword, Beatrice, thou lovest me.

He has made his play now, switching to thou  But

Beatrice is not impressed.

BEATRICE: Do not swear, and eat it.

BENEDICK: I will swear by it that you love me; and I

will make him eat it that says I love not you.

BEATRICE: Will you not eat your word?

Why does he change to ‘you’, after so many thous? It is a

change of mood, just like Barnardo's to Francisco. He

now wishes to show Beatrice that he is serious in

wanting to help her. He is not speaking now as her

lover, but as a supporter.

The use of thou is bound up with the way people feel

about each other, and if we monitor the way they use

their pronouns we usually get a good barometer of their

relationships. In fact, Beatrice never addresses Benedick

as thou anywhere in the play - except once, when she's

talking to herself, fantasising about him in her mind (at

the end of III.i).

Any encounter with Shakespeare, on page or on stage,

presents us with a pragmatic challenge: we have to

appreciate the effects that his choice of language

conveys, if we are to explain the style in which he or his

characters talk, see why other characters react in the way

they do, and understand what is happening to our

intellect and emotions as we read, watch, or listen to

their exchanges. And the detailed study of points of

grammar, even a point as tiny as the second-person

pronoun, can help us achieve these goals.

So yes, Lady Macbeth uses thou to her husband a great

deal in I.v ('Thy letters have transported me...' ), as

indeed he does to her. Their choice of forms reflect their

closeness. But two scenes later, everything changes. In

I.vii.29, she meets him outside the dining chamber, and

addresses him coldly: 'Why have you left the chamber?'

When Macbeth replies 'We will proceed no further in this

business' she rounds on him with seven contemptuous

thou-forms in rapid succession: 'From this time/Such I

account thy love. Art thou afeard...' She then switches to

you: 'What beast was't then/That made you break this

enterprise to me?' Macbeth tries to maintain a thou-

relationship with his wife, using these forms a further

nine times in later scenes; but they are not reciprocated.

After I.vii.43, Lady Macbeth never uses thou-forms to her

husband again.

BENEDICK: With no sauce that can be devised to it.

I protest I love thee.

BEATRICE: Why, then, God forgive me!

BENEDICK: What offence, sweet Beatrice?

BEATRICE: You have stayed me in a happy hour. I

was about to protest I loved you.

BENEDICK: Tarry, good Beatrice. By this hand, I

love thee.

BEATRICE: Use it for my love some other way than

swearing by it.

BENEDICK: Think you in your soul the Count

Claudio hath wronged Hero?

BEATRICE: Yea, as sure as I have a thought or a

soul.

BENEDICK: Enough, I am engaged. I will challenge

him. I will kiss your hand, and so I leave you.

BEATRICE: I love you with so much of my heart that

none is left to protest.

BENEDICK: Come, bid me do anything for thee.

BEATRICE: Kill Claudio.

BENEDICK: Ha! Not for the wide world.

BEATRICE: You kill me to deny it. Farewell.

BENEDICK: Tarry, sweet Beatrice.

BEATRICE: I am gone, though I am here. There is no

love in you. Nay, I pray you, let me go.

BENEDICK: Beatrice - 

BEATRICE: In faith, I will go.

And she then gives Benedick a good talking to, at

the end of which Benedick is convinced. He has to

kill Claudio. And notice what happens to the

pronouns then. To begin with, he still uses thee to

her. But then he switches back.

She means, ‘you’ve caught me at a good time’ - but it is

still not a very strong protest, if she stays with you.

He has been rebuffed, and it knocks his pronouns off

balance - he reverts to you - but only for a moment.
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In my time as a chief examiner at  A Level English

Literature, the aspect that has caused us all the

biggest problem is AO4, or in short, multiple

interpretations of texts. 

The reason we have multiple interpretations of texts as a

requirement of  A Level study ( and to an extent GCSE

Literature too) is because the study of literature has

evolved and developed over the last fifty years or so. Read

Peter Barry’s excellent

book Beginning Theory

and you will see how

many different critical

‘schools’ exist. This variety

of critical approaches and

emphases means that

nowadays, to put it

crudely, there are two

ways to approach the

study of literature. One is

to be an adherent of a

critical position or method

( for instance Marxism or

Ecocriticism) and to apply

the method to the study of

literary (and often other)

texts. The second way is to

owe allegiance to no

particular method yourself,

but to be aware that

various methods exist and

to see the readings of a

text through a range of

approaches that are

possible. 

Deconstructing AO4

A Level students, it would

appear from the official

wording (see below) are expected to belong to the latter

group, at least to the extent that they must show an

awareness of other views as well as holding their own.

AO4 for  A Level English Literature requires candidates to

articulate independent opinions and judgements,

informed by different interpretations of literary texts by

other readers

Meanwhile in GCSE English Literature there is also a

reference to alternative interpretations. This time, though,

the idea does not stand alone but is yoked to linguistic

analysis. AO2 for GCSE English Literature requires

candidates to explore how language, structure and forms

contribute to the meanings of texts, considering different

approaches to texts and

alternative interpretations.

There does not seem to

be any great consistency

between the way multiple

interpretations are

officially described for us

here. At GCSE we begin

with reference to

linguistic analysis then

move on to ‘different

approaches’ and

‘alternative interpretations’

- a close linguistic focus

may indeed contribute to

multiple interpretations,

but there are other

possible routes too.

Meanwhile at  A Level,

multiple interpretations

have an objective to

themselves, but it is all

rather woolly. Is an

opinion that is not a

judgement worth having

at all? In an ideal world it

would help us all if the

three areas in AOs 3,4,5

could be merged into a

single statement of intent.

It makes most sense to me

if literary texts are analysed for their methods and their

contexts; in which case possible multiple readings are

bound to emerge. In coursework we can and should

manipulate things to make this happen. In external

examinations it becomes more problematic.

Adrian Beard discusses issues of textual interpretation at  A Level, with reference to Henry V, and

suggests ways that teachers and students can approach Shakespeare to make the most of AO4.

Multiple Choices
Interpreting Henry V 
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Assessing interpretation

If we now move on to assessment, it becomes rather

more complex, often because AO4 is being assessed with

a specific numerical weighting. If we start with

coursework, then we have the ideal circumstances for the

assessment of AO4. Teachers are free to choose their own

texts, and their own areas of focus. They can teach the

skills and knowledge that they know will be assessed,

because they themselves are setting the task. For some

teachers, though, it has proved quite hard to come up

with tasks which genuinely make students consider at

least two interpretations of an aspect of a play. Old habits

die hard, and old question formats keep re-appearing.

• Published criticism is presented to students - but

be careful. Most critical material will not have

been written with   A Level students in mind.

• Students find their own critical material - but

again be careful. The internet can be a wonderful

tool, but it has a lot of garbage on it. Teaching

students how to evaluate internet sites, though,

would be a great idea.

• Class discussion is ‘recorded’ and evaluated. This

has the advantage of allowing students’

judgements to be valued and challenged.

• Students are taught about some different

theoretical ‘positions’ and then invited to apply

them to the text under discussion. Some teachers

worry that this is too hard for AS, but experience

shows this can be an effective method.

• Because we are dealing with a play, we can

access a performance. Performance here can refer

to stage or film, usually seen as video in the

classroom. For this to work, students need to

know what they are looking for in advance, what

different interpretations of the written text are

possible. The danger here is that they describe

what they see, rather than analyse the

interpretation. That is why they need to be

prepared in advance.

Doing interpretation

Let me declare straight away, though,  that I am very

much in favour of the idea that students begin to

understand that texts are not fixed in their meanings.

Taught effectively, the weighing up of different

interpretations is a definite step forward in what it should

mean to study literature. There are various ways in which

different interpretations can be accessed. For the sake of

this article I have Shakespeare in mind for AS students.

Here are some of the ways:

• How far do you agree with the view that our true

sympathies should be reserved for Ophelia? raises

various issues: do you have to agree at all?  What

are true sympathies? Can we sympathise with one

character only? Doesn’t it depend upon how the

part is played? A task which asks students to look

at the text and uncover possibilities would work

better, such as How do different characters in the

play talk about Ophelia? What dramatic/critical

issues are raised by their comments?

• To what extent do the first two scenes of Hamlet

prepare us for the rest of the play? proves very

hard to argue against! How about instead: What

dramatic/critical issues are raised in the first two

scenes of the play? To what extent are they

resolved by the end?

• Do you consider that Venice and Belmont are the

opposite of each other or that the characters that

inhabit them share similar attitudes and values?

holds potential but is flawed as it stands. Perhaps

the need for comparison was a hang-over from

GCSE, but students struggled with this, not least

because some characters inhabit both places.

Some students clearly did not agree with either

premise but were worried about saying so. A task

which went something like the following would

have worked better: Belmont has been seen as

both an idyllic place, and  as morally corrupt.

What issues are raised by Shakespeare’s

presentation of Belmont? 

Not all of them work very well: 

There are, though, limitations on the amount of

coursework allowed, and AO4 has to also be assessed in

external examinations. This has not proved easy. One

way this has been done is by the sort of questioning

which goes something like: Desdemona is a saint.

Desdemona is a whore. Which is right? A question like

this sends out all the wrong signals to students,

suggesting that characters are real,  that reading involves

binary opposites, that different interpretations are a sort

of foreplay before deciding the right answer. Even the

more subtle forms of exam questioning still betray the

central problem that the question-setters have: they

cannot refer to any specific theoretical position, or to any

specific critic in any detail, because they do not know

whether all candidates have studied them. The resolution

of this, as often as not, is the made-up quotation, or the

generalised reference to ‘some readers…’.

Understanding interpretation

So, what really lies behind this assessment objective, and

how can teachers approach it practically? As I see it the
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Although these are not presented in a hierarchical

order, there does need to be a health warning with the

last bullet point. While we need to acknowledge that

texts have been understood differently over time, we are

often not in a position at  A Level to find the historical

sources that will provide the necessary detail. We must

not, therefore invoke fake history to do the job for us.

The ‘Elizabethans were all racists’ approach to Othello

will not do.  They weren’t all racists by any means, even

if we can apply a modern concept like racism to a

previous age. And in any case why should we think all

Elizabethans felt the same but see ourselves as more

diverse?

Interpreting Henry V

So how do we put these ideas into practice? I shall use as

an example the opening scene of Henry V, which it

would be useful for you to read alongside this article. I

am assuming that the play will be taught for coursework,

with all that that implies - no need to study the whole

text at the same pace, no need to explain every reference

etc. It is important to recognise, though, that when

choosing a Shakespeare play, you are inevitably choosing

some avenues of enquiry. So, Henry V will involve

looking at aspects of political power, for example,

whereas Much Ado About Nothing is far more likely to

open up questions about personal relationships. I am not

saying that these texts involve single issues, but I am

urging careful thought about which text most suits your

students’ interests and abilities. 

The first thing we always need to be aware of is the

type of text we are studying. This is a play, a text that we

are reading, but which was written to be performed. This

means that we will be approaching the text with a crucial

difference from Theatre Studies. While they are looking to

‘perform’ the text, we are looking at ways in which the

text could be performed - this may seem like splitting

hairs, but it is a crucial difference. Our job is to look at

the text and find different possibilities. We can then turn

to actual performances to see which of those possibilities,

or others we had not thought of, are brought out in any

particular production.

Reading the scene

If we turn to Act 1 scene 1 we already have some

contextual issues to consider which arise from the text

itself. The first is that this play’s eponymous character has

appeared in previous plays, Henry IV Parts 1 and 2 .

Students will be familiar enough with texts that are in

series, and how an audience requires information about

what has happened earlier to be embedded in each new

episode.  In addition to this we have also had a Choric

scene before the play as such begins. This Chorus figure

has largely urged us to use our imaginations in viewing

the play, but that is not quite all: in referring to ‘the

warlike Harry’ assuming ‘the port of Mars’ we have had

established for us the idea that we are meant to endorse

this king’s actions. We are already being pushed into an

interpretative position, although we can always resist this

First of all we need to read/hear the text, and although

as English teachers we can do this reasonably effectively

in our heads, most students cannot. A sound recording of

the text can be effective here. Students also need a broad

understanding of the surface meaning of the text, so why

not give it to them in advance of hearing the text?

Remember too how daunting some heavily annotated

editions of the texts can be. Do they really help at this

level?

Here are the bare bones of this scene without any

specific ‘interpretation’. Two senior churchmen,

Canterbury and Ely, in attendance at the royal palace, talk

about the following:

• there is a proposal afoot to take from the church a

large amount of land

• King Henry is the key to whether this land will be

taken away

• King Henry is a religious man now but this was not

always the case

• They cannot work out whether the king is on their side

with this issue

• as readers we are influenced by our own

experiences, actual or imagined, and our cultural

background affects the ways in which we

interpret such experience. This means that we

bring to our reading of texts personal attitudes

and values which have been forged in a cultural

context

• texts do not reflect an external reality - they are

representations of the world, representations

which embody attitudes and values 

different types of texts require different types of

reading

• literary texts are not fixed in their meanings, so

ambiguity and uncertainty are central to the

reading of texts. This should liberate teachers and

students from the need to feel that they are

searching for a ‘right’ answer

• there are different ways of looking at texts based

on particular approaches and theories. These

theories are often complex and use specialist

terminology, but at the same time it is possible to

have a broad sense of how they work

• there will be significant differences in the way

literary texts are understood by different

individuals and social groups and at different

times

following principals lie behind AO4. They should

underpin the ways in which  A Level literature is taught,

and students should be aware of them: 
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Henry V Royal Shakespeare Theatre 1984 (Shakespeare Centre Library, Stratford-Upon-Avon, Joe Cocks Studio Collection © Shakespeare Birthplace Trust)

• Canterbury tells Ely that he has already suggested to

Henry that even more money could be gained for the

crown by conquering France

Reading for dramatic purpose

The first thing I would explore here would be the

dramatic nature of this scene. In terms of action, it is

static, two men talking. As is usual with Shakespeare, he

represents us as listening to a conversation that has

already started, so we have to focus hard on information

that is not given to us directly. There are two possible

reasons for this obliqueness; one is dramatic authenticity,

the other is the portrayal of men who are unwilling to

declare their real motives, even to each other. 

The way he unfolds the conversation allows

Shakespeare to ‘introduce’ a character before he is seen -

again a typical feature of his plays. Here we are briefly

told about the ‘old’ Henry ( whom we might know about

if we saw the previous episode) and in great detail the

‘new’ one. In the world of the play Canterbury appears to

be telling Ely what he already knows, but all stage talk is

ultimately designed to inform the external audience,

those watching the play. The scene ends with a looking

forward to what is to come next - the churchmen are to

meet with Henry, which will be followed by  Henry

meeting the French Ambassador.

Reading for detail

Next I would look at the text in more detail.  Whatever

interpretations we come up with here, we need to

support them with details from the original text. In

addition , perhaps, we could look at a critical source,

which could be, for example,  a published critical text,

but could also be ideas raised by a contextual awareness

of critical possibilities. 

I have already mentioned that one of the things I

noticed when considering the dramatic shape of this

scene was the amount of detail it contained, when both

men seemed to know most of it already. There are

various types of detail, nearly all given by the senior of

the two churchmen, Canterbury. An article of this size

does not allow me to look at them all, so let’s look at the

following only, spoken by Canterbury. He is referring to

the parliamentary bill which will take away church land: 

If it pass against us,

We lose the better half of our possession:

For all the temporal lands which men devout

By testament have given to the church

Would they strip from us; being valued thus:

As much as would maintain, to the king's honour,

Full fifteen earls and fifteen hundred knights,

Six thousand and two hundred good esquires;

And, to relief of lazars and weak age,

Of indigent faint souls past corporal toil.

A hundred almshouses right well supplied;

And to the coffers of the king beside,

A thousand pounds by the year: thus runs the bill.

Interpreting the text

What Canterbury provides here is a list of what will be

lost: land which would be enough to maintain a huge

number of earls etc loyal to the king.  It is here that I
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would want to remind my students that there is a world

inside the play, in which Canterbury has motives, a world

outside where Shakespeare has motives, and then a

world in which we are studying the play. As for

Canterbury, there are at least two possible ways to see

him here - genuinely religious and upset at the loss of

church property, or, more likely, a political player looking

after his own power base. Shakespeare meanwhile has

added a significant detail. One of the uses that this land

could be put to is to  provide care for lepers and beggars

in almshouses - the implication seeming to be that such

things are currently not on offer. In other words the

churchmen are arguing against the relief of poverty. And

so, as a reader I see a world of power politics where

apparent religious concerns mask the hypocrisy of power

groups and their self interest.

And if we now look at the scene as a whole we see

two churchmen  hoping to legitimise a war on a foreign

country as a means of ensuring that their own power

base is kept intact. It would be too simplistic to draw

absolute parallels with the current position in Iraq, but

most students would be able to see that there are clear

connections, and that  Shakespeare, ‘has something

interesting to say about modern politics and the political

role of the theatre’ as Sean McEvoy says in his brilliant

book Shakespeare The Basics. It would be difficult to

stage this play in Britain at the moment without playing

these clerics as devious figures, out for their own self-

interest while pretending the interest of the church and

its beliefs. Reference to earlier versions via video of film

might show a different emphasis though. 

Then as we move on to the rest of the play, we want

to see how Henry manages these churchmen. Does he do

what they want? (Yes!) Does he see through their

motives? (Yes!) Does he manipulate them as much as they

think they manipulate him? (Yes!) What does this tell us

about power and responsibility?

Beyond Curriculum 2000

So, as part of coursework, I would be asking students to

explore the issues around power and responsibility that

are raised by Henry’s meetings with the churchmen and

the French ambassador. Such a question is much harder,

though, if done under timed conditions without the text

at hand. Many of the changes made to  A Level Literature

in 2000 were long overdue, but they are hampered by

the assessment requirements which surround them.

Reading requirements are too prescriptive in terms of

time and genre; limitations on open book are unhelpful;

coursework is undervalued; the Assessment Objective

weightings are too much like a numerical formula which

must be completed exactly.  It would be nice to think

that Tomlinson will open up enough freedom for teachers

and students to fully engage with critical ideas. But I’m

not banking on it.
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Modern readers of Dickens’ Great Expectations

(1860-1) must be bemused by the critical but

affectionate familiarity with the text displayed

by a decidedly ungenteel audience at a performance of

Hamlet:

Whenever that undecided Prince had to ask a question

or state a doubt, the public helped him out with it. As for

example; on the question of whether 'twas nobler in the

mind to suffer, some roared yes, and some no, and some

inclining to both opinions said ‘toss up for it;’ and quite a

Debating Society arose.1

In fact Shakespeare was not only popular

entertainment with working-class audiences in Mid-

Victorian England, but an iconic figure for ordinary men

and women who were struggling for political rights. But

this all seemed to change at the time when the plays

began to be taught in schools. What follows is an account

of working class Shakespeare in the nineteenth-century

which may well throw into relief important questions

about the place of Shakespeare in the current curriculum.

What is the function of the plays today in the

construction of  working class - and middle class -

attitudes to literature and literacy? How central should

Shakespeare be today to the English curriculum, and for

what reasons? What are the origins of that question?

Suburban Shakespeare

In the early nineteenth-century very few people would

encounter Shakespeare at school, and the performance of

his plays, or indeed anyone else’s, was under state

control. Until 1843 the right to perform Shakespearean (or

any other ‘legitimate’) theatre was officially restricted to

the two ‘patent’ companies based at Drury Lane and

Covent Garden in London. Neither theatre drew its

audiences primarily from London’s masses. The new

theatres in the working-class suburbs not only made

Shakespeare their staple, but some of their Shakespearean

actors even went on to make their names on the West

End stage. Samuel Phelps transformed Sadler’s Wells

theatre in Islington from a venue noted for tawdry

spectacle into a place where 2,600 working class people

would attend ‘in a happy crowd, as orderly as if they

were at church, and yet as unrestrained in their

enjoyment as if listening to stories told them at their own

firesides’, wrote Henry Morley about an 1857 Twelfth

Night.2 Eventually the quality of the performance drew

people of all classes from all over the city. Over Phelps’

eighteen years at Sadler’s Wells more than half of the

performances were of Shakespearean drama. Thirty-one

different plays were represented, with Hamlet, Macbeth

and (intriguingly) The Winter’s Tale the most popular

shows.3 Inspired by Phelps, Richard Calvert produced

Shakespeare for the masses at the Prince’s Theatre in

Manchester, which opened in 1874.

Political Shakespeare

At the Britannia in Hoxton and The Standard in

Shoreditch Victorian eastenders watched their

Shakespeare in large numbers. Theodor Fontane, a

German novelist who visited the Standard in 1856 to see

Antony and Cleopatra, found himself seated ‘between a

worker from the docks and a grenadier from the Scottish

Fusiliers’.4 What is particularly interesting about

Shakespeare in these theatres is the way that roles were

represented. Women frequently played male protagonists.

At the Britannia Marie Henderson, Sophie Miles and Julia

Seaman all played Hamlet, the latter as the ‘first colloquial

Hamlet’ - which suggests that she spoke the lines in a

working class accent.5 African American actors denied

work by racism both in the United States and in the West

End were great favourites in lead roles: not only the first

great black Othello, Ira Aldridge, but Morgan Smith, who

as well as the moor played Richard III, Shylock, Macbeth

and Hamlet. 

It seems that ‘suburban’ Shakespeare not only boasted

cramped performance conditions, and an engaged and

vociferous audience, but also an attitude towards

theatrical representation which rejected the fashion for a

pictorial ‘historical realism’ which dominated the

fashionable London playhouses. This was a Shakespeare

much closer to the conditions of its original production

(indeed, The Standard stood very near the site of James

Burbage’s 1576 ‘Theatre’, the first of London’s

playhouses). It was theatre which did not ape reality and

divide its audience from the stage; it was theatre as

communal act, asserting in its conditions of representation

Working Class Shakespeare
Mass education and the de-theatricalisation
of Shakespeare
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Sean McEvoy looks back to the popular Shakespeare tradition of the nineteenth century to find the

origins of some of the tensions surrounding Shakespeare in the school curriculum today.
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that the world, with its rigid

imposed boundaries of

class, race and gender, need

not be as it is currently

constructed.

This was the Shakespeare

of the Chartists and other

working-class activists, who

actually used the theatres for

their rallies: Feargus

O’Connor hired The

Standard for a series of

meetings in 1849.6 Many

radical agitators were

themselves actors, and the

content and style of their

platform delivery owed

much to Shakespearean

rhetoric and to the

contemporary fashion of

performing it. Shakespeare’s

apparently humble origins

and lack of university

education marked him out

for radicals as a man of the people. Denied a formal

education themselves, many workers had learned to read

from popular editions of his plays. When a survey was

made of the reading of the forty-five ‘Lib-Lab’ and Labour

MPs in 1906, Shakespeare held a place of honour.7

The English nationalism with which his works had

been associated since the mid eighteenth-century, and the

plays’ apparent roots in the English countryside, made

Shakespeare a spokesman for the mythical golden past of

the common people before industrialisation, the age of

the ‘freeborn Englishman’. ‘Above all’, writes the historian

Anthony Taylor, ‘Shakespeare’s plays were seen as

expressive of a pre-modern natural order and a balance

within society’.8 And, indeed, from a radical perspective,

Julius Caesar is easily read as a defence of republicanism,

Coriolanus interpreted as an attack on aristocracy and

greedy merchants alike and King John understood as a

call for constitutional restraint on the powers of

monarchs. Macbeth, it was argued following on

unsuccessful attempt on the life of the French emperor

Napoleon III, clearly advocates tyrannicide. It was also

claimed that the presence of strong female characters in

so many plays suggested that he would have supported

the notion of female suffrage.9 Shakespeare’s plays were

seen as a forum where issues of national politics were

presented to the nation. Working-class radicals, who

demanded participation in all aspects of political activity,

considered that they had a right to Shakespeare.

The appropriation of the national poet by the working

class for their own purposes was a clear challenge to

those who had hitherto made knowledge of high culture

a mark of their own class superiority. The battle for

ownership of this exclusive piece of high cultural capital

came to head in the celebrations for the tercentenary of

Shakespeare’s death in 1864. The grand official

celebrations in Stratford-upon-Avon were priced way

beyond the pockets of ordinary people, who

consequently felt resentful and excluded. An unofficial

celebration was mounted, consisting of a pageant and

performances of plays, paid for by public subscription.

Special excursion trains from the cities ensured that

30,000 people attended the pageant on May 2. William

Creswick, the manager of the Surrey Theatre in Lambeth

played Othello in a pavilion in front of 4,000 appreciative

spectators.10 In London, the trade unions and the

Working-Men’s Shakespeare Committee held an

alternative celebration to that of the National Shakespeare

Committee on Primrose Hill. Even though it its highpoint

was the planting of an English oak donated by the queen

(symbolising ancient liberties to some, and organic

national unity to others it seems), the Metropolitan Police

felt sufficiently threatened by the assembly to disperse it

with some violence.11

Compulsory Shakespeare

But the tercentenary was perhaps a kind of highpoint.

During the remainder of the century popular enthusiasm

for Shakespeare cooled. The radical paper, The Leicester

Mercury, was in no doubt in 1910 about the reasons for

working class disenchantment with Shakespeare. They

had been ‘Daily Mailed’ and  ‘School Boarded into

preferring Mr. Hall Caine [a popular novelist] to the late

William Shakespeare’.12 The American historian Jonathan

Rose is not keen to endorse this ‘common leftist

critique’.13 Rose argues that this is unfair on schools,

where class readings still apparently inspired youthful

enthusiasm in proletarian youngsters, if some school

memoirs are to be believed. Instead Rose suggests that

not only could Shakespeare not compete with the music

hall, cinema and popular fiction, but that the inherently

conservative and sentimental working class taste could

not cope with the new psychologically realistic

Shakespeare of Henry Irving, let alone the non-naturalistic

stagings of Harley Granville Barker. The problem with

this contention is that the music hall and popular fiction

had been just as prevalent in working class culture at the

height of popular bardolatry in the 1860’s. Moreover, the

aesthetics of Irving and Granville Barker and others were

a feature of Shakespeare on the West End stage as

frequented by the middle-class, and not the provincial

and suburban theatres where working class Shakespeare

had flourished. Despite the modern dress innovations of

Barry Jackson at the Birmingham Rep. from the 1920’s

onwards, most of these repertory and touring houses

continued to present the kind of Shakespeare which Pip

in Great Expectations would have recognised. Donald

Wolfit’s company offered such fare well into the 1950’s.

The Leicester Mercury’s diagnosis seems to me to have

identified the crucial factors, but to have conflated what

were in fact opposing forces. When compulsory lessons

in English Literature were introduced into Standards IV, V

and VI of Board Schools in 1871, a crucial justification for

this innovation was the role which the subject would play

in countering what Margaret Mathieson describes as ‘the

corrupting attractions of newspapers, magazines and
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novelettes’;14 what a Report of the Committee on

Education in 1895-6 called ‘pernicious matter’.15 By 1882

the highest class, Standard VII, were tested on their ability

to read a passage of Milton or Shakespeare.16 Shakespeare

and poetry were thus explicitly deployed as a denigration

of the very reading matter which ordinary people chose,

and thus forcibly associated with a condescending

paternalism which was only prepared to allow the

working class to read if it could choose its texts for them.

There are, perhaps, echoes here of the tensions between

media and literature education in schools today.

Furthermore, the ‘teaching’ of Shakespeare largely

consisted of demanding rote learning of selected

passages. Recitation, wrote Matthew Arnold, would

produce ‘a more precious fruit’, and ‘all but the rudest

natures would be insensibly nourished by that which

[was] stored in them, and their taste [would be] formed by

it’.17 Where once, as the Labour MP Will Crooks recalled,

blacksmiths would recite Shakespeare to each other as

entertainment in their lunch breaks, or a group of mill

girls would meet at 5am to read a play before work, now

recitation became a mere memory test with corporal

punishment the outcome of failure.18

Schools required school editions of Shakespeare, and

the individual editions of the Clarendon Shakespeare,

which came out between 1868 and 1906, bore the

establishment imprimatur of Oxford University and served

this purpose. Like the single-volume ‘Cambridge’ Globe

Shakespeare, published in 1863-6, this was an academic

study text, for the first time produced by professional

scholars, rather than by amateurs with a love of the plays

in performance.19 Mass education had detheatricalised

Shakespeare. The attractions of the popular novel, and, in

time, the cinema, in comparison with such an etiolated

and authoritarian version of these deracinated play scripts

were obvious. And, crucially, both novel and cinema

offered an individualised, bourgeois aesthetic which

appealed to twentieth-century working class aspirations,

rather than the public, communal and dialogic experience

of Shakespearean theatre which so appealed to the

Chartists. The end result of this process is evident today:

working class indifference (and worse) to Shakespeare in

the classroom, and working class absence from the

theatres.

The central status of Shakespeare as the compulsory

element of school English in raises many issues. It may

be seen to be admirably democratic to have Shakespeare

as an entitlement for all the comprehensive classroom,

but there is nevertheless a  problem in terms of  the

cultural and political baggage which he brings with him,

as any teacher who has taught Shakespeare to resistant

learners will know. Many of us have, of course, found

ways of engaging students with Shakespeare through

drama and other methods. Questions still remain,

however, about the cultural and political significance of

Shakespeare in schools.

I would like to thank Dr Carol Atherton, Dr David Nash

and Dr Anthony Taylor for their comments on a draft of

this article.
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Time for Change

In September 2006, the RSC’s Education Department

launched a year long campaign called Teaching

Shakespeare – Time for Change. The campaign had been

born out of a concern that many young people, and their

teachers, were being turned off Shakespeare. As Maria

Evans, our Director of Education, wrote in the TES at the

time: 

Stop your average young person in the street and ask them

what they think about Shakespeare and you can guarantee

that ‘Boring!’ will be a fairly common response. Shakespeare

remains the only writer studied by every young person in the

country, but many leave formal education determined never

to come into contact with the Bard again.

In the recent secondary curriculum review Ed Balls

stated: 

I have protected the classic elements of the curriculum that

have stood the test of time such as Shakespeare, algebra,

historic dates and the world wars. And I want these to be

taught even better – in a lively, exciting way which enthuses

and motivates.

Shakespeare is clearly here to stay and few people

would now challenge the conviction that Shakespeare’s

texts provide us with an extraordinarily rich teaching

opportunity. Through our campaign we asked how we

can ensure that every young person, irrespective of age,

background and ability, has a positive experience of

Shakespeare – an experience that excites, challenges and

inspires them.  What became evident was that there was

already overwhelming support for the idea that the

teaching of Shakespeare needs to be based in active

approaches in order to achieve this. 

The key concerns expressed by teachers are mainly

centred on national testing at KS3. We, along with a

number of other organisations, are currently in

consultation with the DCSF and we believe it is time for

change.  As discussions continue we feel it is the right

moment to create Stand up for Shakespeare, a manifesto

for Shakespeare in Schools. In doing so we stand on the

An RSC manifesto for Shakespeare in schools 

In 2005, Issue 4 of EDM was devoted to perspectives on the teaching of Shakespeare in English classrooms. As the RSC
publishes its manifesto for the teaching of Shakespeare, we return again to some of those issues. Jacqui O’Hanlon of RSC
Learning introduces the RSC manifesto, setting it in the context of the company’s campaign for change in Shakespeare
teaching, whilst Fiona Banks of Globe Education writes about new developments in education at Shakespeare’s Globe.
Also in this feature, Sarah Martindale reflects on trends in using film to teach Shakespeare, and Bruce Wall writes about
his inspirational prison Shakespeare project. And finally, a Shakespearean cartoon strip by Belbin and BRICK.

Jacqui O’Hanlon introduces the RSC’s new manifesto advocating performance-based approaches to the
teaching of Shakespeare. The manifesto is published in full on the following pages.

Photos by Ellie
Kurtz
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shoulders of many who have worked hard to promote

the importance of Shakespeare in education, including

Rex Gibson whose work is still as relevant today as

twenty years ago. There continue to be many excellent

resources created, alongside continued research in the

field, for example Peter Thomas’ own excellent

Shakespeare manifesto. The RSC wants to contribute to a

growing lobby that aims to ensure all young people have

equality of access to a positive experience of

Shakespeare. 

In creating the manifesto we have consulted with key

stakeholders (including NATE, QCA, DCSF and teachers

and students around the country) and other Shakespeare

theatre specialist providers (The Globe,

Shakespeare4Kidz, National Theatre, Shakespeare Schools

Festival). We have been privileged to work with many

schools and teachers around the country and the

manifesto sets out a vision that is inspired by existing

good practice.

Do it, see it, start it earlier

So what is at the heart of Stand up for Shakespeare?

There are three key themes that the manifesto addresses:

the importance of active approaches being employed in

the teaching of Shakespeare; the importance of young

people having access to live performance; the benefits of

‘playing’ with Shakespeare from an earlier age. In short,

the messages are ‘Do it’, ‘See it’ and ‘Start it earlier’. 

1. Why ‘do it’?

Whilst many students and adults enjoy reading

Shakespeare, our experience has shown that the

majority of students benefit from using active

approaches. These approaches lead to a more

detailed understanding of the text and we believe that

the reading of text becomes more sophisticated after

students have explored some of its interpretive

possibilities in a practical way. It’s interesting to

reflect on changes happening within higher education

that support this idea. For example Warwick

University, along with other leading HEI’s, is

increasingly making the practical exploration of text a

key part of undergraduate English study and they are

currently running a module called Shakespeare

without chairs.

2. Why ‘see it’?

As a theatre company, we believe in the power of

live performance and that this experience is essential

in helping young people to understand the richness

of the plays. In promoting the importance of the live

experience we set a challenge for ourselves and other

theatre companies to ensure that we provide high

quality productions, accessible to young people and

supported by activities and resources that offer a

deeper opportunity for engagement. 

3. Why ‘start it earlier’?

We passionately believe in the importance of young

people having access to Shakespeare from an earlier

age. The primary classroom can be the perfect place

to introduce text, language and story in a way that

generates an excitement about Shakespeare that will

continue into secondary education.  

The Manifesto

The manifesto will be launched on the RSC’s website in

March – the version printed here is at draft stage as we

continue with our consultation process. The website will

include other materials that we hope will be of interest to

you, including a summary of action research undertaken

by a first cohort of teachers to complete a Post Graduate

Certificate in the Teaching of Shakespeare accredited by

Warwick University. The research demonstrates the kinds

of real benefits to the teaching and learning experience

that active approaches can provide – not just in terms of

attainment but also in terms of sheer enjoyment and fun!

There will be resources for teachers to use, which

illustrate simple ways of getting young people up on their

feet and exploring Shakespeare practically. We will also

be inviting teachers to complete a questionnaire on the

website, the results of which will provide a national

picture of trends and attitudes to the teaching of

Shakespeare. 

We are aware there is already so much good practice

happening in the teaching of Shakespeare and would like

to give this a wider platform. So the key thing we are

asking you to do is to sign up in support of the manifesto

and add your voice to the growing movement for change.

We also hope that you will give us your examples of how

the work you do supports the manifesto’s

recommendations. We look forward to reading your

comments. 

Sign up and read further details at:

www.rsc.org.uk/standupforshakespeare

10 February 2008
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Fiona Banks is Head

of Learning at

Shakespeare’s Globe.

The Best Possible Shakespeare
Playing Shakespeare at Shakespeare’s Globe
Fiona Banks discusses Globe Education’s Playing Shakespeare education project which provides the
opportunity for thousands of students to see a play at Shakespeare’s Globe free.

A question of access

If you are reading this, the chances are that you have a

love of, or at least a very strong interest in, Shakespeare.

You are likely to be a regular theatregoer; to have seen a

range of productions of Shakespeare’s plays, at the Globe

and elsewhere. You clearly feel entitled to access the

world of ‘high art’ to which the plays of Shakespeare and

his contemporaries are often ascribed – or culturally

assured enough to challenge such categorisation. It’s

probable that this interest was developed in your youth:

by your family, or at school, or under the influence of

both. Your early exposure to Shakespeare was likely to

have been stimulating – enough at least to keep you

coming back for more. You are currently part of a

minority group.

These are generalisations, of course, but serve to

highlight questions of accessibility to Shakespeare’s plays,

theatre and the arts – consideration of which are at the

core of Globe Education’s work, consistently informing its

policy and programming. Shakespeare is all around us: in

our street names, forming our soap opera plots, providing

names for footballers’ children, yet many students still

encounter Shakespeare with a feeling of awe and

disenfranchisement. The idea of coming to a theatre, to

be part of a theatre audience, remains for many an alien

concept – something ‘posh’ people do. Playing

Shakespeare seeks to explore and begin to address these

very issues.

Playing Shakespeare

Since its inception, Globe Education has worked to

provide young people, regardless of cultural background,

with workshops and projects through which they can

engage practically and actively with Shakespeare, as plays

to be performed rather than texts to be read. Last year

approximately 100,000 young people engaged in these

projects in schools and at the Globe. That Shakespeare

should be taught actively is central to our ethos. Yet in

2007, ten years after the Globe’s opening, we wanted to

take this work a step further; to research the effects of

such active learning on students in their first three years

of secondary school (Key Stage 3), a phase at the end of

which they are tested on their understanding of a

Shakespeare play, and to create our first full scale

production for these students on the Globe stage. A

strong six-year relationship with Deutsche Bank, with its

progressive corporate social responsibility policy, enabled

this vision to become a reality and the project Playing

Shakespeare was created. In March 2007, 7000 young

people came to the Globe over four days to see Much

Ado About Nothing, a production specially created for

them. All tickets were free. Over 500 students took part in

workshops in their schools and a three-year research

project was begun in schools across London.

This project enters its second year in 2008 and takes

place during a period of significant change in UK formal

education policy. For years banished to the sidelines,

creative learning is now formally recognised as having

core value in the delivery of the school curriculum.

Creativity is increasingly positioned as a third basic skill

(or competence) alongside literacy and numeracy. In

autumn 2006 Globe Education worked in partnership

with the National Strategy for school improvement, part

of the then DfES, to deliver training to all of its English

consultants across the UK as part of a national initiative

to improve the quality of teaching and learning about

Shakespeare. Following this work the National Strategy

commissioned a podcast of Much Ado About Nothing,

which continues to be downloaded and used in

classrooms across the UK. Simultaneously, the 2007

revisions to the National Curriculum recognised and gave

official endorsement to the value for students of watching

The idea of coming to a theatre, to be part
of a theatre audience, remains for many an
alien concept – something ‘posh’ people do

Photographs of the

Globe’s Much Ado

About Nothing by

Andy Bradshaw
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plays in performance at the theatre, recommending that

students should ‘watch live performances in the theatre

wherever possible to appreciate how action, character,

atmosphere tension and themes are conveyed.’

The best possible

Initial findings in the first year of project research provide

valuable insights into the complexities of introducing

students to the theatre. While 100% of teachers believe it

to be a valuable experience, many express concern that

visits to theatres are difficult to deliver to all students.

Many solve this dilemma by bringing theatre companies

into schools. Financial concerns are obviously key: if

visits to theatre are to be an entitlement for all our young

people then they must be affordable for all our young

people. Issues of quality are also a factor – is it better for

a young person to have no experience of theatre or a

bad one? 

These issues are key considerations as we enter our

second year of producing theatre for young people at the

Globe. The production for this year will again be Much

Ado About Nothing (approximately 70% of 14-year-old

students study this play for their National Tests at Key

Stage 3), all 10,000 tickets will be free for students and

teachers over the eight performances and one evening

performance will be offered free to the public. All aspects

of the production will consider the young people we

hope to engage. Production values mirror those in the

Globe’s theatre season, even though the run of this play

is considerably shorter. Simultaneously, over 1000

students will take part in workshops at school, and our

research continues. 

For many students attending Much Ado About Nothing

in March 2008 it will be their first visit to a theatre of any

kind. It would be wonderful to think of our 10-year-old

Globe leading the way back towards the culture of

theatre for all that was commonplace for the first Globe’s

Elizabethan and Jacobean audiences. However, whether

the student audience for Playing Shakespeare become

life-long theatregoers and lovers of Shakespeare is not

Globe Education’s primary concern. We are fortunate to

have the opportunity to create theatre for young people

that is of the highest quality; that is the best the Globe

can offer. We hope simply that young people will leave

Much Ado About Nothing this year with the feeling that

the arts are something they can access, that they are

entitled to come to the theatre if they choose to, and that

the Globe has offered them the best possible experience

on which to base that choice.

This article was first published in Around the Globe, the

membership magazine of Shakespeare’s Globe. For further

information on ‘Playing Shakespeare with Deutsche Bank’

and free on-line resources, including a podcast of the

2007 production, visit:

www.shakespeares-globe.org/playingshakespeare

Performances of Much Ado About Nothing run from 10-

14 March 2008, with a free public performance at 7pm,

Friday 14 March. Booking opens 11 February.

Bruce Wall is Director

of the London

Shakespeare Workout

Daring to Engage
Transforming lives through Shakespeare
The inspirational London Shakespeare Workout seeks to transform the lives of prisoners through
engagement with Shakespeare. Its director Bruce Wall here gives an account of the work of LSW and
reflects on the power of Shakespeare ‘done standing up’.

Is it better for a young person to have no
experience of theatre or a bad one? 
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That day will come, on that stand you will stand

See the law’s swift word; hear the judge’s hand.

Ta’en from the dock find judgement in your cell

One bar from the next will hold in that hell

Boredom; Boredom – Fatigue, Noise and Boredom;

Appetite from judgement did stand aloof

The last line is, of course, Shakespeare.  The others are

not.   Ian, a 16-year-old inmate wrote the remainder in

but a few minutes in a London Shakespeare Workout

(LSW) session within the relative horror that is HMP

Lewes.  Ian was incarcerated.  Ian’s mind was not.  

‘That boy’s disruptive,’ the then Education Manager told

me as we passed through the wing into the room

assigned for a wholly interactive ‘Shakespeare Workout’

between twelve professional actors and twenty five

inmates.  At its end Ian shook the hand of each actor.

Ian had not been disruptive.  Ian had been engaged.

There is the difference.  It lies in engagement.  ‘Thank

you for giving me a reason to want to read’ Ian said as

he shook my hand.  It lies in communal engagement.

The LSW Prison Project

LSW and The LSW Prison Project employs Shakespeare

and other major dramatic/cinematic writers/thinkers as a

tool towards effective interaction in order (a) to create

new work and (b) to promote confidence through the

will to dream for all.  All, in this context, wholly

embodies offenders, ex-offenders, community members

and professionals.  LSW opened as a ‘gym for the Bard

for professional actors’.  I had the privilege of founding

this organisation alongside the late Dorothy Tutin.  Since

1998, when LSW launched its ‘prison project’ at the kind

invitation of Stephen Tumin, we have interfaced with

over 9,000 offenders within 92 different correctional

centres in England alone (international incentives having

ranged from Canada to Norway), interactively involving

761 UK Prison Officers and educational staff as well as

over 12,000 professional performers ranging from Fiona

Shaw to Jonathan Miller, from Cicely Berry to Richard

Dreyfuss and Al Pacino.  In 2006 alone, 233 graduates

from UK drama schools were given their first professional

employment through LSW’s widely varying incentives.  

Apart from breaking up the monotony of prison life, your

Workout has broken up the monotony of my whole life

which has basically been the pursuit of happiness through

drugs since being an adult. I now realise that after years of

searching for some other form of release for my energies

that acting is something that gives me great feelings of

fulfilment... You’ve proved to me that there are other keys to

unlock the pleasures of the brain apart from chemical ones

(Colin, ‘Ex-Crim’ – HMP Risley)

LSW’s theatrical productions both inside and out of

correctional regimes – whether they be on an HMP

Brixton or a West End stage - have been hailed.  Michael

Billington (The Guardian) comments: 

The blend of theatrical professionals, ex-offenders and prison
inmates works at the highest level … What is impressive is
the commitment of the entire company and … its rare
passion for language.

At LSW language is always key.  It is the tool that

engages.  Shakespeare’s language dresses and sets off all

aspects of LSW’s imagination.  The results thus far have

been spectacular. In but five minutes during one

Shakespeare Workout, inmate Darren Raymond (23) took

a line from Othello (‘No face is fair that is not full so

black’) and effectively applied the sonnet format about

which he had just learnt:

No Face is Fair

Our world is colourful as the rainbow:

The green grass, blue skies and whites of the dove.

Purple flowers and yellow rays that glow

by the bright sun; sparking stark shades of love.

Still, I can’t see the black in our rainbow.

I’ve searched.  Still, I can’t see my black in sight.

Is it buried beneath the fresh white snow?

What think grey clouds that cover heaven’s light?

Is black the epitome of chaos?

Or colour of death and much destruction?

What non-sense!  She is bold.  She’s glorious.

OUR colour:  Standing tall for perception.  

”No face is fair that is not full so black”?

Now,go to your rainbow and put her back.

‘You have to teach Shakespeare standing
up.’ Janet Suzman, a key LSW mentor,
muses.  ‘All other methods lead to death by
boredom.’
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Later this sonnet was set to music and performed by two

different inmates during the talk-back which followed the

production of Blacking Iago, LSW’s original take on

Othello. LSW productions always include music – much

as Shakespeare’s did.  Indeed, very often, LSW’s

Shakespearean productions additionally involve new

songs based on original inmate writings.  These are

inserted alongside the Bard’s own words. The LSW

tradition is nothing if not an interactive and historically

effective intercourse. ‘You have to teach Shakespeare

standing up.’ Janet Suzman, a key LSW mentor, muses.

‘All other methods lead to death by boredom.’  The fact

that, as Jonathan Miller put it in one LSW session at HMP

Coldingley, ‘Shakespeare today would not survive an

American university’ is heard ‘inside’ with great

approbation.  Many inmates might never have otherwise

considered their ‘borrowings’ as being potentially creative

before.  Here is permission – within limits – for legal

robbery.  

Still even more on prison wings practise their

Shakespearean insults from LSW’s ‘Shakespeare Insult Kit’.

Often inmates see Shakespeare’s language as a weapon.

‘To speak through the line,’ one inmate insisted to

another, ‘You have to shoot it as if it was a bullet.  Bang.

Then the effect is made.  You’ve hit your target.’  Here

the specific application of Shakespeare’s language was

not only seen as contemporary, it was practical as well.

Such skills come into clear focus when faced with an

employment or parole interview.  Without question and

in ever increasing numbers inmates find there is no

MORE effective weapon than Shakespeare.  A new

meaning is given to the phrase: ‘being well armed’.

The Dream Factory

Why, however, merely employ one form of literacy? In an

effort to combine all forms under one umbrella, LSW

launched the ‘Dreaming Will’ Initiative, a digital video

shooting/editing training programme for offenders,

professional and ex-offenders.  Here each constituent is

involved on a fully equal footing.  (This, of course, bears

a strong resemblance to the process Shakespeare himself

would have recognised.)  In the past year there have

been 97 graduates from this programme, 57 of which

LSW met ‘inside’. Eleven of those 57 now support their

families through employment in the media industries, 17

are in higher education and none have re-offended.

Seven half-hour documentaries have been produced

alongside seventeen shorts.  Many have been featured in

film festivals throughout the world.  ‘Watch and be

spellbound,’ Erwin James wrote in The Guardian.  There

can be NO question:  the literate currency is one

Shakespeare, himself, would have valued.

In 2005/2006, LSW launched a proto-type for the first

professional drama school within a UK prison.  It was

called The Dream Factory: A Way Out, and proved hugely

successful throughout its year-long target period.  A

number of inmates who took part in the training have

now gone on to perform in the West End, at Canada’s

Stratford Festival and even on the stage of the RSC. Now

LSW has launched a similar programme in tandem with

Arts In Corrections at the California Men’s Colony in the

United States – a prison with over 7,000 inmates. Since

2006, LSW has also successfully toured productions

involving professional performers, ex-offenders and a

wide range of participants from different communities.

These have included not only Blacking Iago but also a

celebration of the Bi-centennial of the Signing of the Act

of Abolition from the Slave Trade in the British Empire

entitled Black Atlas. Performances have taken place in

venues spanning from the Theatre Royal Bath to the

Stephen Joseph Theatre in Yorkshire.  Moreover, a wide

range of academic institutions have joined in, ranging

from King Williams’ College on the Isle of Man to Oxford

and Cambridge Universities

No one who has seen an LSW play in a prison or outside -

professional actors alongside offenders who have done

nothing like this in their lives - can have failed to be moved

by hearing, from the offenders themselves, what the

experience means to them.  They are remarkable because of

the truths they tell and the hopes they engender.” 

(Lord David Ramsbotham at the launch of The Dream

Factory)

We know full well that if we are to cut off the roots of

crime, we have to give people something positive, not

simply take away their liberty… LSW’s projects, each

successfully illustrating a different facet of literate

achievement, have successfully raised individual horizons and

improved participants’ sense of self-esteem.

(Tessa Jowell)

Let there be no question: the ex-offenders involved

have clearly proved their success in moving away from

the honeyed institutionalism and often crippling

infantilism of a prison regime.  Moreover the ultimate

stakeholders, (i.e., the general public - those who paid

the 2006 eleven billion annual bill in re-offence costs as

reported by the Prison Reform Trust), are here ultimate

victors.  Why?  They are able (as so rarely happens in

reality) to see an active return on their investment.  ‘Don’t

make your thoughts your prisons,’ Shakespeare tells us.

At LSW engagement must be key, as it should in every

school in this country.  We owe it to ourselves because

we are (we know) ‘such stuff as dreams are made on.’

A journal entry from the pilot California Men’s Colony

project can be read at:

http://www.lswproductions.co.uk/cmc.htm An article

about LSW written for the European Prisons Education

Association is at: http://www.lswproductions.co.uk/do.htm 

The LSW website contains further details and photographs

of the various LSW projects. Bruce Wall may be contacted

at londonswo@hotmail.com
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Shakespeare on Film
Viewing Shakespeare inside the classroom and out
Sarah Martindale outlines the results of a survey of students’ experience of Shakespeare in film and
popular culture both as part of the teaching of English in schools, and outside the classroom.

Cultural mobility

My educational background has turned me into

something of a cultural omnivore.  As an English

literature undergraduate I studied everything from

Beowulf to Brick Lane, while at postgraduate level I

turned my attention to film.  In my doctoral project I

have combined my academic interests to focus on

Shakespearean cinema.  My work is not, however,

concerned with the process of screen adaptation, but

rather with the increasing cultural mobility of

Shakespeare.  This iconic figure and his plays can now

be found in trendy advertisements, episodes of ‘Doctor

Who’ and popular teen cinema, as well as on stage in

Stratford and as part of the curriculum.  In my research I

have been investigating the ways in which conventional

ideas and postmodern appropriations of Shakespeare co-

exist and interact in contemporary Britain.

In order to do this I have concentrated on the nexus

point between educational and everyday experience,

using two questionnaires – one for secondary school

teachers of Shakespeare and one for first-year English

and/or Media undergraduates – to collect a mixture of

quantitative and qualitative data.  The purpose of the

teacher questionnaire was to explore if and how popular

interpretations of Shakespeare impact upon pedagogy,

while the purpose of the student questionnaire was to

gauge broader patterns of consumption.  In this article I

want to outline some of the findings of the research and

offer some comments about the possible implications.  I

would also like to take this opportunity to thank any

readers who contributed information.

Using film in the classroom

The questionnaire results demonstrate the extent to which

filmed Shakespeare has been incorporated into pedagogy.

86% of the 138 teachers who completed the questionnaire

think that film adaptations of Shakespeare can definitely

play a useful role in teaching his works. The figure rises

to 98.5% if those who think that film adaptations of

Shakespeare can play some role in teaching his works are

included.  All of the participants had used filmed

Shakespeare in some form in their teaching.  Every one

of the twenty-four adaptations listed in the questionnaire

had been used by four or more of the participants.  On

average each teacher had used 6.5 films in the classroom.

Three films – Luhrmann’s Romeo and Juliet, Polanski’s

Macbeth and Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet – have been

employed in teaching by particularly high proportions of

the participants (88%, 78% and 73% respectively).

Teachers’ acceptance of adaptations as a useful

resource seems well-established and widespread. The

longer the career, the more films have been used.

Participants who have taught for 1-5 years have used 4.9

films on average, while those who have taught for 20

years or more have used 8.7 films on average.  Although

in one sense it is not surprising that teachers who have

been working longer have had more opportunity to

employ adaptations, this data does indicate that the use

of filmed Shakespeare in pedagogy is longstanding and

that teachers have incorporated new materials as they

became available.  The relationship between institution

type and film use is also interesting.  In many cases the

proportion of private school teachers who have used a

film is higher than the total sample.  On average

participants employed by private schools have each used

7.1 films in their teaching.

So what reasons did the questionnaire participants give

for showing filmed Shakespeare to their students?  On a

practical level, these teachers point out that adaptations

provide a cheap and easily available way to introduce

students to Shakespeare in performance, when compared

to trips to see theatrical productions.  The participants

place this emphasis on Shakespeare in performance

because they want their students to see the text as lively

and mutable, influenced by artistic interpretation and

historical context.  There is, however, the implication

within the teachers’ comments that they would prefer

their students to experience live stage performances

rather than filmed versions, were the option available.

Student response and understanding

The teachers who completed the questionnaire also

recognise that their students respond positively to filmed

Shakespeare.  They think that this is because it has a

powerful visual impact and can make the material seem

relevant and comprehensible, particularly for less able

students.  The participants explain that adaptations

therefore provide them with a useful means to give an

overview of the play’s plot and characters, and thereby

This iconic figure and his plays can now be
found in trendy advertisements, episodes of
Doctor Who and popular teen cinema, as well
as on stage in Stratford and as part of the
curriculum
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allow more time to be spent on close study of the

language in particular scenes.  At the same time,

however, there is wariness noticeable in their assessment

of filmed Shakespeare, the proviso being that the extent

to which it is beneficial is dependent upon the nature of

the adaptation.  The following is an example of the

general attitude:

Ideally the theatre is the place to see the play but it’s not an

ideal world!  A film is sometimes the next best thing.  More

importantly film can be rewound and intensive study done

of specific moments.  Can highlight mood, character etc. for

the child who struggles.  They can of course also be really

awful and restrict students’ vision of characters/scenes.  

(Teacher Questionnaire Participant 98)

The paradox highlighted by the teacher questionnaire

is that, while students often enjoy and connect with film

versions of Shakespeare, this does not necessarily give

them a better understanding of the text they are studying,

if they do not appreciate the differences between source

and adaptation.  For this reason the participants seem to

prefer versions that they consider to be faithful

representations.  Words like ‘accuracy’ and ‘quality’

appear in explanations of why they choose certain films.

At the same time, however, teachers also recognise that

the films that students enjoy are not necessarily those that

are the most textually correct.  As one participant puts it: 

I try to strike a balance between faithfulness (after all we are

studying the play) and which film will appeal most to the

students (usually more contemporary adaptations).  

(TQP 83)

This statement implies that ‘straight’ Shakespeare is not

particularly attractive to students.  62% of teachers who

completed the questionnaire classify the typical student

response to studying Shakespeare as ‘ambivalent or

mixed’. The general view is that students have

preconceptions about Shakespeare, that these

preconceptions are negative, and that they stem from a

belief that his work is old-fashioned, difficult to

understand, boring and not something that will be of

relevance to them.  The teachers particularly stress that

students find Shakespeare’s language off-putting, both

before, but especially during, their study of the text.

They feel that these assumptions can be combated

through instruction, arguing that the students’ engagement

grows as they become familiar with the Shakespearean

material, and that they particularly enjoy being introduced

to the narratives, themes and rude content of the plays.

The films that students enjoy are not
necessarily those that are the most textually
correct

Romeo and Juliet, Baz Luhrmann, 1996, courtesy of Kobal Collection
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Here is an exemplar explanation of students’ ‘ambivalent

or mixed’ response:

Initially they are disinterested because of the context and the

stigma surrounding the term Shakespeare!  Once they

actually begin to get into the text and manage to see past

the language barrier and focus on the themes and the plot

they generally enjoy the text.  Overall I would say that they

look back on the topic with positive reflection; the hard part

is getting them to approach the text without prejudice.  

(TQP 39)

The teachers who completed the questionnaire stress

that it can be difficult for students to see the relevance of

Shakespeare to their lives.  Many appear to tackle this by

building on the idea that the playwright explored timeless

themes that are of concern to everyone.  They feel that

discussions about issues like young love, peer pressure,

law and order, family problems and ambition enable their

students to connect the texts they are studying to

contemporary experiences.  A number of participants

mention that they have discussed the topic of arranged

marriages in conjunction with studying Shakespeare

because their students were interested in different

historical and cultural attitudes towards this institution.

Other teachers indicate that their students have enjoyed

developing their own interpretations of the plays.  TQP

87, for instance, writes about a ‘mini updated version of

Macbeth we produced with modern characters from the

local area instead following a suggestion from pupils.’

This desire on the part of students to re-contextualise

Shakespeare using a modern and familiar framework

recurs in the teachers’ remarks.  More examples of ways

in which Macbeth has been re-imagined include as a

sports report, in the style of a Guy Richie gangster film

and using ideas from Star Wars. Of course, other

people’s interpretations can also have a powerful impact

upon students’ perceptions of a play.  One participant

recalls:

Boys’ ridiculous impressions of the gangsters and Mercutio in

Romeo and Juliet after watching the Luhrmann version.  It

went on for weeks even after we’d finished studying the

text.  

(TQP 102)

It is interesting to note the gender specificity in this

case, and also the longevity of the boys’ interest.  This

matches my own anecdotal experience of young men

who otherwise have no particular interest in literature –

let alone Shakespeare – engaging with Luhrmann’s

adaptation to the extent of quoting the text, mimicking

the delivery of the actors.  What these sorts of

experiences suggest is that popular culture portrayals of

Shakespeare can be very influential in shaping students’

attitudes towards his work.  My questionnaire for first-

year undergraduates was designed to explore the

implications of this by ascertaining the nature of young

people’s encounters with filmed Shakespeare, and what

they find appealing, off-putting and useful about these

adaptations.

Student consumption

On average each of the 109 students who completed the

questionnaire had seen 9.5 Shakespearean films from the

list of twenty-four that they were given.  Romeo and

Juliet, Shakespeare in Love and 10 Things have been seen

by the highest numbers of participants.  Romeo and Juliet

is the only film on the list that has been watched by

everyone who contributed.  93% of the participants have

seen Shakespeare in Love and 90% have watched 10

Things. These students are on average just over twice as

likely to choose to watch Shakespearean films in their

leisure time as they are to watch them for pedagogic

purposes.  In all but five cases – Hamlet (1948), Romeo

and Juliet (1968), King Lear (1971), Macbeth (1971),

Othello (1995) - higher numbers of the students have

watched the films on the list for pleasure than as part of

their studies.  West Side Story is over four times more

often watched in leisure time, Shakespeare in Love over

ten times more often, and 10 Things nearly twenty-five

times more often.

The three Shakespearean films that have been seen by

the largest numbers of participants – Romeo and Juliet,

Shakespeare in Love and 10 Things – are also the most

likely to be identified as the most enjoyable, although this

relationship is not proportional and Luhrmann’s

adaptation is the clear favourite.  Looking at all the

comments made by students who enjoyed Romeo and

Juliet best, it seems that they appreciate the contemporary

setting that this film creates for the play text.  One

characteristic contribution praises the ‘clever

modernisation whilst using the original language’ (Student

Questionnaire Participant 46). Another declares: ‘It was

imaginative whilst retaining the quality of the source

material - I usually dislike Shakespeare set into modern

times but something about this film worked’ (SQP 87).

The combination of esteemed old words and new

aesthetic framework is felt to be successful because it

makes Shakespeare’s work accessible to the viewer. This

attitude is summed up by SQP 65, who writes that the

best feature of the film is ‘the way in which the language

Popular culture portrayals of Shakespeare
can be very influential in shaping students’
attitudes towards his work

The students praise this film for clarifying
but not simplifying its source through the
use of familiar contemporary codes 
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was put into an understandable narrative through the

creative cinematography.’  What this comment also

illustrates is the importance of filmic factors to the

students’ enjoyment.  The participants who think Romeo

and Juliet is the best film from the list are very

enthusiastic about it as a piece of cinema, with nearly

70% of them mentioning the director by name.

Approving references are made to every aspect of the

filmmaking, including casting, production design, editing,

music, screenwriting and even the way the budget was

spent.  The fervency of these opinions is epitomised by

the remark that ‘everything about it was exceptional’

(SQP 8).

Luhrmann tops the list

Of the twenty-four Shakespearean films on the list Romeo

and Juliet is also by far the leading choice for most

relevant to study.  43% fewer participants deem it to be

the most useful educational resource than identify it as

the most enjoyable film, however. Romeo and Juliet is

the only film that has been seen by all of the participants

and, as such, it is perhaps no surprise that it features

prominently in the students’ answers.  Nonetheless, the

high number of participants who identify Luhrmann’s film

as the most relevant to study is notable; over three times

more than choose any other film.  The following three

contributions are characteristic of their feelings about the

pedagogic usefulness of this film:

Romeo and Juliet (Baz Luhrmann’s 1996 film) - it showed

Shakespeare could be relevant and applicable to the modern

day without cutting corners on the original script and

themes of the play.  

(SQP 54)

Baz Luhrmann’s Romeo and Juliet - the best contemporary

adaptation I’ve ever seen and having done English A-level I

thought it was appropriately adapted without losing any

meaning and it helped us understand the original better.

(SQP 68)

Luhrmann’s Romeo & Juliet. Keeps original language but still

serves a youth audience by having a well known cast, great

score (music), modern setting – it’s a very well made film.

Luhrmann knew what he was doing.  

(SQP 55)

The students praise this film for clarifying but not

simplifying its source through the use of familiar

contemporary codes to clarify the text, and for thus

making evident the enduring cultural importance of the

work.  They also continue to refer to the perceived

quality of the film, both as a cinematic product and as an

adaptation.  There is a notion that Romeo and Juliet

intelligently respects Shakespeare’s original intentions and

authority in the way it interprets the play, and there is

equally an intimation that it succeeds in engaging viewers

with the material because it is a persuasive and

entertaining piece of popular filmmaking.  Indeed, the

students think that this adaptation particularly

recommends itself as a study aid because it is designed to

appeal specifically to young people.  Those students who

choose Romeo and Juliet as the film most relevant to

study seem therefore to understand the cultural climate,

recommending the film that ‘would have the widest

appeal to a younger audience that would have negative

preconceptions of Shakespeare’s work’ (SQP 74).

Film and pedagogy

Obviously I have only been able to provide a very brief

and selective overview of my research here, but I think

there is still something interesting to be gained from

drawing out a few points.  Film is now an accepted part

of Shakespearean pedagogy, although teachers still have

reservations because it can distract attention from the

object of study, the text.  An important part of teaching

Shakespeare today, however, is overcoming negative

preconceptions and helping students connect the material

to their lives, and utilizing appealing film versions, which

young people encounter and enjoy beyond the

educational context, can help achieve this.  Luhrmann’s

Romeo and Juliet is a particularly successful example of

Shakespearean cinema inside and outside the classroom

because it is both entertaining and informative, depicting

the text in performance but also communicating with

viewers in a filmic language that they are attuned to.

Clearly there is currently a cultural appetite for

Shakespeare in popular guises, which I think is

interesting and encouraging.  What is more challenging,

however, is the question of how enthusiasm for media

products that bear little direct textual resemblance to

Shakespearean sources can be used to generate a greater

understanding and appreciation of the plays.  I am not

able to offer any specific suggestions for accomplishing

this goal here, and nor would I want to.  I know from

teachers’ generous contributions to my work that they

would much prefer to develop strategies independently

that fit their own specific pedagogic circumstances, but I

hope I have provided some food for thought. 

How can enthusiasm for media products
that bear little direct textual resemblance to
Shakespearean sources be used to generate
a greater understanding and appreciation
of the plays
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If Shakespeare Were Alive Today
A Cartoon Strip
David Belbin introduces a Shakespearean cartoon strip in which the BBC brings Shakespeare to the 21st
century via the Tardis. The strip was created by David Belbin and Brick (John Clark) and is reproduced on
the next page.

David Belbin is the

author of Denial

(Hodder) and many

other novels for

Young Adults. The

Pretender, an adult

novel about literary

forgery, is

published by Five

Leaves in October

(www.davidbelbin.com)

Brick is a cartoonist,

travel writer and forest

ranger

(www.brickbats.co.uk)

Belbin and Brick: the background

In 1981, I got my first post-university job. On my way to

work in Nottingham's run down Lace Market, I used to

pass a ground floor office where I'd see a tall figure at his

drawing board. A notice in the window said Brick:

cartoonist for hire. I had an excuse to commission a

cartoon, so introduced myself to the cartoonist. I was

worried about the expense (thirty quid!). John Clark

assured me that my employers wouldn't bat an eyelid,

and they didn't. 

John is a famous curmudgeon and eight years my

senior, but instead of being daunted, I found that he was

also an ennabler. In our first conversation, he established

that I was an aspiring writer, a CND activist and a comics

fan. So he set me to work writing a script for the

beginner's guide to nuclear disarmament. We never

finished this project, or any of the others we pitched to

publishers that decade, years before the comics boom.

Later, we tried to write a graphic novel before the term

existed. No matter. You learn a lot more from your

failures than you do from your successes.

By the 1990's, we were both established in our

professions. John was the UK's leading cartoonist on

environmental issues with regular slots in various left-

leaning magazines. I was writing full time for young

adults, starting in series fiction and moving onto more

serious stand-alone novels. We met most weeks to play

badminton and swap battle stories from the freelance

world. He would help me fix my bike but I drew the line

at cycling with him. Fit as I was, I couldn't keep up. John

has since carved a second reputation as a cycling

journalist and travel writer (look at www.brickbats.co.uk

to get a sense of the full range of his work).

Collaborative writing

At the turn of the century, John began to edit a children's

rights comics for UNICEF. He wrote and drew the first

three himself, then pulled me in to help with the fourth.

Our first published collaboration, Dear Amy, about

homelessness, appeared in 2001. We then embarked on a

one-story comic (not a graphic novel, though it probably

had enough plot for one) about globalisation. As I

researched the story, we discovered that it was also about

water rights. This was old hat for John, who'd been

writing and drawing about these issues for decades. But it

was new for me, and working together made it new for

both of us.

In fiction, you can't write about issues head on.

Character has to drive the story. Here, we were writing

propaganda, using my story-telling skills and John's comic

techniques to explain a situation that might otherwise

take thousands of words. Writing comics is more akin to

writing screenplay than prose fiction. And it's a

collaborative form. After sixteen years of writing on my

own, working with John was a joy. We'd bounce ideas

off each other, coming up with solutions we'd never have

found on our own. 

Cry Me A River took six months to write and longer to

draw. The initial print run was 50,000 but it kept having

to be reprinted. There was one more UNICEF comic, No

Secrets, about sexual abuse, which also included other

writers and artists. But the All Children Have Rights series

was a victim of its own success. With over a million

copies in print and demand rising each issue, it became

too expensive to do.

If Shakespeare were alive today

In 2007, another old friend, Mike Wilson, took over the

editorship of the Three Cities (Nottingham, Derby.

Leicester)  literature magazine, Tripod. He said he'd love

to get John and me to collaborate again. Mike wanted a

two page centre spread extolling the virtues of comics

and graphic novels. So we brainstormed. I do plots. John

shoots them down or helps me refine them. My first idea

was a sarcastic take on Martin Amis writing a graphic

novel. No good.

My second was better. There's an old saw saying that 'if

Shakespeare was alive today, he'd be writing soap

operas'. What if we disputed that and said he'd be writing

graphic novels instead? I came up with a complicated

science fiction concept about time travel being possible,

Writing comics is more akin to writing
screenplay than prose fiction. And it’s a
collaborative form

Much of our work consisted of cutting
words to make them fit but still make sense,
then finding little visual gags to better
convey the ideas
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but extremely expensive: people couldn't travel to the

past but corporations could bring individuals back. We

tried to condense this into a short strap line beneath the

title. John put in HG Wells' time machine to make the

point instead. But that didn't work. We replaced it with a

TARDIS. 

The script for the story was written over two weeks

that included three lengthy meetings and numerous

emails. Making Da Vinci the artist was the second key

decision (John has long been obsessed with Leonardo

and came up with the artist being brought back to design

weapon systems rather than paint). We spent a long time

looking at structure. We wanted an imaginative leap

between the two pages, with Will and Leo climbing a

ladder from bottom frame to top frame. When I saw the

first rough, I realised we didn't need it. The extra space

made the story breathe more. 

My favourite panel is the third one on page one, where

John fits in characters covering the entirety of comics

history. See how many you can recognise. (There’s a key

at the end of the article.) We also had to decide the

unique elements of comics we had to convey, then get

them all into one panel on page two. Much of the rest of

our work consisted of cutting words to make them fit but

still make sense, then finding little visual gags to better

convey the ideas.

Not all artists and writers collaborate this way. I've seen

one of Alan Moore's scripts and he nails every possible

aspect of what should go into the drawing. I've worked

like this with other artists but the way I work with John is

more fun and more successful.

The original artwork for this comic now stands proudly

framed on the wall of my university office. All that's

missing are the computer-generated sections like frame

two, page two: a history of the graphic image which

shows John's incredible attention to detail. 

I reckon it's our best work to date. See what you

think..

KEY TO COMIC CHARACTERS
in third strip on page 24

Left to right, characters from…

Manga Macbeth,  Fat Slags (Viz),  The Spirit,  Nausica,  Real War Stories,
Hate,  Calvin & Hobbs,  Batman,  Jimmy Corrigan,  V for Vendetta,  Krazy

Cat,  Spirited Away,  Mickey Mouse,  Love and Rockets,  The Adventures of
Junior, Spiderman,  Icarus

The RSC,  NATE  and  National Drama

SHAKESPEARE IN THE CLASSROOM
A conference for primary and secondary teachers
interested in exploring active approaches to
Shakespeare

Friday 24th October, 9.30 – 5pm
RSC Courtyard Theatre, Stratford-upon-Avon.

A unique opportunity to work with the RSC, NATE and National Drama,
offering the chance to experience the three organisations’ different,
mutually supportive ways of working with young people on Shakespeare in
the classroom. Practical workshops will be focused on Romeo and Juliet,
Hamlet and Macbeth, and the key speaker is to be announced. The day will
culminate in an opportunity to see David Tennant in the RSC’s forthcoming
production of Hamlet.

To book or for further information, contact Amanda Carroll, RSC Education
Administrator, on 01789 298860 or email education@rsc.org.uk. The cost of
the full conference including all workshops and lunch is £150. Full conference
plus supper and a ticket to Hamlet is £200.
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